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PICTURED LEFT: TATLER modular sofa in park wheat fabric, 

SARI coffee table in clear lacquer.

PICTURED ABOVE: CARSON dining table in Tasmanian 

blackwood, JARVIS dining chairs in beige fabric with 

blackwood stain. 

NSW/ACT- AUBURN, BELROSE, CASTLE 

HILL, CARINGBAH, CROWS NEST, GOSFORD, 

FYSHWICK, HOMEBUSH, KOTARA, LIVERPOOL, 

MOORE PARK, PORT MACQUARIE, 

WOLLONGONG 

VIC- BENDIGO, ESSENDON, GEELONG, 

HOPPERS CROSSING, MORNINGTON, 

NORTHLAND, NUNAWADING, RICHMOND 

QLD- GOLD COAST BUNDALL,  BRISBANE 

FORTITUDE VALLEY, SUNSHINE COAST 

MAROOCHYDORE.

The home of style for

homewares



An Everyday Masterpiece
The Beauty of Art; The Quality of Caesarstone®

New Statuario Nuvo™

www.caesarstone.com.au





NISSAN PULSAR 
SERIOUS BOOTROOM

Pulsar SSS sedan in Cayenne Red shown.
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SERIOUSLY 
SPACIOUS

You can � t more boots into a Nissan Pulsar sedan than any other car in its 
class – a whole 510 litres worth. Plus on the inside, there’s serious headroom 
and legroom. Put on your boots and get down to your Nissan Dealer or visit 
nissan.com.au/pulsar





making plans
from the editor:
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{EDITOR’S LETTER}

A classic Queenslander 
receives a revival, page 140.

Natalie Bassingthwaighte shares 
her family home with us, page 34.

SUBSCRIBERS’ EXCLUSIVE

All HB subscribers are 
already in the draw  
to win a Hansgrohe  

‘Pura Vida’ shower set, 
valued at $989.

Visit hansgrohe.com.au for more 
information. To subscribe,  

call 1300 668 118. 

Turn to page 136 to check out  
this month’s subscription ofer.  

For terms of entry, see page 212.

A few months ago, we had some plans drawn up for our 
“dream renovation”. But since then, we literally haven’t  
had a moment to pore over them as a family and discuss 
what we love, what we want to add or change – not even  
a minute to get mildly excited about the possibilities. 

But January changes all that. Now, not only do I have 
empty days spread out ahead of me, I also have this issue 
of HB in my hand, filled with the stunning homes of so 
many stylish people. Once again, six wonderful celebrities 
have opened their doors to share both their lives and style 
with us all. Each one has created a uniquely beautiful 
home, filled with the stories and memories that make their 
place a haven from their busy lives. Their styles may be 
diferent, but the result is the same – a home to love. 

January is oicially the month of inspiration!  

“JANUARY IS THE TIME when my mind STARTS TO  

WANDER  AND all the best ideas  HAPPEN” 

Wendy Moore, Editor

JANUARY BRINGS OUT the most relaxed version of me.  
The combination of long days and the remarkable sense  
of happiness and satisfaction that only a wonderful 
Christmas season can bring definitely play a part. But what  
makes this time of the year so special is that we become 
part of a community where everyone is relaxed. 

There are endless days when I don’t think about anything 
else but what the next meal might be. There’s no need to 
check my emails or sit in traic – in fact, there is no rush at 
all. Being surrounded by people in the same state of mind 
is also part of the magic. We make approximate times to 
meet rather than definitive ones and, instead of waiting 
impatiently for the other to show, we take a moment to read, 
browse through shops and generally while away the hours. 

In my experience, a relaxed mind is a creative mind. So 
in January, without exception, I make plans. I get inspired, 
and explore all the possibilities around me, rather than 
having to stop dreaming and focus on the task at hand. 

ON MY 
WISHLIST 

THIS 
MONTH

♥

ARMCHAIR

‘Peacock’ armchair in 
Andorra Light Grey, 
$599, Lounge Lovers.

TERRARIUM

‘Brass Cage’ 
terrarium, from  

$69, West Elm. 
Stockists,  
page 212
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34  Natalie Bassingthwaighte Dark 

and moody, with the “X” factor

42  Silvia Colloca Say “ciao” to this 
stylish beachside retreat

48  Iva Davies A home with a view 

where no-one sings the blues

56  Anna Gare Quirky collections make 
for a colourful west coast abode

62  Corey Parker Queensland style 

in a league of its own

68  Peter Morrissey A Sydney 
sanctuary filled with personality

STAR style SPECIAL



Throw open your doors and let the 

sunshine in on fresh Summer looks from 

Freedom. Discover the range in store or 

online today at freedom.com.au

Prices valid as at 14 December 2015. 

Prices may vary in Tasmania.

HERMITAGE 3 seat leather sofa $3699 MyFreedom member price $3145

Scottsdale Italian semi-aniline leather • Available in 2 seat sofa, armchair & ottoman

ESTATE coffee table 140x70cm $699, HAYES rug 160x230cm $349, CUSHIONS from 

$34.95, SAX storage bag large $39.95

MyFreedom members save 15% on full priced items. Joining fee applies.
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Red alert
HB  DESIGNER YASMINE PARKER 

DELVED INTO THE HOME BEAUTIFUL 

IMAGE GALLERY ON THE  

HOUSE RULES  APP TO CREATE  

A MOODBOARD WHERE THIS 

VIBRANT HUE IS  THE HERO

Colonial style
USING HER OWN COLLECTED 

IMAGES,  “STEPHY KATE”  

SHARED HER INSPIRATIONAL 

MOODBOARD ON PINTEREST,  USING 

THE HOUSE RULES  POWERED  

BY HOME BEAUTIFUL  APP

Vintage love
HOME BEAUTIFUL  EDITOR 

WENDY MOORE CELEBRATES 

HER LOVE OF COUNTRY CHARM  

WTH A VINTAGE TWIST IN THIS 

MOODBOARD,  CREATED USING 

THE HOUSE RULES  APP

The House Rules powered by Home Beautiful  
app lets you create – and share – your favourite 

moodboards. Here are a few to inspire.

Would you like your inspiration  
to appear in the pages of HB?  

Then share your moodboards using 
#homelove and #houserulesapp
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This month we were invited into the homes of some of our favourite 
celebrities. TV cook Silvia Colloca’s sons, Raphael and Miro, couldn’t 

resist sneaking a taste of the ricotta and apple cake mum was making 
during our visit (left); see page 42. And multi-talented Natalie 

Bassingthwaighte shared a giggly moment with husband Cameron 
and children Hendrix and Harper at their Melbourne home (page 34).

great start As we begin the exciting process 

of building our dream home in 

rural Queensland, I couldn’t 

contain my excitement when  

I read your ‘Bright Christmas’ 

article in the December issue.  

My musings of what I envision 

our house interior to be are 

somewhat similar to homeowner 

Ruth’s modern/traditional design 

choices – and they look fabulous! 

Thank you, HB, for giving me 

greater confidence in making  

my imminent colour selections 

and design choices.

Tamara Miller,  
Toowoomba, Qld, via email

BEHIND THE SCENES

16  HOME BEAUTIFUL I JANUARY 2016 

{HB COMMUNITY}

I’ve subscribed to Home Beautiful 

for more than four years and it has 

influenced me, through a massive 

renovation, to create a home I love. 

I was particularly inspired by 

your 90th birthday celebration 

issue in November, as that month 

is also my birthday. I decided to 

make your passionfruit naked 

cake with white chocolate frosting 

for my birthday and have a high 

tea. It really was a lovely way to 

celebrate with family and friends 

in my home – and I was able to 

use the beautiful vintage crockery 

that my gran used to collect.

Brooke Cooper, West  
Hobart, Tas, via email 

Dreamy desk  
@THESTYLISTSPLASH CREATED 

SOME SERIOUS DESK ENVY IN 

THE HB  OFFICE,  SHARING THIS 

GORGEOUS SHOT USING 

#HBMYSTYLE

A dog’s life
@LIFELOVEHICCUPS HAD HER 

SUNNY SPOT STOLEN BY HER 

BUDDY MAX,  WHO SEEMED TO 

ENJOY A QUIET READ OF HB

Paradise found
@BEACHYVIBEHOUSE HAS 

US DREAMING OF AN ISLAND 

GETAWAY WITH THIS DIVINE 

SHOT,  SHARED USING 

#HBMYSTYLE

“THE HB TEAM’S style secrets IN THE NOVEMBER ISSUE WERE SUCH  

A TREAT. SOME GREAT IDEAS, TIPS AND favourite items THAT WILL 

DEFINITELY GET A TICK FROM ME” ~ Helen Richards, Perth, WA, via email
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stay in touch
 WHAT’S HAPPENING ON THE PAGES OF HOME BEAUTIFUL  

AND BEYOND, AND A CHANCE TO TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

FACEBOOK.COM/
HOMEBEAUTIFULMAG

@HOMEBEAUTIFUL

@HBCREATIVECOLLECTION

PINTEREST.COM/HOMEBEAUTIFUL 

@HOME_BEAUTIFUL

hb HOMEBEAUTIFUL.COM.AU

DOWNLOAD THE HOUSE RULES  
POWERED BY HOME BEAUTIFUL APP 

HOMEBEAUTIFUL@ 
PACIFICMAGS.COM.AU

winning letter

This month’s prize…  
is a Nespresso Breville 
‘Citiz & Milk’ in Chrome 

co�ee maker with an 
integrated Aeroccino3 

milk frother, valued  
at $399. Visit breville.

com.au or call  
1300 139 798.



You don’t even have time to read this. We get it. The Nissan Path� nder is designed for people just 
like you. The Latch and Glide™ system means easy access to the third row. Seven adult-sized seats 
mean it’s harder for your kids to annoy each other. And three entertainment zones* mean you can 
tailor your distractions perfectly. Meanwhile, the 360o Around  View  Monitor  makes parking troubles 
a thing of the past. So driving the Nissan Path� nder is like having a little break really. 

NISSAN PATHFINDER
GETS BIG FAMILIES

PTH0470/GBF Ti model shown. *  Ti model only. †ST-L Option Pack and Ti models only.





Long luscious days and dusks 
spent soaking in sea breezes 
– this is the time of the year 
to celebrate the sunshine. 

Embrace the season by 
decorating spaces both inside 

and out with soft, delicate 
textures and natural finishes 

for perfect retreats among lush 
tropical greenery. All that’s left 

is to close your eyes and be 
hypnotised by the sound  

of rolling waves.  

coastal escape

inspire
GORGEOUS IDEAS TO BRING YOUR DREAM HOME TO LIFE

CLOCKWISE, FROM LEFT: Lantern, $230/small, Balinese daybed, $1195, round ‘Cloud’ stool, $720, 
‘Malawi’ chair, $380, all Orient House. Linen scarf in Ice, $130, Cloth & Co. Carved wooden coffee 
table in Distressed White, $980, Bisque Interiors. Flat-weave rug, $445, No Chintz. On daybed, 
from left: ‘Stitch’ linen cushion, $210, The Design Hunter. ‘Barnet Diamond’ cushion, $70, Globe 
West. ‘Charvi’ cushion, $159, Burke Home. ‘Belle Maison’ cushion, $90, ‘Serenity’ throw, $139, 
both Losari. ‘Classic’ Panama hat, $390, My Island Home. On coffee table: Antique silver tray, 
$169/medium, Burke Home. Swazi glass champagne flutes, $40 each, African Trading Port. Glass 
water pitcher, $149, Maison Et Jardin. All other items, stylist’s own. Stockists, page 212  
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“I leave little pencil marks just to show it hasn’t  
been popped out of a computer” ~ Elise

smooth sailing
style insight:

A SPIRIT OF FREEDOM and adventure infuse the creations of 

woodwork artist Elise Cameron-Smith. Best known for her miniature 

boats, the 25-year-old avoids designing by computer or calculation, 

preferring instead to create by hand and eye. “Most of my work is kind 

of spontaneous,” says Elise, from her rustic studio in Wollongong,  

90 minutes south of Sydney. “There are no templates or calculated 

radiuses – I simply draw a line with a pencil and cut to that line.”

Elise’s journey as a designer has been equally intuitive. In 2010, after 

starting a design course in Sydney, she found herself frustrated with  

the emphasis on technology. “Visualising something and then making 

it on a computer is really diicult for me,” she explains. “I have to 

physically do things to learn them.” A part-time woodwork course led  

to her “snap decision” to enrol at Sturt, a contemporary craft and  

design school in Mittagong in the NSW Southern Highlands. “It was 

never a plan, it just felt like a good thing to do,” she recalls. 

Following her studies, Elise moved to the south coast to take up  

a 12-month part-time traineeship with furniture-maker Leon Sadubin.  

“I learnt so much,” she says. “His work is really amazing.” Elise later 

worked part-time glassing surboards but now devotes all her time to 

creating her own pieces. Days start at 7am in the workshop, where she 

dons her King Gee overalls and gets to work shaping and sanding. 

Afternoons are spent on “the fun jobs” such as penning the little poems 

that accompany each of her boats and fixing sails. “The boats have  

been something I’ve been working on over the past few years,” says 

Elise of the ethereal, teardrop-shaped vessels she sells through her 

website. “My inspiration comes from storybooks, fairy tales and the 

natural environment, and boats are just that metaphor for a journey; 

you’re going somewhere new or you’re in control of where you’re going.” 

Made with a mix of white beech and kauri, with leather, brass and 

string detailing, each boat is unique and has its own name and story to 

tell. Influenced by her life on the coast and her love of surfing, the boats 

have a dream-like appeal with a finish that is raw and natural. “With 

furniture, a lot of the focus is on the grain of the wood,” she says. 

“Whereas when you focus more on sculpture and creative work, it’s 

about the story and the form, and also the spirit of it, which is nice.” >

TOP: Elise Cameron-Smith in her Wollongong workshop. LEFT: A prototype of a 
bird form she has been developing. “It’s based on those bird toys that balance on 
your finger by their beak,” Elise explains. “It’s an idea I’ve been playing around 
with.” The brass tacks are used as finishing details on the boats.  

WOODWORK ARTIST ELISE CAMERON-SMITH 
CRAFTS BEAUTIFUL BOATS AND OBJECTS  

USING TRADITIONAL SKILLS 

WORDS CATHERINE McCORMACK  STYLING LISA HILTON 
PHOTOGRAPHY BRIGID ARNOTT
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One of Elise’s boats, Lucky, sits beside an 
old black-and-white postcard her great-
grandmother sent to her grandmother  
half a century ago. The vase (far left) is  
by English ceramicist Rachel Wood. 



“I guess what I’m really doing is making sculpture,  
but also making it fun and accessible” ~ Elise

ELISE’S TOP TIPS FOR

starting a creative business
1. 

Start now! “Begin small and build it up, and be open to 
change,” says Elise. “You learn and adapt as you go, and 
find out what works for you. I had a revelation last year  

that the only way to get yourself out there is to do  
really good work under your own name.”

2. 
Show your work in its best light. “Pay a professional 

photographer and stylist to take beautiful images of your 
creations. It will get you more attention and more work.” 

3. 
Be social savvy. “Use social media to get your work out 

there,” she says. “Build your followers and watch the 
opportunities pour in. It’s amazing how far it can go.” 

TOP: Elise shapes the curve of the frames of each boat by hand, then uses copper wire, leather  
and string as finishing details. LEFT: Elise crafted this deckchair, made of kauri with custom-made 
shibori fabric, for her parents, “But I stole it back,” she says with a laugh. The side table is a piece 
made during her time at Sturt. The sign (above chair) was made by Nathan Pickering from  
Sydney-based signwriting studio Lynes & Co. “I traded him a boat for it,” she says.  

Alongside her boats, she’s also developing a series of limited-edition 

works: current prototypes include birds, mermaids and tiny whales. 

“They’re just little things that I vibe on.” 

Building the business side of her work has been a challenge. “You 

really do have to think of being creative as a job, and work at it like a 

job,” she says. “You’re working long hours, you’re in the workshop with 

overalls and goggles and ear mufs, covered in dust, then you’re going 

home and replying to emails and lying in bed at 4am trying to work out 

how to join a boat together – it can really take over your life.”

Fortunately, she’s found plenty of support and friendship from other 

artists and makers in the Wollongong community. “There’s a really 

young, creative spirit here and we’re all experiencing the same 

problems trying to get our work out there and to survive while doing  

it,” says Elise. “But we’re all in it together, which is really nice.”

For more information, visit elisecameron-smith.com.au.
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Hycraft is a stunning and versatile range of wool carpets 

for all seasons. The natural wool insulates for warmth during 

winter and provides cooling relief through sultry summers.

hycraftcarpets.com.au

@godfreyhirstau

Natural wool carpet for all seasons

Odyssey 780 Stella
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style file
OUR ROUND-UP OF THE LATEST DESIGN NEWS, 

SHOPPING AND DECORATING TRENDS

EDITED BY BETTINA TYRRELL

timeworn treasure
‘ D I S T R E S S E D  WA L L S’  I S  T H E  N E W R A N G E  O F R I C H LY I N T R I G U I N G 

WA L L PA P E R S  F R O M  D E S I G N E R  K E R R I E  B R OW N .  ‘ DA M AG E D  G O O D S’  

( A B OV E ;  $ 8 9 /S Q M )  S E E S  T H E  E X- F I L M -S E T D ECO R ATO R  C R E AT E  

A FAS C I N AT I N G  WO R K  T H AT R EC A L L S  P E E L I N G  P L A S T E R ,  D I S I N T EG R AT I N G 

DA M A S K ,  WA L L C R AC KS  A N D  OT H E R  FAU LT S  WA L L PA P E R  WO U L D  U S UA L LY 

D I S G U I S E .  S H OW-S TO P P I N G  FA D E D  E XOT I C  S C E N E S  A N D  U N R AV E L L I N G 

TA P E S T R I E S  A R E  A L S O  I N  T H E  R A N G E .  V I S I T K E R R I E B R OW N .CO M. 

NEWS:

HEAD TO ONLINE OP-SHOP APP BOUNTYE TO SELL OR BUY pre-loved 
ITEMS. YOU CAN opt to donate 

PROCEEDS OF YOUR SALES TO YOUR 
CHARITY OF CHOICE. VISIT BOUNTYE.COM FOR MORE DETAILS

floor art 
Hub of out-of-the-box furniture 
design, Dutch brand Moooi has 

launched a flooring offshoot, 
Moooi Carpets. Not just any 
floor fillers, mind you, but a 

boundary-pushing range that 
uses the newest technology to 

print photo-realistic designs on 
to carpets and rugs. Leading 

designers have created works  
for the new collection, including 
Moooi’s artistic director Marcel 
Wanders, whose pieces include 

‘Crystal Ice’ (left) and ‘Eden 
Queen’ (below). Dutch designer 
Edward van Vliet’s ‘Celestial’ 

is pictured top left. From $2950; 
spacefurniture.com.au.

island life Family-owned textile and fabric 
company Charles Parsons is 

celebrating its centenary year in 
style with the launch of a new 

collection, ‘Island’. The indoor/
outdoor fabrics (above) feature  

palm prints, nautical stripes and 
coral reef-inspired patterns  

that will have your alfresco dining 
and pool areas looking super 

tropical; charlesparsons.com. >

GOOD NIGHTS
Linen lovers rejoice! ‘Nashe’, 
Sheridan’s new stonewashed  

100 per cent cotton sheet 
collection, gives you the luxe 
texture of pure linen but at  

a more affordable price. 
Stonewashing and treating 
the cotton gives the fabric  

a lovely crumpled linen look. 
The ‘Nashe’ collection will  

be available in late January  
in four soft hues: White 

(pictured), Blush, Sand and 
Fog. $289.95/queen set; 

sheridan.com.au.
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{INSPIRE}

only natural 
THE SPRING/SUMMER RANGE 

FROM AUSTRALIAN TEXTILE 

BRAND INK & SPINDLE IS  ALL 

KINDS OF NATURAL BEAUTY. 

PRINTED ON 100 PER CENT HEMP, 

THE COLLECTION FEATURES 

DELICATE BOTANICAL PRINTS 

INSPIRED BY THE AUSTRALIAN 

NATIVE LANDSCAPE.  THE  

RANGE IS  AVAILABLE IN  

READY-MADE PIECES SUCH AS 

THE DOUBLE-SIDED CUSHIONS 

PICTURED ($77 EACH)  OR YOU  

CAN BUY COTTON AND HEMP 

FABRICS IN CUSTOMISED 

COLOURWAYS FROM $96/M; 

INKANDSPINDLE.COM.

trending : CACTI
The quirky cactus is spiking 
the “now” radar. Try these 
pieces for a look that says 

rocking desert style. 

1. ‘Fantastical Botanical Cactus’ 
print, $49.90/A3 (unframed), 

meandmytrend.com.

2. Bone china cactus box, $59,  
jonesandco.com.au. 

3. ‘Cactus’ cushion in Grey Mist, 
$89, sanctuary.boutique.

4. Bethany Linz ‘San Pedro’ 
wallpaper in Steel Blue, $98/per 
lineal metre, bethanylinz.com.

NEW ONLINE STORE PRINKBOX IS THE  
GO-TO SITE FOR design-centric  

GIFTS; PRINKBOX.COM.AU 

1

2

3

4

HB BOOK CLUB

The Maker by Tamara Maynes  
(Murdoch Books, $59.99)

Looking to spark your creative  
side? The second book by 

Melbourne-based designer,  
DIY-er and stylist Tamara Maynes 

might be the catalyst that gets you 
crafting sophisticated projects. 

Follow steps to make a metalwork 
wall hanging or a “no-fire” clay 
vessel, or just enjoy the large  

serve of inspiration and Q&As  
with talented craftspeople.

found and 
formed 

Meet The Savage & Scott… aka 
Nik Kulas, an ex-builder of Boeing 

aircraft components, and Olivia 
Prescott, a former plastic surgery 
nurse. The creative duo salvage 

materials to create weighty 
industrial-style furniture with old-

world class. Made in Melbourne 
with the ethos “bespoke is better”, 

The Savage & Scott product 
offering includes farmhouse-chic 
‘Barn’ doors, priced from $2000, 
and the tall, dark and handsome 
‘Frankie’ floor lamp (left), $1795; 

thesavageandscott.com. >



of your first purchase* when you sign up at

www.zanui.com.au / beautiful
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{INSPIRE}

OPEN BOOK
Ever stumbled across a stunning 
picture in a pricey coffee-table 
book and been tempted to cut the 
page out? Well, hold that scalpel. 
The ‘Anesbury Book Frame’ is the 
first in a series of hanging frames 
from Brisbane-based Natalie Lane 
of Corner Block Studio, and is 
designed to show off the pages of 
your most beautiful tomes. The 
frame, made from handcrafted 
recycled Australian hardwood, is 
simply designed but endless in  
its possibilities, allowing you to 
create changeable wall art from 
any book you like. Keep an eye out 
for the record-jacket frame and 
gift-card frame, both available this 
month. ‘Anesbury Book Frame’, 
$82, cornerblockstudio.com. 

4

5 minutes with…
S I M O N A FA LC I N E L L A

The German-based head of  colour  and tr im  
at  luxury car  manufacturer  Audi  AG took  

some t ime out  to  chat  with  HB  

Tell us about your background.
“I’ve been in the world of colour 

for as long as I can remember: 

my mother was a fashion 

designer and she used to take 

me along to see textiles and 

half-finished dresses… these 

early experiences influenced  

my work and still do.”

How much attention do you 
pay to global trends when 
designing car interiors? “We 

observe the latest colour, texture 

and material trends, and let  

the results seep into our work. 

Visiting international design 

and fashion fairs is a must, but 

we don’t limit ourselves by what 

we see. I find inspiration all around me – just walking through life 

with open eyes and an open mind. It can also come from geometric 

patterns in nature or from the graphics and surfaces in architecture.” 

How far can you push the boundaries? “It’s our daily pursuit to 

develop new ideas. The challenge is to find the right balance for the 

customer: to offer refreshing, modern innovations on the one hand 

while at the same time being a reliable and timeless object. There 

are many colours that appeal to us as designers, but not every colour 

is suitable for the automotive world. We’re looking for trends that 

have longevity and, of course, that also fit into the Audi DNA. In 

designing our concept cars, we can push the boundaries a little 

further: more fashionable colours, more experimental materials.” 

What influences your colour and finish choices? “Our choices are 

subconsciously influenced by everything we see and hear in our 

daily life. These are mainly European ‘metatrends’, but our team is 

very international and up-to-date on trends all over the world. Local 

preferences do come into consideration but we always make sure 

that the surfaces and finishes are typically Audi.”

1

creature
comfort Create a magical menagerie 

for your little ones with these 
sweet animal accessories. 
1. ‘Fox’ playmat in Beige, $160, 

mooibaby.com.au.  
2. ‘Bear Wonder’ tent, $339, 

suchgreatheights.com.  
3. For Me By Dee ‘Winston the 

Wombat’ print, from $90/A3 
(unframed), hardtofind.com.au.   
4. Tell Kiddo ‘Bear’ fabric bag, 

$59.95/48cm x 68cm, Resident GP. 

RUN OUT OF STORAGE? SPACER CONNECTS 
PEOPLE WHO’VE GOT spare space WITH 

THOSE WHO NEED IT; SPACER.COM.AU

re-porpoised 
I TA L I A N  F U R N I T U R E  CO M PA N Y A R F L E X  H A S  D I V E D  D E E P 

I N TO  I T S  A R C H I V E S  TO  R E- R E L E A S E  T H E  S T U N N I N G 

‘ D E L F I N O ’  C H A I R ,  D E S I G N E D  B Y E R B E RTO  C A R B O N I  I N  

1 9 5 4 .  T H E  F L I P P E R- L I K E  A R M S  A N D  L I T H E  B O DY EC H O  

T H E  C H A I R ’ S  N A M E SA K E ,  T H E  D O L P H I N  –  P R OV I N G  T H AT 

D E S I G N  I N S P I R AT I O N  C A N  CO M E  F R O M  T H E  M O S T  

U N U S UA L P L AC E S .  $ 4 4 9 5 ;  P O L I FO R M .CO M . AU.   

2

3



A plug in device that keeps mozzies and l ies away all night long.  



{INSPIRE}

jennifer jones
SHE CAPTURED OUR ATTENTION WITH HER 

HOMEWARES BRAND, HAVE YOU MET MISS JONES. 
NOW, JENNIFER JONES OF JONES & CO REVEALS 

HER OWN FAVOURITE PLACES TO SHOP 

AS TOLD TO VERA KLEIN

THE COOK AND BAKER
“This is my happy place – and it’s conveniently located between my 

home and oice. Owners Tass [Tauroa] and Cherie [Bevan] pour huge 

amounts of love into what they make and it’s my go-to place for edible 

presents. I love turning up at someone’s house with a flourless 

mandarin marmalade cake! It’s great to deal with people who are 

passionate about what they do: it reminds me of why I do what I do.”

Visit: 238 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction, NSW, (02) 9388 0119.  

Open: Tues-Sun, 7am-4pm.  

Bookmark: thecookandbaker.com.au.

designer’s guide:

“I love the Double Bay Central Library. It’s the perfect place 
to work outside of the office. I go there to pore over reference 

books when I’m designing new collections” ~ Jennifer (above)

Manufactum
“I was recently in Berlin and just loved this multi-level store, 

which is full of heritage and timeless quality. It sells everything 

from beautiful wrapping paper from Florence [above] to the best 

garden tools. All the products are made in Germany or elsewhere 

in Europe and they ofer a tightly curated collection. I particularly 

loved their wooden houses that are designed for specific animals, 

such as a butterfly or ladybird house for the garden. I bought  

a heavy-duty mechanical pencil for sketching and I love using it.”

Bookmark: manufactum.com.
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PETIT PAN
“A find on my last trip to  

Paris was Petit Pan and their 

three stores located on Rue 

FranÇois Miron in the 4th 

arrondissement. One sells 

baby clothes, one is dedicated 

to home and lifestyle, and the 

third stocks fabric. The fabric 

is terrific, plus they have the 

sweetest baby clothes, which 

made for compulsive shopping 

since we’re expecting our  

first baby in March.”  

Bookmark: petitpan.com.

LUCKY OCEAN CLUB
“We’re probably best known for our innovative ceramics [right] 

but now there’s a new member of the Jones family – Lucky Ocean 

Club, which launches this month. The brand is inspired by my 

family home [in the Philippines] when I was growing up and 

features the best of my travels through South-East Asia. It’s all 

about traditional handicrafts with a modern spin. We’re focusing 

on ceramics from Chiang Mai, beautiful Thai hill tribe fabrics, 

stone tableware and hand-carved wooden accessories.” 

 Bookmark: luckyoceanclub.com.au.

few and far
“We’re big fans of a mini-break and often head south of Sydney to  

the white beaches of Jervis Bay. I love stopping in at Few And Far in 

Huskisson. They have a great global selection and it’s a lovely place to 

browse. I’ve bought a rope dog leash [pictured above in Teal], marble 

cheeseboards, woven pot-plant holders and fossilised wooden bowls.”  

Visit: 1/46 Owen Street, Huskisson, NSW, (02) 4441 8244. 

Open: Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm; Sun, 10am-4pm.  

Bookmark: fewandfar.com.au.    

spring court
“I’m definitely a sneaker girl and 

own countless amounts. They’re 

super comfy when I’m on my feet 

all day. Spring Court is always 

releasing new colours, plus  

they also stock other amazing 

European brands. In winter, I love 

their Italian boots, and in summer, 

I wear their man-style brogues 

with rolled-up boyfriend jeans.” 

Visit: 14 Hall Street, Bondi Beach, 

NSW, (02) 9365 3898. 

Open: Mon-Fri, 10.30am-5.30pm; 

Sat-Sun, 10am-5pm.  

Bookmark: springcourt.com.au.

“Thankfully, Paris’s Petit Pan has an online store that  
ships internationally as my suitcases were already at bursting 

point before I even walked in the door” ~ Jennifer



The only waterproof bikini trimmer
and hydrating razor in one.
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The new Schick Hydro Silk TrimStyle features a bikini trimmer for convenient bikini 

maintenance. With the fl ip of the handle, the TrimStyle transforms into a hydrating razor, 

complete with 5 curve-sensing blades to deliver incredible closeness. FREE YOUR SKIN.
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STAR style

POOL AREA
Natalie, her husband Cameron and their children Hendrix, two, and Harper, five, relax 
around the divine pool and play area of their Melbourne home. The kids make great use of 
both the pool – “Harper should hopefully be Floatie-free soon,” says her proud mum – and 
the cubby-house, which was there when the couple bought the home. “It felt so right as soon 
as we saw it and the kids absolutely love it,” says Natalie. > 



PERFECT
pitch

STORY JACKIE BRYGEL  STYLING JACQUI MOORE  PHOTOGRAPHY CATH MUSCAT

NATALIE BASSINGTHWAIGHTE’S BEAUTIFUL MELBOURNE HOME REFLECTS  
THE ENTERTAINMENT ALL-ROUNDER’S INNATE SENSE OF STYLE 
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V E RY  N OW  A N D  T H E N , often without warning, Natalie 

Bassingthwaighte is overcome by a powerful impulse. For the talented actor, 

singer, TV host, children’s wear creator and mum to daughter Harper, five, 

and son Hendrix, two, resistance proves futile. She simply has to surrender 

to the urge to shuffle around pieces – sometimes even entire rooms – in her 

red-brick, century-old home in a Melbourne beachside suburb. “I suddenly 

get inspired and want to change everything,” she says. “I like to flip rooms, 

move a couch or add new cushions. I get so much enjoyment out of it.”

Certainly, Natalie’s husband, musician and producer Cameron McGlinchey, knows he might as 

well go with the flow – and why not? For Natalie has a knack for knowing when the time has come 

to give a space an update, or even assign it an entirely new purpose. “I might roll my eyes for a 

minute at the prospect of moving things around, but it always works out for the better!” he says.

Wander down the hallway of Natalie and Cameron’s home, with its beautiful stained-glass 

front door and soaring ornate ceilings, and you’ll come to a living area as bright and sunny as 

Natalie herself. Framed photos of friends and family imbue the room with warmth, as do the 

couple’s treasured works of art, collected over many years. Glass doors open out to a sun-soaked 

paved alfresco area and pool, bordered by a towering conifer hedge. “I just love the home’s energy 

and the fact that the outside greenery shines through,” says Natalie. Yet, as you may expect in 

the home of someone who thrives on diversity and creativity, there are also spaces with a 

wondrous sense of mood and drama. Take the inky-hued lounge room or Natalie’s sunken 

dressing-room, with its statement yellow wire chandelier and charcoal-tinged walls. > 

OUTDOOR LOUNGE AREA
When Natalie and Cameron, pictured above  
with Hendrix and Harper, walked through their  
home at an open-for-inspection three years ago 
and spotted the lush garden from the hallway, 
they were smitten. “We’d just missed out on 
another auction which I felt quite disappointed 
about, but we took two steps in here, looked  
at each other and said, ‘This is it!’ ” Natalie 
recalls. “It felt like we’d found our dream home.” 

LOUNGE ROOM
In its previous life, the dramatic lounge room 
(right & opposite) was a boys’ bedroom. Now, 
Natalie’s favourite Jonathan Adler ‘Whitaker’ 
chair and ottoman, together with an oversized 
‘Chelsea’ pendant from Surround, take centre 
stage. “It originally had these big old medieval-
style curtains with all-white walls,” Natalie 
recalls. “We changed the carpet, painted the 
walls [in Dulux ‘Namadji’], did up the fireplace 
and added new curtains. Now I love the feeling 
in here.” As for the scene-stealing yellow chair, 
“At the time, there was nowhere in Australia that 
stocked it, so I searched high and low and found  
a company that shipped it to me from New  
York,” she recalls. “It took seven months to arrive 
– but now Jonathan Adler’s designs are stocked 
at Coco Republic!” The world-map wallpaper 
provides a constant source of discussion among 
the clan. “The colours are perfect and it’s such  
a talking point. When my dad was travelling  
in Europe recently, I would say to the kids, ‘Do 
you want to know where Pa is?’ And then we 
would look it up on the map.”



“My yellow chair is the only thing that’s 
of-limit to the kids. No-one can ruin my chair!” ~ Natalie



“I like a lot of monochrome,, 
neutrals and grey, then I add  

a pop of colour” ~ Natalie
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“Cam and I go to house auctions to sticky-beak at the design. We’ll be like, ‘Let’s do that!’ ” ~ Natalie

MAIN BEDROOM
Natalie and Cameron oversaw a five-month 
renovation of their home, which included a wall 
being knocked out to transform a bedroom into 
the couple’s dressing-room and ensuite. In the 
main bedroom (above), an eye-catching black-
and-white landscape by Archibald Prize winner 
Fiona Lowry adds drama above the timber bed 
that was bought many years ago at BoConcept 
in Los Angeles. “Cam and I love art, and this 
painting is our favourite piece,” says Natalie. 
“All our friends pitched in to buy it for us for  
our wedding and then, two years later, Fiona 
won the Archibald. It’s very special to us.”

ENSUITE
Featuring more than a dash of hotel style, the 
ensuite (left) is awash with a luxe, tranquil 
ambience, thanks to the large-format travertine 
tiles, a stunning freestanding bath (for similar, 
try Apaiser’s ‘Mosman’ bath from Rogerseller)  
and a vast window that overlooks the courtyard. 
“The glass panel in front of the vine is what  
I love most about this room,” says Natalie.

DRESSING-ROOM
It’s no surprise that Natalie relishes taking  
time out in her sumptuous dressing-room 
(opposite), illuminated by a bright yellow 
‘Esquelet’ chandelier from Fenton & Fenton.  
“It’s a total dream,” she says. “I wanted it to  
be a dressing-room as opposed to a wardrobe 
and we’ve always loved split-level homes,  
so we decided to make this a sunken room.  
It really is my sanctuary.” >

< It’s this passion for cool, savvy style that led the one-time Gold Logie nominee and Rogue 

Traders lead singer to recently fulfil another long-held dream. In March last year, Natalie’s 

children’s clothing label Chi Khi (www.chikhi.co) – featuring urban, unisex designs made from 

bamboo and cotton – was born, and it’s thriving. “To be able to see your ideas come to life is 

really special,” she says. “I’m almost playing the director this time, as opposed to being the 

character.” In September, the brand expanded to include Chi Khi Bare, a range of natural skin 

products for children with sensitive skin.

The ultimate multi-tasker, Natalie will soon be back on our small screens in the much-

anticipated mini-series Brock, about the late car-racing legend, in which she plays Peter Brock’s 

girlfriend, Julie Bamford. But she considers being a mum to Harper and Hendrix her greatest 

role. “They’re just so awesome!” she beams. “We love hanging out with them and watching 

them find themselves and discover who they are as little people. It’s amazing.” 

Indeed, being at home with her family is precious time that Natalie cherishes. “For about 

the past seven years, we’ve been in Sydney for three months of the year, with either The X Factor 

or So You Think You Can Dance, so to get home is just such an amazing feeling,” she says. “We’ll 

all run down the corridor and be like ‘Yay!’ ” 
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STUDY
Flooded with light, Natalie’s study 
features a contemporary glass  
desk from Coco Republic and  
a moodboard with Chi Khi fabric 
swatches. But, as with many of  
the rooms in the home, this wasn’t  
its f irst incarnation. “Harper’s 
bedroom was originally my of fice,  
but then she said, ‘I want my bedroom 
in there.’ Like Mum, she wanted  
a change, so we moved all her things  
into the of fice,” explains Natalie.  
“My of fice then moved into Hendrix’s 
room and Hendrix moved into the 
front room. My friends come over  
and say, ‘It’s all diferent again!’ ”

“I love the renovating and 

decorating process  

so much” ~ Natalie



Have you always loved interiors? “Yes, I’ve 
always admired architecture and design.  
I started doing an interior design course by 
correspondence – something I’d always  
wanted to do – when I was pregnant. I was 
really enjoying it, but then I had Harper 
and I never finished it. I probably will one 
day, maybe when I’m a bit older. I think it’s 
something I’d really love to dabble in more.”
How would you describe your style? “It’s 
always changing, depending on my mood. But 
it is quite clean and minimal, I guess. I love  
to buy hero pieces and highlight those.”
How have your style and taste evolved over 
the years? “They are constantly evolving as  
I see more and more spaces that I love.”

HENDRIX’S BEDROOM
Natalie’s decorating 
flair is evident in her 
son’s room, where a 
circular Mexican-style 
rug delivers a splash 
of colour. The cot, by 
Danish company Leander 
(available from Danish 
By Design), holds special 
signif icance. “Harper had 
it f irst and now Hendrix,” 
says Natalie. “It grows 
into a ‘big boy’ bed.”

Do you and Cameron agree on decorating 
decisions? “We agree on most of them.  
We are in sync, but the diference is usually  
the budget. We’ll go into a shop and there  
could be two almost identical items and I’ll  
say, ‘No, it’s definitely that one’ and, of course,  
it’s $1000 more expensive!”
Favourite way to spend a Sunday morning?
“Sunday morning is all about being with the 
family. If we’re not at home, we’re somewhere 
close by, wandering around and having 
brunch. Sunday is my favourite day.” 
Could this be the house you never want to 
leave? “I never say never. I love architecture  
so much that I sometimes think I would like to 
live in something really modern.”  

STYLE INSIDER natalie bassingthwaighte



THE EFFORTLESSLY GLAMOROUS HOME OF FOODIE SILVIA COLLOCA  
AND ACTOR RICHARD ROXBURGH IS A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO UNWIND  

STORY VERA KLEIN  STYLING HEIDI ALBERTIRI  PHOTOGRAPHY CATH MUSCAT

FOOD FOR
thought

KITCHEN
The serene natural surrounds of Sydney’s northern beaches 
were what appealed to creative couple Silvia Colloca and 
Richard Roxburgh when they bought their family home. 
Life here centres around the kitchen, where the large island 
provides space for the whole family, including sons Raphael, 
left, and Miro, to cook together. The couple have brought the 
colours of nature inside the kitchen by using soothing hues 
and adding bright stools – from Beachwood Furniture – for a 
shot of colour. “A lot of our furniture has been bought on the 
northern beaches,” says Sylvia. “It’s nice to use local artisans.”
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STAR style



DECK
“The deck has a north-west 
aspect so we get the most 
incredible sunsets,” says Silvia. 
In cooler months, the firepit is 
lit, while in summer, hurricane 
lamps allow the family to 
linger here into the night.  
Such peaceful views were part 
of the appeal of the home, 
despite it being further from 
the CBD. “The commute to 
the city is longer here than 
when we lived in the eastern 
suburbs, but we don’t work 
nine to five so the distance 
isn’t a problem,” says Silvia. 
“Besides, I grew up in Milan, 
where going from A to B  
takes 45 minutes to an hour  
no matter what!” >



“The table is perfect. Because it’s a  
bit distressed, it doesn’t matter if the boys scratch it” ~ Silvia

DINING ROOM
The dining table from Rust in 
Avalon easily seats 10 – just as 
well, as the family often hosts  
large dinner parties. Guests 
then stay overnight in one 
of the home’s five bedrooms 
before heading home the next 
morning… after breakfast, of 
course. “It’s like a two-day 
party,” enthuses Silvia. 



S
ILVIA COLLOCA  and her sons, Raphael, eight, and Miro, five, 

are gathered around the generous kitchen island bench in their home 

on Sydney’s northern beaches, making a ricotta-and-apple cake for 

afternoon tea. The boys take turns cracking eggs, mixing the batter 

and sneaking a taste whenever their mum turns her back. The kitchen, 

which expands into the open-plan living area, scored big points when 

Silvia and her husband, actor Richard Roxburgh, were looking for a 

home. “When I walked into the kitchen, I knew we’d found the right 

house,” remembers Silvia. “What I love about it, besides the bench, is the oven. It’s massive! 

I can roast two chickens and a huge tray of potatoes at the same time. It’s fabulous.”

 Silvia’s love of food has added another impressive strand to her career as an actor and opera 

singer, with the release of two successful cookbooks and the popular Made in Italy series on 

SBS. All three projects were written in the home, which hugs a steep landscape that provides 

privacy and a magnificent outlook over the water for the family, which now includes Hazel, 

a Mini Lop rabbit, and Ciccia Bella (it translates as “cutie pie”), the guinea pig. “The boys 

and I were at a Christmas market and Raffi saw the guinea pig. Richard wasn’t with us and 

he needed to be consulted, of course. So they Facetimed Richard while Raffi was holding 

Ciccia, pleading, ‘Please Daddy!’ Richard was like, ‘Hey guys… that’s not fair!’” 

The kitchen, quite fittingly, is also the home’s entry point. From here, the dining and 

living areas unfold, framed by floor-to-ceiling water views. The walls are painted a serene 

pale blue that isn’t available on any paint chart. “The walls were stark white and we wanted 

more of a beachy feel,” explains Silvia, who, with her husband, has created a warm, relaxed 

vibe throughout the home. “The shade of aqua we ended up with was a bit of a chemistry 

project, basically. We made it up by adding a bit of this and a bit of that.”

  The decor includes locally sourced pieces mixed with a few special designer items, topped 

off with a collection of paintings, books, family photographs, a smattering of seaside-

influenced artworks and a whole lot of love. “I used to dream of coming to Australia when  

I was a child,” says Milan-born Silvia. “I imagined beautiful big houses and gardens. To this 

day, I can’t believe I live here. When we walk through the door after being away, we go, 

‘Wow, this is home.’ It’s so beautiful. It’s a place that makes us all happy.”

LIVING ROOM
The casual living area (top & above) 
features a long Mark Tuckey bench, 
a painting of a Sydney ferry by Peter 
Kingston and fabulous views of the 
water. The succulent arrangement is 
Richard’s work. “Yet another talent  
of the man!” says Silvia, laughing.  

HALLWAY
Silvia walks down the hallway, past  
a cabinet found at Rust. One of Richard’s 
succulent works, flanked by a pair of 
handcrafted timber figures, sits on  
top. “Richard spent some time on  
a production overseas, which he didn’t 
enjoy,” recalls Silvia. “He compensated 
by buying a lot of knick-knacks!” >
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STYLE INSIDER silvia colloca
Who makes the decorating decisions?  
“We both do. Richard’s got great taste  
– arguably better than mine. The Italian in  
me can be a little bit kitsch and he’s always 
turning that down a notch.”
Is there a favourite spot to hide away from the 
kids? “Richard and I have started meditating 
and I wish I’d discovered it earlier in my life. 
Being Italian, sometimes, I’m just too much! We 
take time out on the upstairs deck where you 
can feel the breeze of the water and hear the 
kookaburras. The boys know if they want to be 
loud during this time to be loud somewhere  
else! They’re really good.”

What’s your weeknight go-to dish? “Legumes.  
I cook borlotti beans in bulk and then freeze  
them in batches so I can make a quick bean  
and chilli stir-fry, bean minestrone, ribollita  
or pasta fagioli in 15 minutes. We hardly  
ever have take-out.”
Do relatives come and stay? “Mum and Dad, 
who still live in the same apartment in Milan 
where I grew up, have been here a few times.  
The first time they came, in 2009 when we had 
just moved in, my dad said [Silvia puts on  
a thick Italian accent], ‘This is a mansion!  
This is like a Hollywood house!’ I miss them  
so much and know that they miss me.”   

STUDY
The study (above & left) is Silvia’s writing  
room. “I wrote my show Made in Italy here,  
plus my latest book, which comes out later this  
year,” she says. “I find it a calming place where  
I can gather my thoughts. If I do get stressed, I 
get our rabbit Hazel and she sits on my lap for 
hours while I write. I never knew you could have 
a rabbit as a pet. I used to cook rabbits – but 
not any more!” The furniture has been collected 
over the years, and many of the pieces pre-date 
Silvia and Richard’s 2004 marriage, a time 
she jokingly refers to as “Life Before Colloca”. 
Colour comes in the orange tones of Joshua 
Yeldham’s painting above the sofa, echoed in 
the cushions from Bonnie And Neil. 

MAIN BEDROOM
Sharing the same aspect as the living room  
is the main bedroom (opposite). The couple 
added a deck shortly after buying the home  
in 2009. “Before, there was just a window that 
you couldn’t open,” explains Silvia. “It was  
like being in a fishbowl.” Now, the Eames chair 
is the perfect place to take in the vista.
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“The second   
I walked into the bedroom, I said,  
‘I need to live here!’ ” ~ Silvia
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SUMMER
house

STAR style

THE HOME OF ICEHOUSE FRONTMAN IVA DAVIES 
ON SYDNEY’S NORTHERN BEACHES IS A LESSON 

IN UNDERSTATED STYLE AND SEASIDE BLISS

STORY CATHERINE McCORMACK  STYLING HEIDI ALBERTIRI  
PHOTOGRAPHY NICKY RYAN

BLUE HORIZONS
There’s little chance of singing  
the blues at Iva Davies’ stunning 
home in Sydney’s north. An 
ever-changing vista of the Pacific 
and his crystal-clear pool prove  
to be constant companions and 
inspiration for the iconic performer.



LIVING ROOM
Iva’s display of platinum and 

gold records stands in an alcove 
with a baby grand piano he has 

had since 1988. “At that time, the 
band were sponsored by Yamaha 

so I got a very good price,” he 
says with a wry smile. “It’s a great 

irony that it’s such a feature 
because, from the age of six, 

people tried to teach me how to 
play. None of them succeeded.  

I was an abject failure.” > 
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HERE’S A DELICIOUS ANTICIPATION  that comes walking 

down the short, steep steps into Iva Davies’ light-filled home on Sydney’s 

far northern beaches. There is the thrill, of course, of meeting one of 

Australia’s most famous and beloved rock stars, whose band, Icehouse, 

continues to captivate fans more than 30 years after launching onto the 

music scene. The jaw-dropping moment, however, comes as you step inside 

the two-storey, four-bedroom property and absorb the breathtaking views 

across coral-coloured sand and rolling surf, out to the shimmer and haze of 

the deep blue sea. “I spend a lot of time sitting out there, staring,” says Iva, who bought the 

house in 1988 and was drawn to the area initially by his love of windsurfing.

Although newly built, the house back then looked old-fashioned and at odds with its coastal 

surrounds. “It had loads and loads of French windows, which were a real pain to clean by the 

ocean,” Iva says. Inside, the layout was equally illogical, with the living areas sliced up into a 

series of smaller rooms, blocking off much of the view. 

Initially, Iva put in a new pool and built a studio above the existing double garage. Then, in 

2003, he all but knocked the whole thing down, rebuilding with a second storey and a vastly 

different interior. “It was all about maximising the view and making it fit with the character  

of the lifestyle up here, which is very relaxed,” he points out.

Working to the footprint of the original house, the home now features an open-plan kitchen 

(with a view, of course) and an understated dining and living area, with wall-to-wall sliding 

glass doors to frame that stunning vista. At the other end are three bedrooms and a bathroom, 

with the spacious main bedroom and ensuite – “my hotel room” – above. In keeping with the 

beach-house vibe, the interiors are pared back and unassuming, with a calming palette. > 

“This view is kind of like  

therapy for me. It is 

extraordinarily beautiful” ~ Iva

LIVING ROOM
Iva also owns a property in Fiji, and the timber- 
topped black cabinet (right) displays a number 
of artefacts from there. The stencilled tapa – 
traditional bark cloth – and ceremonial kava  
bowl “are nice objects but also quite integral 
parts of Fijian culture”, he says. A bench seat 
adjoining the space (above) provides another 
nook for contemplation.

KITCHEN & DINING ROOM
To maintain the open feel of the home, the 
all-white kitchen (opposite) features a simple 
stainless-steel rangehood and no overhead 
cupboards. “I’m not a great cook, but I’m forced 
to,” says Iva. “I’m certainly not one who gets 
excited about cooking shows – that’s not my 
thing.” A Scandinavian-look pendant helps  
define the dining area, while a welcoming 
wooden dining setting adds to the charm. 
Harvey Norman’s seven-piece ‘Revesby’ pine 
setting ofers a similarly timeless design.





“Here it is incredibly private,   which I love” ~ Iva
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“When it was time to sort of  

reclaim the house,  
one of the first things I did was 

get those awards out” ~ Iva

AWARDS COLLECTION
A more recent decorating addition, Iva’s wall of 
awards (above) is a wonderful reminder of his 
success over the decades. “None of these were 
up when my kids were living here,” he says. 
“They had been in storage for about 30 years.” 

HOME STUDIO 
A trio of much-loved guitars line up in Iva’s 
studio (left). The guitar on the right is a Gibson 
Les Paul standard Iva bought from famous  
New York guitar store Manny’s Music in 1981. 
“Shortly after, our [touring] truck was involved 
in a massive accident,” he recalls. “Even though  
I hadn’t yet bought a proper road case for it,  
the guitar survived without a scratch.” He later 
used it on the recording of the seminal Icehouse 
song “Great Southern Land”. 

LIVING ROOM 
When creativity strikes, Iva can compose in 
comfort (opposite). A roomy grey sofa, Noguchi 
cofee table, tribal design cushions and a 
two-toned rug create a relaxed ambience. >

< In the living area, a large Fijian tapa (ceremonial bark cloth) adds a graphic, masculine 

touch. Some of Iva’s impressive collection of industry awards for albums such as Primitive Man, 

Man of Colours and Great Southern Land – from which came memorable hit singles such as “Great 

Southern Land”, “Hey Little Girl”, “Crazy” and “Electric Blue”– hang in the alcove against, 

perhaps fittingly, an electric-blue wall. His favourite accolade is one of the most recent, for the 

2011 greatest hits compilation White Heat: 30 Hits, which reached platinum status. “That’s a bit 

of an achievement, I thought, after all these years,” he says with a smile.

Along the way, he has also composed scores for film, television and the ballet, and continues 

to tour with Icehouse, performing a hand-picked selection of shows around Australia. “It’s 

always a challenge and I always get nervous, but we always have a great time,” he says of playing 

live. “Some of these guys, we’ve been playing together for 30 years, so it’s a great excuse for  

a bunch of middle-aged guys to get together and party.” 

Not that you will find them kicking on at Iva’s. This house has always been an escape for 

the rock star, a place away from the demands of touring and fame, where he could raise his 

children, daughter Brynn, 22, and son Evan, 19, in relative anonymity. “I can’t walk around 

here without seeing people I know – but it’s a peculiar thing because, although it’s quite a small 

village, I feel comfortable because nobody takes any notice of me,” he says.

With Brynn and Evan no longer under the roof, Iva has the place to himself most of the time 

these days – and the solitude suits him just fine. “Come five o’clock, when I’ve knocked off for 

the day, I just sit and observe what’s going on out there,” he says, gesturing outside. “There 

are birds everywhere, people surfing, pods of dolphins… Only last week I watched two pairs of 

mother and calf whales going across the beach. It’s just amazing. And I’m always mindful  

of how lucky I am. It’s something I don’t take for granted.”



“It’d be a great house for entertaining but that 

isn’t my style” 
~ Iva

POOL AREA
The swimming pool’s retaining walls are 
finished with chunky sandstone – some 
of it from the original Pyrmont Bridge in 
Sydney. The walls were actually built after 
Iva’s home was finished, and required 
pallets of sandstone blocks to be craned 
in over the building. “I started that day up 
in the studio but then I had to close the 
curtains – I couldn’t watch,” he says. 
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Is your house ideal for parties? “My partner 
Kerry refers to it as my cave – it’s a sanctuary. 
It’s certainly not a party house.” 
Are any special souvenirs from the 1980s 
hidden away? “A couple of years ago I pulled 
out a lot of the clothes I used to wear – they 
needed a bit of airing – and there were a whole 
lot of leather jackets. My daughter squealed 
when she saw them, she was absolutely 
besotted. I said, ‘You’re not getting your hands 
on them!’ Now they’re in a cupboard upstairs.” 
Does the house inspire your music in any 
way? “Interestingly enough, I think Erskineville 
[the inner Sydney suburb where Iva lived in the 

1980s] was far more inspiring. I’d quite often 
see a couple walking down the street and 
would make up a story for them and turn it into 
a song. The downside of the privacy I enjoy 
here is that it’s incredibly insulated as well.”
Were you the cool rock-star dad? “My kids 
were probably about 13 and 11 before they ever 
saw me play, as we gave up touring when Brynn 
was six weeks old. It wasn’t until our tour 
manager from the 1980s came up with the idea 
of Sound Relief [a multi-venue rock concert in 
2009] and I invited my children to the Sydney 
show. They were watching me play to 40,000 
people – their heads must have exploded!”  

STYLE INSIDER iva davies



FILLED WITH CREATIVITY, THE WESTERN 
AUSTRALIAN HOME OF TV PERSONALITY  

ANNA GARE AND HER HUSBAND, BASKETBALL 
STAR LUC LONGLEY, IS A TRIP BACK IN TIME 

STORY JOCASTA BRONWASSER  PHOTOGRAPHY JODY D’ARCY 
STYLING JO CARMICHAEL
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 STAR style



DINING ROOM
Warm and inviting, the Fremantle 
base of country dwellers Anna Gare 
and Luc Longley is filled with 
hand-crafted treasures and vintage 
style. At the heart of the dining area 
is a table that Luc, who spent many 
years playing on wooden floors as an 
Olympic and NBA basketballer, had 
a large part in creating. “Luc got 
permission to collect jarrah from  
a forest floor that they were going  
to wood-chip,” says Anna. Dave 
Eastwood at Raw Edge Furniture 
then built the table, which has  
since been split in two.

LIVING AREA
Anna sits on a couch (opposite) from 
Bailey’s Furniture & Interiors that was 
customised to suit Luc’s 218cm frame. 
The rug was a gift from Luc’s stepdad. 
“He’s a real collector and he gave us 
one of his finds,” says Anna.  >



LIVING AREA
The open-plan, almost warehouse design of Anna and Luc’s  
home has retained the building’s essence as a hall, and the 
spacious living area does double duty as a workspace for Anna.  
“I have an oice at our home down on the coast but here  
I always pull my computer out and plonk it in the middle of the 
dining room,” says Anna. “I work best in chaos – it’s always been 
like that.” In the background, Luc’s custom-made bicycle is 
dwarfed by the epic Midnight Medici painting by George Haynes 
and Jane Martin. “If we ever moved, we would have to leave  
the painting here,” says Anna, half-jokingly. 

“I can’t work in a small space… 
that’s from growing up in a church with 

high ceilings” ~ Anna



 T
HE CHURCH HALL  that TV personality, cookbook author and 

Junior MasterChef judge Anna Gare and her husband, Australian 

basketball great Luc Longley, recently moved into holds many 

memories – Anna’s parents Bob and Kate still live next door in the 

converted Fremantle church where she and her three siblings grew up. 

“I remember dad, an architect, shouting at us when we were young, 

‘Can you kids please be quiet!’ And we’d say, ‘Well, it’s your fault. You 

built this place!’ ” says Anna with a laugh. She and Luc divide their 

time between this city base and a country property four-and-a-half hours’ drive to the  

south. “We knew I was still going to have a lot of work in the city and it’s really nice to have 

a city residence so close to mum and dad,” she explains. 

Anna’s parents bought the 1895 hall and church in 1976 before her father began 

renovating the historic property for his growing family. “He designed and built everything 

within the four walls of the church and the hall,” she says. 

Her father may have been the mastermind behind the interior of these much-loved spaces, 

but Anna and Luc’s lovely retro style is now stamped all over it. Soaring ceilings and immense 

proportions provide space for the couple and their combined four children from previous 

relationships, Clare, 21, Lily, 19, Jackson, 21, and Elise, 19. Not to mention their collectibles 

– treasured real and replica cars and trucks for him and vintage homewares for her. “I have 

been a mad op-shopper since I was a girl, always buying old teapots and teacups,” says Anna. 

“Luc says, ‘Do you really need another platter?’ and I suggest we talk about it in the shed!”

The pair’s art collection creates a welcoming vibe that embraces their decorating (and life) 

must-have – colour. “We both have eclectic taste,” says Anna.“I believe colour in your home 

comes from the art on the walls and the soft furnishings. That makes your house a home.” > 

KITCHEN
Every space in the compact kitchen 
(above) is filled with a cook’s essentials, 
many stored in Anna’s own range of retro 
canisters. “It came down to hanging the 
pots and pans from the ceiling,” she says.

LIVING AREA
Like his wife, Luc, who played in the 
American NBA for 11 seasons, is a born 
collector. The vintage Texaco truck on 
the living room side table (left) was a 
market find. Bowerbird Anna delights  
in the search as much as the find. On  
a white shelf (below), classic 1960s 
bowls sit with a bust of Mexican painter 
Frida Kahlo, Art Deco bakelite and 
Depression-era glassware. 
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STAIRCASE
Luc’s 1950s Atomic Missile pedal jet plane is  
ready to take of in the foreground of an old DVD 
cabinet which has been transformed into additional 
kitchen storage (above left). “I’m not used to 
cupboards… I can never find anything!” says Anna. 

LIVING AREA BOOKSHELF
“I’m a lazy reader and only read cookbooks and 
novels my friends have written,” says Anna of  
the stainless-steel bookshelf (above), overflowing 
with classics from British comedian and author  
Ben Elton, who is married to Anna’s sister Sophie, 
and her friend Tim Winton. The bookshelf is 
another of Luc’s creations. “He was actually 
studying architecture when his basketball career 
took of, so it’s in his nature to always be drawing 
things and getting them made up,” Anna says.

MAIN BEDROOM
Light streaming through the window accentuates 
the spirited colours of a stunning quilt (left), made 
by Luc’s mum Sue as a wedding gift for the pair. 
Bright white walls lend a coastal feel to the home 
– the beach is just a minute’s walk away.

< Anna and Luc have collected works from local artists including Anna’s brother Thomas 

(at work in her courtyard, opposite), Jane Martin and Jeremy and Megan Kirwan-Ward.

A heart-of-the-home kitchen is another feature, although Anna’s workspace is just two 

metres wide, tiny when compared with the seven-metre bench she is used to in the country. 

“This is the smallest kitchen I’ve ever worked in and it has made me more organised,” she 

says. “I’ve had to learn to clean as I go and concentrate on one task at a time instead of 10!” 

Regardless of its size, every recipe for Anna’s next cookbook, Delicious Every Day (due 

out at the end of September), has been developed, tried and tested here. “I’m calling 2016 

‘The Year of Delicious!’ ” she declares – revealing she’s about to launch the Anna Gare 

Delicious Frocks range, a clothing label inspired by, you guessed it, food. This follows on 

from the successful Anna Gare kitchen range, a colourful and kitsch collection of homewares 

that includes retro canisters, picnic baskets, clocks and timers, platters, kettles and toasters. 

“It’s all food… everything is food!” she says with a laugh. Including, of course, eating tasty 

creations with friends and family around that beautiful, long dining table custom made 

from wood Luc collected himself. “When the family gets together for a roast, it is always 

around that table. It really is special,” says Anna.

“It’s easier to cluster my  
things into themes and colours” ~ Anna



STYLE INSIDER anna gare
What do you enjoy cooking for your family?  

“I love a theme. If the footy finals are on, I’ll  

make 50 diferent pies, beef rendang, chipotle 

turkey leg and chicken tagine. I basically  

just stick it all down the middle of the dining  

table – hence the very long, split table – and  

let everyone help themselves.”

And if you are entertaining? “I’m not an ‘entree, 

mains, dessert girl’… never have been. I’m very 

much about putting a lot of diferent flavours 

together and serving it up. Always colourful.  

My favourite theme again!”

What do you like most about your city home? 

“The way dad’s architectural style is stamped  

all over the design. The thing that makes his 

architecture so clever is the simplicity, which is  

always the hardest thing to achieve.” 

Has he left a legacy on your design style? “Yes. 

Every house I go into, I visually remove walls.  

I even do it in cafes. I start redesigning in my mind 

and the first thing I do is knock down walls.”   
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 STAR style

TEAM
spirit

THE INVITING BRISBANE HOME OF RUGBY LEAGUE STAR COREY PARKER, HIS 
DESIGN-SAVVY WIFE MARGAUX AND THEIR FAMILY TOPS THE TABLE  

FOR RELAXING AWAY FROM THE SPORTING SPOTLIGHT

STORY & STYLING TAHN SCOON  PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN DOWNS



KITCHEN & HALLWAY
Enjoying the of-season means Brisbane Bronco Corey  
has plenty of time to share with children Wylei, four,  
and Memphis, five, who sit on ‘Clifton’ bentwood bar  
stools from Cafeideas. The kitchen has received a minimal 
makeover, with ‘Grantham’ pendant lights from Early Settler and 
Miele appliances. One of a pair of antique Louis XV chairs in  
the hallway (opposite) and the side table were from Margaux’s 
grandfather. “They are original and, to me, priceless,” she says.  
An oversized clock from Earthborn completes the vignette. > C
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LIVING ROOM
Corey and Margaux’s living area is as chic as it is comfortable. The pair 
sourced the hand-carved Louis XVI sideboard and the parquetry-top  
cofee table from European Design, and the charcoal sofa from Far Pavilions. 
“I looked everywhere for a Moroccan-style rug but they were all around 
$5000,” says Margaux, revealing that she spotted this ‘Souk’ rug at West 
Elm for one-fifth of the price. The couple commissioned Colleen Jaftha  
of One Sonny Day to create the embossed portraits of the children.



“We’ve come back to our roots. 

We both grew up not far 
from here, so we’ve sort 

of come full circle” ~ Corey
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UGBY LEAGUE STAR Corey Parker and his wife Margaux love to 

entertain whenever his commitments to the Brisbane Broncos and 

Queensland’s State of Origin team allow. So the couple, who have lived 

in and renovated a number of homes over the years, decided their ideal 

residence would sit on lush grounds, where their children – Memphis, 

five, Wylei, four, and Jagger, 18 months – could run free in the 

sunshine and friends could relax over long afternoon barbecues. The 

problem was finding a home that could satisfy some of their other 

requirements. “I had some prerequisites,” says Corey, who, besides playing for the Broncos 

since 2001, has been a hot rod fan for many years. “I wanted enough room for my two hot 

rods, space to ride the quad bikes, and a pool, bar and sauna.”  

The couple, expecting their fourth child in a few weeks, focused their search in Brisbane’s 

south-eastern suburbs. Then their agent told them about the perfect house – but it was in the 

Logan Shire on the city’s southern outskirts. “This area hasn’t always had the best of 

reputations,” says Corey, but he and his wife fell in love with the home the moment they saw 

it. “There are a lot of good things about the district and, structurally, the property had almost 

everything we were looking for.” Corey is now even an ambassador for the Logan City Council. 

“I said to him, ‘I can make it work,’ ” says Margaux, who has a natural talent for creating 

striking interiors with a relaxed, inviting aesthetic. In fact, their previous home, which was 

10 minutes’ drive from Brisbane’s CBD, featured in Home Beautiful in March 2012. This time, 

after a few structural changes, she tackled the decor, transforming it from an uninspiring 

palette to a fresh white and cream scheme laced with black. >

LIVING ROOM
Corey had his doubts about the beautiful linen 
Chesterfield sofa (above & left) that Margaux 
tracked down at European Design. “He warned 
me about a linen sofa with three kids under 
five,” she says, adding with a laugh, “but I loved 
it… so we have just banned them from sitting  
on it until they are older!” It was a splurge, but 
Margaux scored a bargain with the cute yellow 
ceramic stool from Overflow discount store.  
“It was just $40 – I couldn’t believe it!” she says. 
“I’m always happy to mix afordable pieces  
with more expensive items.”

DINING ROOM
A reclaimed door-topped table with metal  
‘iron gate’ legs (left) was also found at European 
Design. Its rustic style chimes seamlessly with 
‘Provincial’ cross-back oak dining chairs,  
picked up from Early Settler. 



MEMPHIS’S ROOM 
Margaux let Memphis choose her favourite 
colours (above) but added teal to break up  
the purple and pink – the ‘Willow’ bed from 
Fantastic Furniture is a case in point. The  
linen, cushions, decal and artwork are from 
Kmart, and the bone-inlay dresser is from Ruby 
Star Traders. The ottomans from Milan Direct 
“were supposed to be tan for our room but  
they sent the wrong colour”, says Margaux.  
“I loved them for Mem’s room anyway!”

MAIN BEDROOM
A dramatic feature wall (left) in Taubmans  
‘All Black’ forms a backdrop to a stylish leather 
bedhead from Snooze, and allows the white 
bedlinen to pop. “I keep my linen white because 
it makes it easier to change things up with 
cushions and throws,” says Margaux. 

MAN CAVE
Corey’s prized zone (below) features a leather 
wingback chair that was found on Gumtree – for  
similar, try the ‘Visitor’ chair from Chesterfield 
Lounges – a copper side table and crown-shaped 
candleholder from European Design, plus, as you 
might expect, plenty of rugby league memorabilia.
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Do you agree on decorating decisions? 

Corey: “Yes, luckily we have similar tastes. 

Although I don’t understand why we have 

hundreds of cushions in the house and why  

I have to pull three of the bed each night!”

Who’s the cook? Corey: “Me. Margaux does 

sometimes, but if you’re counting who’s cooked 

the most over our 12 years together, it’s me.”

How do you keep the house so tidy with kids? 

Corey: “I’m a fanatic when it comes to cleaning.” 

Margaux: “And I’m a control freak. So between 

us we run a pretty tight ship. Also, we’ve given 

the kids their own areas, such as the playroom, 

where they can be messy. We have firm rules 

for the common areas like the living room.” 

Is this your “forever” home? Margaux: “Yes. 

We’re done with moving, building and selling. 

We want to stay here at least until the kids 

grow up.” Corey: “At first it was like, ‘Let’s go 

and live in this nice place’, but the first six 

months we were flat out working on the house. 

Now it feels like we can relax and enjoy it.”

Is there anything on the wishlist? Margaux: 

“We converted the garage into a walk-in-robe 

for the main bedroom and a playroom for the 

kids, so we need a new garage. We’ve got our 

main cars sitting out in the weather – but 

Corey’s hot rods are fine! We also want to add 

another two bedrooms, but we just have to wait 

for Corey to have the time to do it.”  

STYLE INSIDER corey parker

< It’s the ideal backdrop for a mix of treasured “forever” pieces, such as the French armchairs 

in the hallway that Margaux inherited from her grandfather, and new items including the 

stunning linen Chesterfield in the living room and sumptuous buttoned leather headboard in 

the main bedroom. “I just buy things I love and make it work!” she says. 

While Margaux tackled the interiors with flair – one major change was renovating the garage 

to create a walk-in wardrobe for the main bedroom and a playroom for the kids – Corey’s take 

on the home is a little more straightforward and pretty much what you might expect from  

a battle-hardened rugby league warrior. “Essentially, the home is three buildings – the main 

house, my man cave and the sauna,” he says. “My man cave is where all the good things are, 

like the pool table, bar and gym, and underneath is the workshop where I keep my hot rods. 

It’s also the only place where I get to say where things go. In the house, if I put a vase down, 

Margaux will move it… but in the man cave, it’s all mine!” 

The family still pinch themselves that this piece of paradise is now theirs – and, during the 

off-season, a football team or two. “We can easily have 30 or 40 people over and not be on top 

of each other,” says Corey. “The boys can be in the man cave, the girls in the house or near the 

pool and the kids playing on the lawn. Everyone has space to enjoy themselves.” 
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POOL AREA 
All the home’s spaces open out to the pool area, 
where Wylei and Memphis love to cool of. 
“Having the pool so close to everything was a 
big selling point,” says Margaux, with Jagger. 
“Our eldest two are competent swimmers but we 
still need to see them clearly from wherever we 
are.” For a sense of continuity, the same practical 
travertine flooring has been used here as inside 
the house, albeit in diferent finishes. Margaux 
found the ‘Cape Cod’ kids’ chairs at Aldi. 

“Margaux has ‘the eye’ and makes  
most of the decorating decisions” ~ Corey



PETER MORRISSEY’S SYDNEY  
SANCTUARY PAINTS A PICTURE OF  
HIS FASHION-FORWARD THINKING  

AND THE STORIES OF HIS LIFE 

STORY DAVID SMIEDT  STYLING HEIDI ALBERTIRI  
PHOTOGRAPHY NICKY RYAN

HOMEsweet home

STAR style



HOME OFFICE, BEDROOM & BALCONY
Fashion designer Peter Morrissey takes a relaxed approach to living in his sun-filled home in Sydney’s eastern suburbs. A 
monochromatic theme filters through his home oice, where shelves (top left) carry samples of his work – bedlinen, scented 
candles, sunglasses and more. “Being surrounded by my collections makes me extremely proud of my brands,” Peter says. 
Photographs with luminaries such as Diana, Princess of Wales (top right) also feature, as do rosaries and crucifixes (above 
left). “I grew up in a very Catholic home and the religion was particularly important to my [late] parents, therefore also  
to me,” he says. “This is my way of honouring them.” In the bedroom (above right), the bedside table is home to a mixture  
of found treasures – the china lamp is from Haven & Space – and items of sentimental value. A pair of French doors leads  
to the balcony (opposite), which features a Patio by Jamie Durie ‘Adirondack’ chair and table. >
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“A home is like a piece of clothing.  
It hasn’t lived until it’s worn” ~ Peter



F
ASHION DESIGNER  Peter Morrissey has made a successful career 

out of defying expectations. When it was all about minimalist austerity, 

he went flamboyant. When everyone else was embracing wild prints, he 

was revelling in monochrome. When the rest of the fash-pack were 

wringing their immaculately manicured hands over the fact that no- 

one was spending $1000 on a dress after the global financial crisis, he 

joined forces with Big W to create a line of homewares and clothing 

that made their stylish way into countless Australian homes.

Likewise, Peter’s own abode in Sydney is a surprise. Close enough to Sydney Harbour to 

catch salty breezes, this is no showpiece ripped from an overly stylised lifestyle catalogue. 

Instead, it is a home bearing vivid and sparkling testament to the life of its owner.

The fashionista has lived in the apartment for five years and shares it with his rescue cats 

John Thomas and Owen James. “My last place had a 48-kilogram Bavarian crystal chandelier, 

a 10-seater dining table and space to entertain 100 people,” says Peter. “This wasn’t a downsize, 

it was a necessity, as I’d been once again suffering from a bad business venture. But I like to 

say I moved from the penthouse to the beach house. It feels like home, and one of the things 

this home has taught me is that it’s not what you’ve got, it’s how you feel.”

The first impression is a fascinating mash-up of gallery by way of red carpet. In the living 

room, artworks juxtapose with shelves adorned with a who’s-who of celebrities such as Naomi 

Campbell, Megan Gale and Ellen DeGeneres, photos of whom sit with a self-portrait by 

Marcia Hines and Peter pictured with Diana, Princess of Wales. Yet it doesn’t feel like an 

exercise in name dropping. They are more like elements woven into the fabric of Peter’s life. 

Growing up with five brothers and a twin sister in the Sydney suburb of Caringbah, the 

man who once designed the Qantas uniforms learnt early how to feel comfortable in a small 

space and carve out corners that feel like your own. “Things that surround you need to have 

personal meaning and remind you of why you are who you are – that’s the definition of home.” 

Design philosophies can be carried over into homewares, too. “Form must follow function 

and it must have a purpose in your life,” he says. “Great homewares aren’t about being 

recognisable as coming from a specific brand or designer. It’s your home, not their showroom. 

What you really want is for people to look at that cable-knit cushion and ask where you got it. 

If someone buys something I’ve designed because it’s $29 and it’s red, I’ve done my job.”

Visit bigw.com.au/petermorrissey; petermorrissey.com.au.  

LIVING ROOM
“The first thing I do when I move into a new 
place is put up my photos, artworks and 
mementoes,” says Peter of the space he has 
created, right. “I don’t know how people live in 
stark, blank homes, because the simple act of 
hanging pictures makes your home immediately 
a part of your life.” In another of the room’s 
vignettes (above), icons of the Madonna sit near 
an eternal candle which burns beside a photo 
of the designer’s dear friend, the late Charlotte 
Dawson. “There is also a snap of my parents  
on their very first date,” he says.

BEDROOM & BALCONY
A handsome leather bedhead from Domayne  
is the star here (opposite), while the bedlinen 
comes from Peter’s range at Big W. “It has the 
same detailing as tuxedo shirts, such as knife 
pleats,” says Peter. “I don’t agree that if the price 
is cheap, it’s cheaper. My gift to my customers 
are the special details, and not for any added 
expense.” A timber Buddha sits in a corner of  
the balcony. “I’m a Catholic Buddhist. The first 
taught me manners, guilt and hope. The second 
helped me use my manners, guilt and hope  
as a blessing, not a burden.” >A
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STYLE INSIDER peter morrissey
What is your favourite room? “The living area. I am 

surrounded by memories, so even if I am on my own  

I don’t feel alone. It opens onto the balcony – fresh  

air and breeze are always the best accessories because 

they make a home talk and feel alive.”

What do you love most in your home? “My cats John 

Thomas and Owen James. I wish I could say there was 

someone else here, but for now it’s just me and the boys.”

What makes “great homewares” great? “When 

design, whether it’s clothing or homewares, is done 

correctly, it actually has nothing to do with how much 

it costs. It’s the feeling that is priceless.”

Who are your favourite homewares designers?  

“India Hicks and Marc Newson.”  
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Let’s keep in touch  |  Become a Homestyle member for the latest product news #bedbathntable



SHOP ONLINE OR FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE   |   bedbathntable.com.au

[  Tieppo ]

Creating your dream home
DESIGN. INNOVATE. CREATE. DECORATE.



3.

16.

6.

7.

11.

13.

1.

Sweet Concrete
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FROM LEFT: Leather tote in Black, $399/large, ‘Tribal’ block-print sarong (in bag), $145, ‘Patta’ 
cushion cover, $88/50cm x 50cm, cotton throw in cream, $145, ‘Nandi’ doll in ‘Gunjan’, $99,  
‘Sanjula’ candles, $55/jar and $39.95/bowl, all Cloth & Co. In box: ‘Tribal’ clutch, $290/small, 
organic cotton bath towels in White and Black, $85 each, ‘Isayu’ cushion cover, $197/35cm  
x 60cm, ‘Gunjan’ cushion cover, $245/35cm x 55cm, all Cloth & Co. On f loor: ‘Isayu’ cushion  
cover, $326/50cm x 70cm, ‘Navina’ cushion cover in Black, $326/60cm x 60cm, all Cloth & Co. 
‘Truro’ armchair in Brown Wash, $169, Naturally Cane. Small crate, $35, Like Butter. Plant and 
planter, stylist’s own. Solid cream hide, from $550, NSW Leather Co. Stockists, page 212  

The beauty of Cloth & Co’s 
latest range of cushions, 

throws and homewares lies 
not only in the quality of the 
hand-stitched, -printed and 

-loomed materials but also in 
the social and ethical story 
behind the products. The 

company supports rural Indian 
communities by utilising their 
traditional and artisanal skills 

to craft elegant homewares  
and accessories. It’s style  

with a conscience.
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collection:

cloth & co

shop
OUR PICK OF THIS MONTH’S AMAZING FINDS AND GREAT BUYS



STOP 2 | Copper artist  
Vaughan Robinson 

Copper may be bang-on-trend,  

but for industrial engineer-turned-

artist Vaughan Robinson, working 

with the versatile medium has 

been an enduring passion since 

opening his store more than  

a decade ago. Vaughan uses 

traditional hand tools to transform 

copper – some of it sourced from 

scrapyards – into light fittings, 

abstract wall art, jewellery and 

sculpture. Customers love  

the interesting forms and their 

oxidised greeny-blue patina, while 

Vaughan’s joy lies in producing 

his one-of art pieces and keeping 

traditional metalwork skills alive. 

Must-have: Table lamp (left). 

Open: Wed, Sat, 7.30am-2pm;  

Fri, 8.30am-2pm. Visit: Eumundi 

Square, 1-7 Napier Road, (07)  

5442 4804, copper-artist.com.

3

Eumundi, Qld
WE REVEAL AUSTRALIA’S MUST-VISIT DESTINATIONS AND UNCOVER THEIR HIDDEN GEMS

WORDS KYLIE JACKES  PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN DOWNS

precinct:

STOP 1 | Community  
Projects Worldwide 

Showcasing the quality and 

beauty of Fair Trade handicrafts 

from around the world, this 

eclectic store shines the spotlight 

on the work of artisans, while 

helping to educate and support 

disadvantaged communities. 

Owner Pru McMillan says every 

item has a soul and a unique 

quality. “Whether it’s figurines 

from Kenya, tableware from  

South Africa or Tagua jewellery 

from Ecuador, you can tell  

it’s been made with love and 

attention,” Pru says.  

Must-have: Telephone-wire bowl 

(below). Open: Wed, Fri, Sat, 

7.30am-2pm. Visit: Eumundi 

Square, 1-7 Napier Road, (07)  

5455 5963, communityprojects 

worldwide.com.au.

LOCATED ON QUEENSLAND’S 

Sunshine Coast hinterland, about 
90 minutes north of Brisbane, 
Eumundi is a bustling, leafy town 
renowned for hosting the largest 
art and craft market in Australia. 
The market is held on Wednesdays 
and Saturdays, when more than 600 
market stalls flood the township. 
But when they all pack up and 
leave, Eumundi still has plenty  
of great stores to explore.

2

3

1

Table lamp, $395, 
Vaughan Robinson.

Telephone-wire bowl, $97, Community  
Projects Worldwide.

{SHOP}



STOP 3 | Fabric Society 
Owned by self-confessed 

“fabric-a-holic” Diana Boden, 

Fabric Society was inspired by  

her passion for collecting exotic 

fabrics from far-flung places.  

“I wanted to create a feeling of 

walking into an authentic market 

stall in Delhi or Jaipur, with a 

display of bright colours, exquisite 

designs and fine cottons,” Diana 

says. Her vibrant store is bursting 

with Indian block-printed cotton 

quilts and fabrics in pretty floral 

designs. Ideal for those who love 

delicate prints with a global 

aesthetic and ethic – every piece  

is Fair Trade, from the hand-

stitched ‘Suzani’ tote bags to the 

beautifully soft tablecloths.  

Must-haves: Block-printed cotton 

quilts, $249/queen (opposite, 

bottom left). Open: Wed, Fri, Sat, 

7.30am-2pm. Visit: Eumundi 

Square, 1-7 Napier Road, 0416  

293 205, fabricsociety.com.au.

STOP 4 | Blink Pop Up Shop 

When talented designers appear 

on Amelia Loftus’s radar, she’s 

quick to add their pieces to her 

super-stylish store. “I love that  

we manage to fit so many varied 

products into such a tiny little 

space, and support emerging 

designers and makers,” says 

Amelia, whose store will be known 

as Hunting Design from early 

2016. On the plywood display 

shelves, you’ll find a discerning 

collection of lighting, accessories 

and soft furnishings, as well as an 

ever-changing array of wares by 

the likes of Keep Resin, textiles  

by Kate & Kate, photographic 

prints by Kevin Russ and artwork 

by Sarah Pook of Little Quarters. 

Must-haves: The Design Twins 

concrete cups (above); Amalfi 

‘Verse’ timber and metal stool  

(top right). Open: Mon, Thurs,  

Fri, Sun, 9am-3pm; Wed, Sat, 

7.30am-2pm. Visit: Eumundi 

Emporium, 88 Memorial Drive, 

0414 168 552, blink-pop-up-shop-2.

myshopify.com.

STOP 5 | Berkelouw Books 

With more than 100,000  

books – from rare, out-of-print  

first editions and second-hand 

treasures to the latest releases – 

it’s best to set aside plenty of time 

to browse through Berkelouw 

Books. The monthly book club  

is also popular, as are frequent 

author talks and in-store signings. 

Among the aisles you’ll also find 

enviable pieces for the home from 

labels such as Dreamfarm, Saison, 

Seedling, Until and Moleskine.  

Must-haves: Sandcastles: Interiors 

Inspired by the Coast by Tim 

Neve, $49.99; The Iconic Interior: 

1900 to the Present by Dominic 

Bradbury, $49.99; Robert Gordon 

‘Tea for Two’ copper teapot with 

cups, $46.95. Open: Mon, Tues, 

Thurs, Fri, 9am-5pm; Wed, Sat, 

8am-5pm; Sun, 9am-4pm. Visit:  

87 Memorial Drive, (07) 5442 8366.

WHILE YOU’RE THERE...

There are plenty of pretty and  
historic towns to explore only a 
short drive from Eumundi, which 
sits in the coastal hinterland 
behind Noosa. About 15 kilometres 
south, you can take in the Wappa 
Falls at Yandina. Head north to 
Pomona to catch a silent film at 
the Majestic Theatre, Queensland’s 
oldest continuously operating 
cinema [(07) 5485 2330]. From  
July to October, you can forage for 
your own fresh strawberries and 
sample delicious jams at Eumundi 
Strawberries [(07) 5442 7305]. For 
something savoury, indulge in the 
delicacies at Eumundi Smokehouse 
[(07) 5472 0331], then follow the 
foodie trail to Noosa, where there 
are plenty of artisan cafes and 
beachfront dining options. Noosa 
National Park is another must-see, 
with a spectacular coastal walking 
path providing stunning vistas and 
the chance to spot a koala or two. 

4 5

The Design Twins 
concrete cups,  

$29.95 each, Blink 
Pop Up Shop.

Amalfi ‘Verse’ stool,  
$115, Blink Pop Up Shop.
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now showing:

the edit
PIECES IN BLACK, PASTEL AND METAL GET A RETRO TWIST 

COMPILED BY YASMINE PARKER & RACHEL PETERS

“This marble coffee table is fab, and 
the handle makes moving it a cinch”  

~ Rachel Peters, HB senior stylist

PLATTER

Pink rose quartz serving platter with 
gilt edge, from $395, Rock Ribbons.

SHELF

H & G Designs shelf with 
black leather straps, $185, 

Cranmore Home.

CANDLE

Christian Lacroix for Welton ‘Arles’ 
scented candle, $119, Darcy & Duke.

CANDLE 
HOLDER

By Wirth 
leather  
candle 

holder in 
Black, $99,  

Designstuf. 

STORAGE POTS

Studio Arhoj ‘Sing’  
storage pots in Pink,  

$55/large and $44/small, 
Luumo Design.  

Stockists, page 212 >

LAMP

‘Cherry’ 
lamp in 
Natural,  

$290, The 
Minimalist.

BUFFET

Taj ‘Scandi’ bufet, $2275, Globe West.

SIDE TABLE

‘Modernist’ handle side  
table in White marble,  

$299, West Elm.
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SOFA

‘Hendrix’ 3-seater sofa in Ludo 
Blue, $1499, Lounge Lovers.

CUSHION

Umemi ‘Maybe-
Knot’ brocade 

cushion in  
Peach, $149, 
Designstuf.

VASE

Koji ‘Tulip’ vase in  
White/Blue, $49.95,  
Bed Bath N’ Table.

TAPE DISPENSER

Futagami tape 
dispenser, $289,  
The DEA Store.

GLOBE

Antique-style globe with  
brass stand, $39.95,  

Australian Geographic.

SHELF

Senkki ‘3 shadow box’ 
shelf, $155, Down  
That Little Lane.

RUG

‘Kaleidoscope’ 
rug in Blue, 
$699/200cm  

x 290cm,  
Lounge Lovers.

BOOKENDS

‘Vanda’ antiqued mirror 
bookends, $325/set of 2, 

Coco Republic.  
Stockists, page 212  

“This shelf is something out of the ordinary. Your small and  
precious objects will definitely be seen from a different angle!”

~ Yasmine Parker, HB designer
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trend:

sunset hues
A PINK AND BLUE PALETTE CHANNELS THE TWILIGHT ZONE

COMPILED BY RACHEL PETERS

“Soft pinks and inky indigos are 
a match made in design heaven”

~ Rachel Peters, HB senior stylist

ARTWORK

‘Grapefruit’ stretch  
canvas art print, $120  

(unframed), Urban Road.

CUSHION

‘Gem’ cushion  
in Peach, $39.95, 

Bambury.

JAR

Morgan & Finch  
rectangular ginger jar in 
White and Blue, $39.95, 

Bed, Bath N’ Table.  
Stockists, page 212  

RUG

Crochet rug in Peach, 
$135/120cm, Down 
That Little Lane. 

HEADPHONES

Humlan headphones  
in Indigo, $87,  

Navy Crockett. 
TRAY

AYTM ‘Unity’ trays, from 
$39.95, Resident GP.

OTTOMAN

Moroccan leather  
ottoman in Indigo Blue,  

$200, Rock Ribbons.

colour picks

PAINT
Interior Design  

Luxury Low Sheen  
in ‘Vanuatu’,  

$75/4L, Wattyl.  

PAINT
Eggshell Acrylic in  
‘Sydney Harbour’, 

$44.50/1L,  
Porter’s Paints.

JOURNAL

‘My Daily 
Thoughts’  

journal, $24.95, 
Kikki-K.



Call us:  AUS 1300 306 316 | NZ: 0800 651 112
Check stock online at charlesparsonsinteriors.com
or download the latest App for your smart devices

Be inspired by elegant designs, in outstanding 

quality fabrics. Maximise your look with our 

extensive range of interior textiles.

*Chair; Leno Linen. Sheer Drape; Provence Platinum. Rug; Cadrys - Southbank
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bargain

mid-range

splurge

Felt storage box in Dark 
Grey, $14.95, H&M.

By Lassen frame box in Light  
Grey, $140, Designstuf.

Mesh baskets, from  
$24.95, Freedom.

‘Dove’ storage chests,  
$64.95/set of 2, Zanui.

Kate Spade nesting  
boxes, $130/set of 3,  

Papier D’Amour.

Aged leather drawer storage in Rosewood 
Brown, $175, Indus Valley Designs.  

Stockists, page 212 >

‘Kub’ lacquer box in  
Forest, $29, Zakkia.

out of the box
CUTE AND CHIC OPTIONS TO BRING ORDER TO YOUR WORLD

COMPILED BY HEIDI ALBERTIRI

SHOPAHOLIC:

‘Modern Weave’ storage bin 
in Natural, $69, West Elm.

‘Mille Stampe’ paper bag in Blue, 
$52/large plus, Uashmama.

$29

$130

$64.95

$14.95

$69

$175

$140

From 
$24.95

$52
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‘The Marrakesh’ coated-card 
boxes in Black, $95 each, Sagitine. 

‘Byholma’ chest,  
$99, Ikea.

‘Pom Pom’ storage  
bin, $26, Leif.

‘1862’ metal chests,  
$299/set of 2, Loft Furniture.

Printed storage boxes,  
$8.50/set of 2, Kmart.

‘Cyprus’ crate, $99,  
Willow & Wood.

‘The Box’ sheet-metal box  
in White, $129.95, Resident GP.  

Stockists, page 212  
Mother-of-pearl inlay box in  

Strawberry, $269.95, Zohi Interiors.

‘Chloe’ canvas and brass  
utility box, $49, Pottery Barn.

$49

$299

$129.95

$99

$95  
each

$26

$269.95

$99

$8.50

“Storage boxes don’t have to be boring – look for  
ones with detailing, spots of colour and interesting  

shapes” ~ Heidi Albertiri, HB senior stylist

bargain

mid-range

splurge
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just a minute
THESE VERSATILE CLOCKS TICK ALL THE RIGHT BOXES

COMPILED BY RACHEL PETERS  PHOTOGRAPHY NATALIE HUNFALVAY

TOP 10:

Audiosonic wood-look 
clock radio, $20, Kmart.

Karlsson ‘Table Clock Book’ in Pastels, 
$69.95, The Wedding Registry.

Wedgwood ‘Swivel’ desk 
clock, $229, David Jones.

‘Hexy Lexy’ desk clock in 
Miss Blush, $49, Amindy.

‘Dekad’ alarm 
clock in Black, 

$9.95, Ikea.

Suck UK 
‘Clocky’, $99, 

Yellow Octopus.

Leni retro alarm  
clock, $29.50, Zafero.

london parissydney

Karlsson desk clock 
in Copper, $39.95, 

Kikki-K.

milan

rome

barcelonanew york

los angeles tokyo hong kong

Morgan  
& Finch  

traditional 
mantel clock, 

$79.95, Bed, 
Bath N’ Table. 

Stockists, 
page 212  

 ‘Tube’ clock in brass, 
$249.95, Shop Until.



R

WRAP 
IT UP
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1. Zone 60cm Black Metal Clock with Gold 
Hands, $229.95. 2. Palermo Stone Trays (Set 

of 3), $52.95. 3. Luxe Pendant Light, $129. 
4. Boho Wall Hanging, $179. 5. Trellis Cushion 

in Black/White, $79.99. 6. Provisions Violet 
Macaroon 8oz Candle, $32.98. 7. Porcelain 

Side Plate with Marble Finish, $7.95.  
8. Porcelain Soup Bowl with Marble Finish, 
$9.95. 9. Porcelain Dinner Plate with Marble 

Finish, $9.95. 10. Black Ink Two Framed Print, 
$339.95. 11. Base Cake Stand, $10. 12. Relish 
Handwash in Sweet Cream & Honey, $29.95. 

13. Metric Table Lamp in Black, $149.

UBER MOD
FOR THE

FOR YOUR NEAREST LOCATION, CALL 1800 DOMAYNE (1800 366 296) OR VISIT DOMAYNE.COM.AU.
Domayne® stores are operated by independent franchisees. Advertised prices valid at New South Wales stores only. Prices may vary between states due to additional freight costs. 

Promotion ends 24/12/15. 
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IT TAKES HANDS TO BUILD A HOUSE, BUT ONLY HEARTS CAN BUILD A HOME

{ 110 BAYSIDE BELLE } { 118 BUILT MODERN }

{ 98 NATURAL WONDER } { 128 NEW BEGINNINGS }

homes



soul
THIS MODERN BEACH HOUSE IS BROUGHT TO LIFE BY 
EARTHY DETAILS THAT CELEBRATE THE LANDSCAPE

STORY KERRYN FISCHER  STYLING LUANNE TOMS  PHOTOGRAPHY ADRIAAN LOUW

GLOBAL

{HOMES}
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DECK & LIVING ROOM 
Returning to their native South Africa, 
Lucille and Rick wanted a true escape 
from their busy London life – a simple 
space where they could soak up the 
area’s natural beauty. Reed screens and 
shutters, inspired by the surrounding 
scenery, frame the view of the beach. 
Natural materials also dominate the 
living room furnishings, including 
leather safari chairs (for similar, try 
Oliver Birch), a leather lattice chair 
bought years ago from Joseph in 
London, and hand-carved stone stools 
on casters by Life Interior Design in 
Johannesburg. The green plates on the 
stools are by artist Hylton Nel. >



S
itting among the coastal dunes and ancient milkwoods on 

the coastline of South Africa’s Western Cape Province, the 

home that fashion designer Lucille and her husband Rick 

built 15 years ago is so sympathetically designed, it almost 

appears to be part of the landscape. 

Although based in London, Lucille and Rick are born and bred 

South Africans who left the country in 1969, beginning a grand 

adventure that would result in Lucille opening her first store, now 

legendary British chain Whistles. Her unerring eye for good design, 

coupled with Rick’s business flair, saw them grow the Whistles group 

into a 40-store concern, which they sold in 2000.

That same year, they were holidaying with Lucille’s sister when they 

stumbled upon this double site on the South African southern coast. 

“It appeared to have no beachfront views, so overgrown and awkward 

was the position of the plot,” says Lucille. “But when Rick pushed 

through the impenetrable fynbos [shrubland] to discover a breathtaking 

view of Robberg Island across the bay, we were sold.”

At a stage in their lives when they were looking for simplicity and 

a place to spend quality time with their adult sons Joe and Jonny,  

Rick and Lucille enlisted the help of British architect Seth Stein, with 

whom they’d worked on the design of all their stores, briefing him to 

create a simple beach house. “We wanted to develop a visual language 

that incorporated materials such as concrete, glass, driftwood and 

steel,” says Lucille, who was also looking for a serene escape from the 

busyness of their London lives.

With more than 40 per cent of the house cantilevered on the dunes,  

the home’s design is based around, and inspired by, the local rocky 

landscape and the stunning ocean views. “It really helped that Seth 

was not a local architect as he saw beauty and potential in everyday 

things that would have passed us by,” says Lucille. > 

LIVING ROOM  
Lucille’s bowerbird habits – and 
love of a good vignette – are 
displayed throughout the house, 
with groupings of flowers, shells, 
stones and ceramics, shown to best 
efect against a neutral backdrop. 
“When we are here, we walk on  
the beach every day and often  
hike on the Robberg Peninsula, 
which is perfect for foraging and 
finding beautiful things,” says 
Lucille. “My sons love to tease me 
about the piles of stones that are 

always being created around the 
house!” A living room niche (top 
right) is fitted with open shelves in 
sandblasted oak that house Lucille’s 
favourite finds. Succulents, which 
Lucille adores for their look as  
well as their easy maintenance, and 
foliage from her garden are shown 
of in ceramic vessels (left) and  
salt-scoured glass (above). “Glass 
gets beautifully smoky when it’s 
been out at sea for ages. It loses  
its lustre and becomes quite matt 
and soft to the touch.”

“I’M ALWAYS PICKING UP natural  OBJECTS THAT CATCH 

MY eye  – THINGS THAT FEEL GOOD TO THE TOUCH” ~ LUCILLE
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DECK
The verandah is a wonderful place 
to sit first thing in the morning and 
at sunset to watch the birds and 
the glory of the sea, with a clever 
upholstered nook forming the ideal 
spot to sit and soak up the serenity. 
Driade ‘Tokyo-Pop’ chairs provide 
a stark white contrast to the worn 
timber decking and reed screens, 
which, in turn, soften the lines of 
the home’s architecture. >

CANE PANELS
Get the look with  

cane reed panelling,  
$165/1.8m x 2.4m,  

House Of Bamboo.



TIMBER VENEER
Get the look with 

‘Eveneer’ timber veneer 
in EvenFrosted Oak, 

$50/sqm, Elton Group.



KITCHEN
Evocative of the sea-tumbled 
driftwood on the nearby beach, the 
kitchen is a seamless sequence of 
sandblasted oak cupboards that 
conceal all the appliances and 
storage areas. Sandstone benchtops 
pair becomingly with the sand-hued 
concrete floor, forming a neutral 
palette that celebrates texture 
and the soft, sun-bleached tones 
of the beach. Against this gentle 
palette, rare pops of colour make 
an enormous impact, whether it’s 

the green of collected foliage or the 
acid pop of yellow bowls by South 
African ceramics studio Prêt-A-Pot. 
On one side of the kitchen is the 
dining table, custom made in  
the same sandblasted oak and 
paired with Jasper Morrison For 
Magis ‘Air’ chairs (available from 
Herman Miller), while on the  
other is a fairly recent addition: 
a scullery, installed so keen 
entertainer Lucille can cook up 
a storm without worrying about 
creating a “public” mess. > 

“WE WANTED A refuge  AND AN ESCAPE, SOMEWHERE 

THAT COULD BE A secret place  FOR US” ~ LUCILLE

< Architect Seth’s fascination with reed screens and the curved walls 

of traditional circular Xhosa houses was married with his love of the 

light, colours and organic shapes in the surrounding environment. As 

a result, he created a design that references the landscape in every way, 

offering a seamless transition between indoors and out.

So while the home is a modern design of monumental proportions, 

the materials are very simple: concrete floors underfoot, sandstone 

countertops in the kitchen and bathrooms and sandblasted oak 

cupboards. Easy-to-scrub oak tables can be found alongside oversized 

slip-covered sofas, hand-crafted stone stools that double as tables and 

a collection of oversized ceramics and colourful plates. Cane reed 

cladding on the external back walls, on the shutters at the front of  

the house and beneath a skylight in the passageway that leads to the 

bedrooms further grounds the design in the landscape. 

Bringing people together is what Lucille does best, and her love of 

cooking and entertaining led to a decision to extend the kitchen a few 

years ago. “We were lucky there was room just behind the original 

kitchen to add on a proper working kitchen, with plenty of storage, 

appliances and counter space to cater for large groups of people,” says 

Lucille. “It’s a wonderful area that I love working in.” 

Although Lucille and Rick are busy in London, unsurprisingly this 

home draws them back twice a year for lengthy holidays. “Time spent 

here is priceless in terms of simplicity and the possibility of regeneration 

that it offers us,” she says. “That’s impossible to replicate in a city.”  
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ENSUITE
The ensuite (top left) is refined 
and grounded, with a basin carved  
out of a solid slab of wall-hung 
sandstone. This restrained palette 
of materials creates a serene 
ambience, as does the choice of 
hidden cabinetry instead of a 
large vanity. An artwork of silver 
sequins (above right) was found at 
a student exhibition in London.

MAIN BEDROOM 
A corner of the large bedroom 
doubles as Lucille’s work space 

(top right), her desk scattered 
with inspirational objects, art 
essentials and her own sketches, 
one of which is framed next to  
the bed (left & opposite). Lucille’s 
love of earthy colours and  
ethnic finds is in evidence here;  
a colourful Indian throw adorns 
the bed, while Moroccan hand-
dyed cotton rugs add graphic 
interest. Chunky timber pieces  
– the bench at the foot of the  
bed, found at Weylandts, and  
an oval mirror bought years  
ago – lend solidity to the room. > 

“I LIKE TO GET UP AND WORK IN THE early MORNING 

LIGHT. IT’S MY best  TIME OF DAY” ~ LUCILLE



WE LOVE...

natural textures
Woven baskets, hand-dyed 

Moroccan rugs and a muted 
palette of natural hues lend a 

soothing aesthetic to this beautiful 
home. “I have an eye for all things  

naive and earthy,” says Lucille.  
“I consistently gravitate towards 

natural textures and colours.” 
For similar rugs and baskets, 

try Papaya, while Couani stocks 
traditional handmade African 

woven homewares.
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“THE SHUTTERS define THE HOUSE, MARKING THE COURSE OF             



EXTERIOR
Rather than lay turf of the deck, 
Lucille and Rick decided to plant  
a fynbos (native shrubland) 
garden right up to the foot of  
the house (opposite), where it 
laps at the driftwood-grey  
timber of the deck. This deck 
runs the length of the house 
before wrapping around the 
saltwater pool, which is shaded by 
an ancient milkwood tree. 

GUEST ROOM 
Lucille’s penchant for natural 
tones is continued in the guest 
bedroom (left & above), with 
complementary muted hues 
ofered by an Indian throw on the 
bed, a cushion from Weylandts 
and a colourful photograph 
leaned casually against the wall. 
Simple wooden shelves display 
wooden hearts, driftwood and 
shells collected by Lucille. >

          the sun  IN A DAILY PLAY OF LIGHT” ~ RICK 
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EXTERIOR
The cane reed shutters on the 
upper level are operated by a 
pulley system, which encourages 
air flow, controls the light and 
provides security, all while 
helping the structure blend almost 
seamlessly into the landscape. 

THOUGH strikingly modern  IN SHAPE, RUSTIC AND  

 RAW MATERIALS MAKE THIS HOME SIT SYMPATHETICALLY  

IN THE SURROUNDING BUSHLAND 
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PLANS

CONTACT

Architect 

Seth Stein,

sethstein.com.

SOURCE BOOK

“THE HOUSE HAS BECOME A SOURCE  
OF inspiration  FOR US” ~ LUCILLE

Who lives here?

Lucille and Rick, both retired. 

How do you unwind? 

Lucille: “It’s a total contrast to our life in 

London. Days are punctuated by long walks on 

the beach, planning and cooking meals for our 

family and friends, reading and relaxing.”

Is this house diferent to your London home? 

“Not really – the same architect did both 

houses, so it’s a similar aesthetic, similar 

colour palette and sensibility. Only one is  

in the city and the other is at the beach!”

How did you develop the interiors? 

“The colour scheme just naturally evolved  

into a neutral backdrop with accents of acid 

yellow. It’s really just a mix of things I like.”

INSIDE STORY
LUCILLE & RICK’S HOME
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blissSUMMERTIME

A BLEND OF CLEVER AND AFFORDABLE DESIGN TRICKS 
HELPED TRANSFORM THIS HOUSE INTO A CHIC,  

LOW-MAINTENANCE, SUN-FILLED HOME

STORY & STYLING TAHN SCOON  PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN DOWNS
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KITCHEN & EXTERIOR
Simone and her daughter Charli (below) enjoy afternoon tea in the bright  
white kitchen of their home in Brisbane’s southern bayside suburbs. The  
area is now an inviting spot to gather after receiving a complete overhaul.  
The kitchen’s original layout and engineered stone benchtops were fine  
when the family first bought the home, but the cabinets were an uninspiring 
beige and very plain. The solution? Simone replaced the door and drawer  
fronts with Shaker profiles. The upper cabinets were also fitted with glass  
inserts. Finishing touches include ‘Palm’ woven lampshades from Equator 
Homewares and ‘Ingolf’ bar stools from Ikea. The light, fresh palette continues in 
the home’s exterior (opposite), where wooden wine-barrel planters from The 
Reject Shop and ‘Hogsten’ Ikea outdoor chairs provide welcoming touches. > 

{HOMES}



T
he first time Simone stepped into her waterfront home, 

all she could see was a wall. “I couldn’t believe it – the 

house was right on the main canal but you couldn’t see 

the water at all,” she says. “It was as if it had been bought 

off-plan and just plonked on the land with absolutely no 

consideration of the location.” Still, she wasn’t deterred, or put off 

that the home, located in a bayside suburb in Brisbane’s south, was 

incredibly dated. She just warned her husband, Richard, that they 

were in for a major renovation. “I knew what I wanted,” she says. “The 

walls had to come out to maximise the view and allow the light in, 

and it needed a cool, India Hicks-style vibe.” 

The couple didn’t have an unlimited budget so were careful to 

prioritise. “We figured it would be better to spend our money on the 

actual house, and then save money on the non-permanent items such 

as furniture and furnishings,” Simone says. As many rooms as possible 

were opened out to the water, a large patio was added and the pool 

area revamped. “Now, you can see the water – and the ever-changing 

water traffic – from almost anywhere in the house.” 

With their eye on the overall spend, the couple used several  

canny renovating tricks, especially in the kitchen, where the doors  

and drawer fronts were updated with Shaker profiles and a fresh coat 

of two-pac. “The kitchen makeover only cost us $6000,” says Simone, 

whose cost-savvy decorating philosophy extends throughout the 

home. Take the ensuite: it’s fitted with high-end custom cabinetry 

but teamed with affordable Ikea wall lights and mirrors sourced from 

a hardware store. “When someone walks into your home, they’ll 

notice if it’s a cheap build but they probably can’t tell that you haven’t 

spent a lot on furniture and fabrics,” she says. > 

“THIS HOME IS all about relaxing: IT NEEDS TO BE LOW MAINTENANCE” ~ SIMONE

ENTRANCE
Friends thought Simone was crazy 
for replacing the original stairs 
with a costly custom design but, 
as she says, “We needed that ‘wow 
factor’ at the entry.” The staircase 
(above), the work of builder Chris 
Turley, certainly delivers. It is 
complemented by a striking  
white ‘Adari’ bufet from Far 
Pavilions and black-and-white 
‘Petite Pineapple’ wallpaper by 
Studio Printworks, sourced  
from the US through Jamieshop.
 
PATIO
Comfort is the order of the day on 
the newly built patio (right), where 
Simone, Charli and Simone’s mum 
Lesley gather for lunch. The dining  
area is furnished with wicker  
chairs and a large timber table, 
both from European Design, while 
an outdoor blind allows light and  

bay breezes to be controlled to 
create the perfect ambience. 
 
LIVING ROOM
On Simone’s wishlist for the living 
room (opposite) was an elegant 
sofa that wasn’t too precious. The 
solution was a ‘Rochelle’ modular 
piece – with slip covers – from  
Early Settler. “I gave it the red  
wine test,” Simone says. “Spilt  
some wine, wiped it of and threw 
the cover in the machine. It  
passed!” The parquetry cofee  
table from Freedom (for similar,  
try ‘Truss’ from The Country  
Trader) was also selected for its 
easy-care qualities. “It has a matt, 
textured finish so you can put  
your cofee cup down without 
worrying about it marking,” she 
says. The elegant nickel ‘Heritage 
Dome’ light over the table is from 
Hampton & Harlow. 
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“YOU DON’T HAVE TO SPEND a lot o f money  TO  

CREATE A stunning space” ~ SIMONE 

FLOOR TILES
Serenissima ‘Arenite 

Sand’ 800mm x 800mm 
tiles, $90/sqm, DIY Tiles.



GUEST BEDROOM   
The upstairs guest 
room (left) features 
predominantly blue and 
white tones, and includes 
an Ikea ‘Nyponros’ quilt 
cover, patterned cushions 
and ‘Elegance’ bedsides 
from Fantastic Furniture. 
The wall art was found at 
All Posters and framed 
with Ikea’s ‘Virserum’. 

CHARLI’S ANNEXE
Originally two bedrooms, 
the dividing wall was 

knocked out to create an 
annexe (above) to Charli’s 
bedroom. “It was important 
for us that she had her 
own large space to hang 
out with friends,” Simone 
says. The built-in bunk 
beds were made by builder 
Chris Turley, the striped 
bedspreads were sourced 
from Ali Express (for 
similar, try the ‘Kipling’ 
quilted coverlet from 
Bedding Square) while the 
cushions are in ‘Canopy 
Stripe’ by Fabric Traders.

“SPEND MONEY ON THINGS THAT MATTER SUCH 

AS quality tiling  AND CABINETRY” ~ SIMONE 
TILES

‘Chevron’ polished  
marble mosaics, 

$42/300mm x 320mm 
sheet, Edge Tile & Stone.

< A relaxed, beachy vibe permeates the whole home, thanks to  

a decorating palette that includes gentle whites, soft greys and 

calming blues, with an injection of pattern here and there. Many of 

the soft furnishings were sourced through Simone’s own business, 

Fabric Traders. “If you can source them affordably, fabrics are such a 

great way to add colour and pattern fast,” says Simone, whose 

technique is to start with a neutral base, then add touches of nature-

inspired colours such as blue and green. “The more restricted your 

colour palette, the more pattern you can add,” she advises. 

The colour scheme, combined with Simone’s relaxed approach to 

decorating – “The dog is allowed on the couch, you can put your feet 

on the coffee table and children can play handball in the hallway” – 

and, of course, the ever-commanding water views, have allowed the 

couple to create the family home of their dreams. “The lifestyle is just 

unbelievable,” Simone says with a smile. “We kayak, we swim, we go 

out on friends’ boats. It’s like living in a resort.”
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WE LOVE…

hollywood style
What woman wouldn’t want  

a dedicated space to put on her 
make-up… complete with great 

lighting, a comfy chair and plenty 
of storage? Simone created just 
that in her ensuite. “I’ve always 

wanted a designated place to sit 
down and do my make-up,” she 

says. “I designed the cabinetry so 
that the benchtop steps down to 

accommodate an upholstered  
chair.” The ‘Seattle’ cross-leg  

stool in Latte from Far Pavilions 
ticks the glamour boxes.

ENSUITE
Simone wasn’t a fan of the original ensuite. “It was 
dated, dingy and had a ’90s spa bath,” she says. The 
room was gutted and the two small fixed windows 
were replaced with large sliding versions, giving 
Simone the airy vibe she was looking for. Custom 
cabinetry was installed and elegant new finishes 
were added in the form of marble benchtops and 
‘Belga’ floor tiles from Beaumont Tiles. While the 
bespoke cabinets and marble benchtops were on 
the pricey side, other features were very afordable. 
The framed mirrors were found at Masters, the 
bath (opposite, bottom right) from Early Settler (for 
similar, try the ‘Toulouse’ from Just Bathroomware) 
and the ‘Arstid’ wall lights at Ikea. The cut-glass 
cabinet knobs were $1 each on eBay and the drum 
stool came from The Reject Shop. >



POOL & PONTOON 
The couple revamped the existing pool on a budget. “Instead of tiling it all,  
we just did the edges and sprayed the base in a more afordable blue glass  
pebble,” explains Simone. She relaxes in one of a pair of ‘Finntorp’ armchairs  
from Ikea while Charli dips her toes. Mum and daughter – and Missy – also take  
it easy on the canal-side pontoon (opposite, top left). “To be on the water is just so 
beautiful,” enthuses Simone. The pair often go out in the kayak together, occasionally 
with Missy in tow. “She jumps on sometimes… and it’s hard to refuse her.” 
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PLANS

CONTACTS

Building designer 

Diana Keefe, 

Redplan, 

(07) 3286 2985, 

redplan.com.au. 

 

Builder 

Chris Turley, 

True Build, 

0419 797 359, 

truebuild.com.au.

Who lives here?

Simone, co-owner of online fabric company 

Fabric Traders; her husband Richard,  

a property developer; their daughter  

Charli, 10; and Missy the Labrador.

Your biggest splurge?

Simone: “Our roof, which Bristile Roofing did in 

a Hamptons shingle-style terracotta tile from 

Spain. Concrete would have been a lot cheaper 

but we’re glad we went with the terracotta.”

Best tips for grabbing a bargain?

“Wait for big-ticket items to come on sale. I kept 

a scrapbook of furniture I wanted and checked 

the retailers regularly for sales. Also, don’t 

be afraid to ask for a discount for immediate 

purchases. I saved $500 on my dining table by 

asking, ‘Can you do any better if I buy today?’�”

INSIDE STORY
SIMONE & RICHARD’S HOME

SOURCE BOOK

PATIO
A Jetmaster fireplace is the focus of  
the southern end of the outdoor living 
area. The fireplace is surrounded with 
stand-out stone tiles from Beaumont  
Tiles (for similar, try the ‘White Marble 
Interlock Mosaics’, $55/pack of 4, also  

from Beaumont). Aluminium shutters  
by Crown Blinds help keep the Queensland 
weather at bay. The rattan sofas, from 
Early Settler (for similar, try the ‘Bufalo’ 
lounge set from Domayne), are layered 
with throws and cushions to create a  
cosy, elegant nook.  
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homemade dream

A CREATIVE COUPLE COMBINE THEIR PRACTICAL NOUS AND CLEVER 
EYE TO FASHION A HOME THAT’S BUILT FOR ENTERTAINING A CROWD

STORY ANNETTE DASEY  STYLING LISA HILTON  PHOTOGRAPHY SIMON WHITBREAD

{HOMES}



LIVING ROOM
Every piece tells a story in Dominique and Brad’s beautifully 
curated home that they share with their five year-old twins, Elke  
and Vivian, on Sydney’s northern beaches. “We lead pretty 
simple lives,” says Dominique. “There’s only so much you 
need.” Treasured objects and family heirlooms imbue a relaxed, 
welcoming vibe. Dominique inherited the gold lamp and safari 
chairs from her Aunt Barbie, a collector of Danish and vintage 
furniture, while a replica Noguchi cofee table stands on a Beni 
Ourain rug, sent from a friend in Morocco. The whitewashed 
birch ply ceiling softens the striking black-coated Australian 
hardwood floor – a continuation of the stunning charcoal  
hues used in the home’s exterior (opposite). >
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W
hile she was at art school and working part-time 

as a massage therapist, Dominique struck up a 

unique deal with a carpenter client: he would 

make her a bed in exchange for seven massages. 

Ten years later, she still sleeps soundly on that 

handmade bed – as does the man who crafted it. “It’s the first thing 

Brad ever made for me,” says Dominique, about the handsome 

piece of furniture her partner built from recycled hardwood. 

This couple’s love story is one of creativity and individuality,  

and proof of both abounds in their home on Sydney’s northern 

beaches. Brad, a carpenter and builder, and Dominique, a chef  

who has worked at such dining luminaries as Sydney’s Bennelong 

and The Bathers’ Pavilion, fell for the former holiday house in 

2012. The couple and their five-year-old twins, Elke and Vivian, 

take full advantage of the home’s coastal location, on a leafy hill 

overlooking the sparkling Tasman Sea and just a short walk from 

the beach. “Brad’s into cycling and we take the kids on their  

bikes to the local parks,” says Dominique. “I also like taking them 

down to the beach to run free – they’re happy for hours digging  

in the sand and playing in the water.”

The house wasn’t quite as family friendly as the location, so Brad 

and Dominique, in collaboration with architect Rachel Hudson, 

completely reconfigured it and added a third storey,  to transform 

the 1950s weatherboard into a roomy four-bedroom home with an 

array of unique inclusions and practical finishes. “Brad did all of  

the detailed drawings then we came up with the interior design and 

decided on the materials,” Dominique says. “We’ve both got quite  

a good eye for detail so we just made it work.” >

“I LOVE THE BALANCE OF MATERIALS, ESPECIALLY THE soft veil EFFECT OF THE WHITEWASHED  

PLY. IT brings femininity TO THE HEAVIER, MORE MASCULINE MATERIALS” ~ DOMINIQUE 

BALCONY
On the balcony (above), Elke  
and Vivian colour in on a red 
mahogany table, made by 
homeowner Brad. A steel Hay  
‘Hee Easy’ chair from Cult and 
‘Solid Block’ sidetable from Mark 
Tuckey (left) are a perfect pair  
for the outdoor area. 

DINING ROOM
Under impressive steel mesh ‘Alex’ 
lampshades from Swedish lighting 
designer Watt & Veke – found on 
online store Royal Design – is a 
dining table (opposite, top) made 
by Brad, who chose to highlight 
the intricacies of the timber. “I 
just kept it as simple as possible 
so you could see the beauty of the 
material,” he says. “Spotted gum 
has a lot of grain and variation in 
the colour. I spent hours sanding 
that table!” The dining chairs, 
found on eBay and in a second-
hand store, were updated with a 
vinyl car interior spray paint. The 
rug is from Mark Tuckey.

KITCHEN
“I’ve got a real passion for zinc  
so we put in zinc benchtops,” says 
Dominique of the kitchen (far 
right). “I love that it’s a constantly 
evolving surface: the zinc tarnishes 
and patinas after each use. It’s 
practical, too: you can put hot 
things straight onto it.” While 
Dominique knocks up divine 
dishes, friends and family sit at the 
spotted-gum island bench on stools 
she found on eBay then upcycled 
with new bases and black paint. 
The Watt & Veke ‘Rusken’ pendants 
from Royal Design create a magic 
symmetry with the pendants above 
the dining table and help define 
zones in the open-plan space. 

BOOKSHELF 
Brad made the spotted gum 
bookshelf (right), transforming  
a structural beam into a practical 
feature. “The open design works 
really well because it divides  
the space but still lets light 
through,” says Dominique.



FLOORBOARDS
Mixed Australian  

hardwood floorboards in 
‘Black Japan’ floor finish,   
$106.59/4L, Feast Watson.
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< The couple, who own building company Braddom, renovated the 

house themselves, creating a home oozing understated character and 

laid-back 1960s surfer style that is also low maintenance and kid 

friendly, with its expanses of wipe-down wood and uncluttered rooms. 

Stand-out features include birch-ply ceilings, a zinc kitchen bench and 

a series of cleverly upcycled and handmade items: the artworks 

Dominique crafts and sells through Mark Tuckey’s Newport showroom, 

the dining table made by Brad, and vintage hand-me-downs such as the 

sunburst mirror in the kitchen and glass buoy near the front door. 

The numerous open spaces also make it an ideal entertaining pad. “I 

really like it upstairs at night with the black floors – it’s a sexy house if 

you’ve got the lighting on, and a good entertaining house, too,” says 

Dominique, who is now looking for their next project after she and Brad 

recently sold the home. “Everything you look at has considered detail,” 

adds Brad. That includes the special piece of furniture that led him to 

his partner, children and glorious home. “As it turns out, making that 

bed has worked out pretty well for me!”

“I REALLY LOVE THE black floors… THEY  
ARE JUST SO DRAMATIC” ~ DOMINIQUE

HALL
The entrance hall (top left) features 
practical shelves for shoes, keys, 
hats and a few pretty items such  
as a vase from Villa Interiors and  
a bowl from Papaya. Visitors are 
greeted by a design trio including  
a Broste Copenhagen ‘Neel’ leather 
rug from Illie, a round Mark Tuckey 
mirror and a Watt & Veke ‘Wilma’ 
lampshade from Royal Design.

ENSUITE
The stunning ensuite features a 
freestanding Rogerseller ‘Amelie’ 
bath from WC Bath & Shower 
(above), a sleek Ram Taps ‘Evolve’ 
floor-mounted spout and a Zero 
‘Silo’ pendant from Royal Design. 
‘Sorbet’ stripe towels from Illie add 
cool colour to the monochrome 
palette. Uniting the ‘Tekno Glacia 
White’ wall tiles with the charcoal 
‘Teckno Nero Concerto’ floor tiles 
– both from Tekno Tiles – is a 
striking marble splashback from 
Nefiko Marble (left). 
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MAIN BEDROOM
The bed Brad made for Dominique lies 
beneath a built-in bedhead that he  
crafted from whitewashed birch-ply and 
trimmed with spotted gum. A Mark Tuckey 
painted tree stump sits near a charcoal 
drawing by Dominique, while the print, 
reminiscent of the Japanese flag, is by an  
art student. “I bought it in Newtown – a 
group of young artists had set up a market,” 
she recalls. White Sheridan linen is topped 
with grey Societe Bedouin pillowcases 
from Mark Tuckey, paisley-print cushions 
found at a manchester outlet (find similar 
at Lavender Hill Interiors) and a throw 
crocheted by a family friend, Judy Gorman, 
who takes commissions. >

PAINT
Wash & Wear 101 Barrier 

Technology in ‘White 
On White’ $71.90/4L,  

Dulux.



WE LOVE...

versatile materials
 “I wanted to have a softer palette 

downstairs. It was an aesthetic  
I had in my head and I ran with it,” 

says Brad of the shelves, daybed 
and built-in cabinets he crafted 

from 18mm birch plywood  
and coated in Resene Qristal  
Clear polyurethane coating.  
“I could do a lot of the work 

myself, so it was cost-efective 
labour and  materials.” Find  
18mm birch ply sheets from  
$155/sheet at plyco.com.au.



PAINT
Wash & Wear 101  

in ‘Monument’ 
$85.90/4L,  

Dulux.

“HAVING A second living area IS DEFINITELY A BONUS WHEN YOU HAVE CHILDREN” ~ DOMINIQUE

FAMILY ROOM & KITCHENETTE
The original part of the house – 
which now includes the family 
room (opposite & right) and 
kitchenette (top right) – had low 
ceilings, so, to maximise the height, 
the couple exposed the beams. 
Above the kitchenette, built by 
North Shore Custom Cabinetry,  
a window slides open to the deck, 
making the space perfect for 
entertaining. Dominique made  
the tan natural leather pull tabs 
– for a similar look, try Made 
Measure. In the family room, she 
also upholstered the built-in seat 
that is layered with a West Elm 

‘Perfect’ throw and a collection  
of cushions, including Pony Rider’s 
‘X’ and an Aura By Tracie Ellis 
‘Squares’ in Fiery Coral. 

EXTERIOR
The Australian hardwood on the 
exterior (above) is stained in Resene 
‘Tiri’ and accented with various 
shades of grey: Dulux ‘Monument’  
on the cladding boards, Dulux  
‘Raku’ on the window and door  
trims, and Colorbond ‘Windspray’  
on the roof and flashings. “The 
all-black timberwork has come up 
really well with the grey features,” 
says Dominique. >
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ELKE’S ROOM
Elke’s light-filled bedroom features  
a built-in desktop crafted by her 
dad, and a pom-pom pendant made 
by her crafty mum. Dominique 
found the ball rug in Nepal (try 
Happy As Larry Design for similar), 
and the mini peacock chair on the 
roadside, and spray-painted it 
white. A Mark Tuckey ‘Smartie’  
felt cushion adds a little sunshine  
to the bed from Treehouse. 

“I THOUGHT A pom-pom light WOULD BE 
FUN FOR A LITTLE GIRL’S ROOM” ~ DOMINIQUE
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Who lives here?

Dominique, an artist and chef; her partner Brad,  

a builder/carpenter; their five-year-old twins  

Elke and Vivian; and cats Hank and Delores. 

How was the experience of working  

together on your own home?

Dominique: “We work really well as a team.  

Brad and I compromise and agree about pretty 

much everything. Our architect Rachel Hudson 

was also an integral part of the build. A  

good architect clarifies your ideas and  

brings design concepts to it by fine-tuning.”

What eco features did you include?

Brad: “We used higher-rating insulation than the 

standard. Also, the sliding windows and doors 

have continuous seals so warm air won’t escape.”

INSIDE STORY
DOMINIQUE & BRAD’S HOME

SOURCE BOOK

BACKYARD
Dominique and Vivian enjoy the  
home’s sunny outdoor zone, where a tall 
timber screen creates both definition and 
privacy. “It’s nice out here sitting in the 
sun with the kids running around because 
it’s so quiet and peaceful,” says Brad, who 

made the rustic-styled box seats from 
spotted gum and the elegant outdoor 
cofee table from compressed fibrous 
cement sheeting. A Mark Tuckey ‘Short’ 
stool and a Designers Guild ‘Samarinda 
Oasis’ throw enhance the summer-time  
outdoor vibe.   

CONTACTS

Interior designer

Dominique Gekas,

Braddom,
braddom73@gmail.com. 
 

Architect

Rachel Hudson, 
rachelhudson.com.au.

Builder

Brad Mills,

Braddom,
braddom73@gmail.com.
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BORN-AGAIN

BEAUTY
 STORY & STYLING TAHN SCOON  PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN DOWNS

AN ARCHITECT AND HER BUILDER HUSBAND HAVE TURNED 
A RUNDOWN BRISBANE GEM INTO A DIVINE FAMILY HOME

{HOMES}



EXTERIOR & POOL
Sunshine, blue skies and a heavenly outdoor zone make the living easy for Renee, 
Goran and sons Philippe and Luka in their beautiful Queensland home. The original 
home, however, had no access to the backyard, so opening it up to the outdoors was  
a priority for the major renovation. “Aside from taking advantage of the climate, we 
needed to enhance visibility so we could watch the kids in the water,” Renee says, as 
Philippe (opposite, left) and Luka splash around in the saltwater pool. A swathe of 
natural materials flows from the inside out, with the patio and pool surrounds in silver 
travertine, sourced from SNB Stone, and the pool deck finished in spotted gum. > 



RUG
‘Mamluk’ hand-knotted 

rug in hand-spun  
wool, from $6000,  

Bayliss Rugs.

LIVING ROOM
Light pours into the family’s wonderfully spacious, double-height 
living room. A hand-knotted rug from Bayliss Rugs anchors the 
‘Holt’ cofee table from Freedom in the sea of French oak flooring. 
The elegant Freedom ‘Studio’ armchair and sofa are dressed with 
blue-toned cushions. Renee loves shopping for retro ceramics and 
coloured glass treasures, which are displayed on the oak-veneer 
bespoke shelving, recessed into the rear wall. Above the space, a 
peekaboo cut-out overlooks the scene from the guest room and  
a driftwood chandelier sourced from Trade Electrical helps 
emphasise the zone’s height. The wall light next to the bookcase  
is a visitor favourite. “Everyone comments on that light but it’s 
actually just a really afordable pendant [‘Create 1’] and separate 
bracket [‘Enhance’] from Beacon Lighting,” Renee says.



R
enee and Goran had set their hearts on a gorgeous south 

Brisbane block; the near-derelict 1950s building on 

the property, not so much. “Nobody wanted to touch 

it,” Renee says, “and it hadn’t been renovated since 

being built more than 60 years before. I don’t think 

it’d even had a coat of paint.” Builder Goran, put off by the home’s 

asbestos lean-to, moss-covered roof and ancient kitchen and bathroom, 

initially wanted to raze the entire thing, but Renee, an architect, had 

ideas of preserving the classic design. “Renee had a vision of what it 

could become and I could see the potential,” Goran recalls. 

Where others would have envisaged a lot of hard yakka, Renee saw 

charm and a drawcard in the block’s 22-metre frontage. “Part of the 

appeal was that the home was in its original state,” she says. “These 

days that’s hard to find, as most get subdivided. And we spotted a 

terracotta roof under all that moss!” The couple originally planned for 

the renovation to be done in stages while they lived on-site with their 

two boys, Philippe, now 10, and Luka, nine, but to speed up the process, 

they moved out and Goran took a year off to concentrate on the build.

Renee’s design vision was to honour the era of the home and 

picturesque streetscape without replicating the original architecture. 

“I wanted to put a contemporary twist on it,” she explains. The 

original single-level building, which had been sitting on stilts at the 

rear due to a sloping block, was duly transformed into a multi-level 

family home. During the renovation, the building was lifted to allow 

for a spacious kitchen, living and dining zone to be built underneath, 

and to create level access to the garden via generous glazed sliders, 

which recess neatly into the walls. “Incredibly, there was no access from 

the house to the backyard, so that became a priority,” Renee says. >

FRONT EXTERIOR
Renee wanted to pay homage to the 
1950s Californian Bungalow while 
adding a modern touch (top right). 
“We rebuilt in the same materials, 
but went with less ornate, cleaner 
lines for a more classic look,” she 
says. The exterior was repainted in 
Taubman’s ‘Cold Steel’, a cool grey.

KITCHEN
To achieve an updated version  
of a Shaker-style kitchen, Renee 
specified a simple square-edge 
profile (right), recessed cupboard 
handles and extra-high mirrored 
kickboards, a clever design trick 
that makes the solid French oak 
flooring seem endless. “Being  
open plan, it’s important for the 
kitchen to be as beautiful as it is  

functional,” Renee says. The Oliveri 
sink was under-mounted to keep  
the honed Carrara marble benchtop 
flush, while the deep bench allows 
for extra workspace. The area is 
also used as a bufet when the 
couple entertain. Natural finishes,  
supplied by stained-timber stools  
from Freedom and custom oak- 
veneer shelving in the pantry,  
add warmth to the predominantly 
white scheme, with the look topped 
of by a striking Mercator ‘Zambia’ 
pendant. The generous kitchen 
window invites in an abundance  
of natural daylight and doubles as  
a splashback. The belt of greenery 
beyond the window was devised by 
Goran, who suspended planters on 
chains from the external rafters to 
create a living privacy screen. 

“Working together to create our family home has been extremely satisf ying” ~ Goran
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< Renee also devised a spectacular double-height central void, 

creating a visual connection between the two levels while enabling 

light to flow freely through the home. “We get the most amazing 

views of the sky, which is lovely during the day when it’s blue, but 

looks just as good at night when the stars are out,” she says. For the 

interior, she selected natural finishes, including marble and timber, 

and a neutral backdrop tagged with soft green and blue. “I’m not really 

a colours girl,” Renee adds. “I prefer neutrals, but greens and blues are 

easy to live with as they mimic nature.” 

Easy living and clever design are what this abode does best. “The 

whole building process has been a partnership,” says Goran. “We’re 

passionate about our jobs and support the value of each others’ work, 

and I think our home reflects that.” Best of all, it’s the place they  

always want to be. “It’s changed the way we live as a family,” says Renee. 

“On weekends we really enjoy staying at home and relaxing.” 

WALK-IN WARDROBE
The heavenly dressing-room (top 
left) in the parents’ retreat connects 
the master bedroom to the ensuite.  
The contrasting Ikea sheepskin  
adds a touch of afordable luxe.

MAIN BEDROOM
The couple’s bedroom (left) has 
access to a private balcony and 
the ensuite, creating the perfect 
escape. “I think having our own 
zone and the children having theirs 
will work very well when they’re 
older,” Renee says. The Tasmanian 
oak timber bedroom suite, bought 
by Renee and Goran years ago 
and dressed in soft blue and white 
Shannon Fricke bedlinen with a 

round Mercer & Reid cushion, is a 
warm contrast to the all-white walls. 

ENSUITE
Marble benchtops, modern 
Shaker-style joinery and a white 
palette were chosen for all of the 
wet areas. “Marble is such a natural 
and luxurious product and it really 
finished the house of,” Renee says. 
‘Round Base’ picture lights from 
Domus Lighting illuminate the  
two Villeroy & Boch ‘Architectura 
Undercounter’ vanity basins,  
paired with ‘Kolja’ mirrors from 
Ikea and gleaming Astra Walker 
tapware. Blue and green accents 
come into play with Jayson 
Brunsdon bathlinen. >

WE LOVE…

do-it-yourself style
 

Situated of the main bedroom,  
the elegant walk-in wardrobe 

(left), with its dark, moody palette, 
looks a million dollars, but was 

actually created using Ikea 
cabinetry. Goran built-in the 

sections by fixing them to the wall 
and adding a bulkhead above to 

finish the look. The result is 
afordable luxury at its best. ‘Pax’ 
wardrobe frames in Black-Brown, 

from $100, Ikea; ikea.com.au.



“I love that there are so many connected spaces but also places to retreat to” ~ Renee
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INSIDE STORY
RENEE & GORAN’S HOME

SOURCE BOOK

PHILIPPE’S BEDROOM
The boys’ bedrooms have been decorated 
with a neutral backdrop and ‘Sunday’ 
beds from Domayne as the starting point. 
Renee then let each child select their 

own bedlinen from Adairs, which in turn 
determined their colour schemes: blue 
(above) for Philippe and orange for Luka. 
The desk lamp from Spotlight provides  
a further touch of accent colour.  
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CONTACTS

Architect/Interior 

designer

Renee Popovic,

Pop Up & Co,

popupandco.com.au.

Builder

Goran Popovic,

Pop Up Constructions,

popupconstructions.

com.au.
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Who lives here?
Renee, an architect; her husband Goran, a builder; 

and their sons Philippe, 10, and Luka, nine. 
Your favourite room?

Renee: “The lounge room. We hang out there all 
the time. It’s a great space to observe family life. 
You’re in the centre of the home but as it’s a void 
you can still see and hear everything going on.”

How do you keep your home  
stylish and child-friendly?

“There’s plenty of built-in storage, which  
keeps clutter at bay. Also, there are a lot of 

designated work areas like the hidden study 
nook in the lounge room, which help.”

Best renovation tip?
“Take the time to form a clear vision of what  

you want first so you don’t end up with a 
piecemeal result. Pinterest is a great resource.”
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Celebrate the new year 
by subscribing to 

Home Beautiful for 
ONLY $18 for your 

first 6 issues by 
automatic credit card 
payment. After that, 

it’s only $36 every  
six issues – saving you 

25%. 

POPULAR OFFER 

Hurry! You must respond by 8th February, 2016 

Subscribe today!
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is back!
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transform
BECAUSE EVERY HOUSE CAN BE A BEAUTIFUL HOME

One Brisbane couple restores  
a classic Queenslander to 

create a chic and very sweet 
family home. Plus, how to work 

the latest trend in bathroom 
sinks, four brilliant new looks 

for the kitchen, beautiful home 
basics that will last a lifetime 
and holiday home 101s. For 

details of this gorgeous room, 
see page 142. 

a bold move
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renovation:

RETURN OF A CLASSIC 
BY CAREFULLY PEELING BACK LAYERS OF MISMATCHED FINISHES FROM BYGONE ERAS, 

AMANDA AND JEFF HAVE REINSTATED THIS QUEENSLANDER’S ORIGINAL BEAUTY

WORDS & STYLING KYLIE JACKES  PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN DOWNS

before



Exterior & front verandah  Homeowners  
Jeff and Amanda stand at the airy entrance  

of their renovated Brisbane home (top left). The  
new butterfly stairs lead to the front verandah 

(opposite) and the simply furnished hallway.  
Both the leadlight windows and door are original.  

For product and budget details, see page 148. >
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Who lives here? Amanda, a childcare centre 

director; her husband Jeff, an electrician; their 

children Hudson, four, Charlie, 13 months, and 

Poppy, four months; and dogs Lulu and Lenny.

Location: Inner southern suburbs of Brisbane.

Original property: A four-bedroom 1916 

Queenslander, with modern additions.

Time frame: Eighteen months, on and off. 

Why this house? Amanda grew up next door, 

where her parents still live, and, as a child, was 

intrigued by the house, which had been given 

numerous “makeovers” in the 1950s and ’60s. 

“When the property came up for sale, we were 

nervous about the size of the project, but when it 

didn’t sell at auction, we made an offer and it was 

accepted,” she says. “We knew it would be a big 

job, especially with a baby and both working  

full-time, but we were excited by the challenge.”

The works: The internal layout was reconfigured 

to allow for an enlarged kitchen, new bathroom 

and new main bedroom. The exteriors were totally 

overhauled, with timber stairs reinstated at the 

front and a deck added at the back. 

The result: “Removing several internal walls 

has created a much more open-plan feel, with 

an abundance of natural light throughout,” says 

Amanda. “Stripping away dated finishes and 

restoring original features has also given back  

the home its architectural integrity.” 

Favourite aspect of the redesign? “The kitchen – 

because we chose every element from the drawer 

handles to the light fittings,” Amanda says. “It’s  

a favourite place for the family to congregate.”

TIMELINE
July-August 2012 

Renovations begin. The house is 

restumped, exterior bricks from 

the lower section are removed 

and replaced with timber battens 

in keeping with the home’s era. 

Inside, Jeff, with help from 

Amanda’s dad Jon, removes 

carpets and sheeting to reveal 

beautiful timber floors and vertical 

joinery. Cleaning, sealing and 

painting start. The bathroom and 

kitchen are completely gutted.

December 2012  

The front deck is stripped back, 

tiles are removed and damaged 

timber and joists are replaced. 

Timber cladding, new balustrades 

and French doors are installed. 

New bathroom fit-out begins. 

January 2013 

Work begins on the kitchen 

cabinetry carcasses. The family 

moves in. Jeff rewires and 

replumbs the entire house.

October 2013 

External butterfly stairs are built 

and installed. A spacious deck is 

added to the rear. Modifications 

begin in order to transform the 

formal dining area and sunroom 

into a luxurious main bedroom. 

January 2014 

Driveway is laid, exterior lighting 

fitted and landscaping completed. 

May 2014 

A marble splashback completes 

the kitchen. Interior painting is 

finished and a new fence erected.  
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Kitchen
Joinery: Under-bench carcasses, about $8000, Ikea,  
ikea.com.au. Custom-made cabinetry doors, $10,000. 

Benchtop: Marble, $1200/4 slabs, Gumtree, gumtree.com.
au; plus installation, $3500. Lighting: Nickel pendants, 

$100 each, Villa Maison. For similar, try ‘Industrial Pendant 
Light’ in Brushed Nickel, $149, Schots Home Emporium, 

schots.com.au. Paper chandelier, one-of piece by Lulu Lucky, 
$100. Appliances: Ilve oven and cooktop, $3799, Appliances 

Online, appliancesonline.com.au. Stools: ‘Henriksdal’ bar 
stools, $105 each, Ikea. Lightbox: Playtype ‘Cinematic 

Lightbox’, $440, Page Thirty Three, pagethirtythree.com. 

dining & Living
Table: One-of dining table, $1000, Verandah House, 

verandahhouse.com.au. Chairs: ‘Louis Ghost’, $530 each, 
Space Furniture, spacefurniture.com.au. Sideboard: Vintage 
sideboard, $499, The Old Boathouse, cottagegardennursery.

com.au. Chandelier (also in living room): ‘Madeleine’ 12-light 
in Chrome, $1995, Beacon Lighting, beaconlighting.com.au. 

Seating: ‘Arianne’ sofa, $1999, Early Settler, earlysettler.com.au. 
Wingback chairs, $450 each, Botticelli House, botticellihouse.

com.au. Cabinet: ‘Riviera’, $1625, Town And Country Style, 
townandcountrystyle.com.au. Cofee table: ‘Madison’ in 

Antique White, $532, Town And Country Style. Lamp: Shade, 
$99, Sachs & Cornish, sachsandcornish.com.au. Base, $250, Rylo 

Interiors, rylo.com.au. Drawers: ‘Floral’ chest in Black, $4160, 
Ruby Star Traders, rubystartraders.com.au. Rug: ‘Stockholm’, 

$299, Ikea. Fireplace surround: ‘Richmond’ mantel, $349, Early 

Settler. Paint: Wash & Wear 101 in ‘Vivid White’ $74.95/4L, Dulux.

Budget Breakdown

before

Kitchen “It takes my breath away every time I walk into the room,” 
Amanda enthuses of her Hamptons-inspired kitchen. “I just love its 
timeless beauty.” The existing poky vinyl and laminate kitchen and 
adjoining bathroom were gutted to create one large room, which was 
completely reconfigured. Central to the new layout is a striking marble-
topped island, with beautiful cabinetry and industrial-style pendants.  
A significant addition was a large window above the new sink area. 
“Adding the window was a big decision and considerable expense, but 
it’s one of the best changes we made,” Amanda says. “The generous scale 
really suits the room and the natural light it draws in is incredible.” With 
a large space to fit-out, the couple saved money by buying under-bench 
kitchen cabinet carcasses from Ikea; the Shaker-style door fronts and 
glass cabinets were then custom made by a friend. The glass-fronted 
cabinetry allows Amanda to showcase her beautiful vintage china. 

Dining room By opening up the walkway into the kitchen and adding 
French doors out to the new back deck, the former casual eating area has 
been transformed into a light, white dining room (below). At its centre is 
a table that Amanda spotted in the home of interior designer Judy Elliott 
of Verandah Home, which was featured in HB in April 2013. It’s one of 
five dining tables in the house. “I kind of have an obsession with them,” 
she confesses. “I like to be able to switch them around when I get bored.” 
Philippe Starck for Kartell ‘Louis Ghost’ chairs, a vintage sideboard and 
chandelier from Beacon Lighting create a fascinating mix of old and new.

Dining room detail (page 139) With a predominantly grey and white 
palette throughout the home, vignettes such as this corner of the dining 
room provide a pop of colour. A portrait of Frida Kahlo by artist Emma 
Gale – a birthday present from Jeff to Amanda – takes pride of place above 
a bone-inlay chest of drawers (seek similar from Ruby Star Traders) that’s 
home to favourite books, ceramics, greenery and a cross from Ahoy Trader.



before

Living room By simply removing the internal wall between 
the living and dining room, the area now has a much more 
functional layout. A ‘Stockholm’ rug from Ikea almost stretches 
the width of the room and anchors a classic Chesterfield-style 
sofa and pair of wingback chairs, while a black timber display 
cabinet houses collected treasures. With plans to one day 
incorporate a fireplace, Amanda had the timber surround fixed 
in place and installed a mirror in lieu of a log burner during the 
interim. “The reflected view in the mirror also makes the space 
seem much larger than it actually is,” she says. >
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before

“I love that we’ve used reclaimed materials and traditional-style pieces  

to restore the home’s classic Queenslander look and feel” ~ Amanda 
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Bathroom With the existing wash zone demolished in order to extend 
the kitchen, the original sunroom was divided up and reconfigured to 
create a new, generously sized bathroom (above). Decorated with art 
prints, potted plants and timber dressers, Amanda admits it has the feel  
of a relaxed living area rather than a typical wet area. “Because it doesn’t 
look like a standard bathroom with lots of glass and tiles, it’s a space 
where I really enjoy spending time,” she says. “And best of all, it’s really 
easy to clean!” Inspired by interior designer Judy Elliott’s bathroom, 
which Amanda spotted in HB in 2013, a clawfoot bath acts as a central 
focal point, while timber floors and vintage furniture add warmth. “A good 
tip Judy gave me was to paint the floor in jet-dry paving paint to help seal 
and protect the timber,” says Amanda, “and it’s worked really well.”  

Main bedroom With three similarly sized bedrooms in the original 
floorplan, the couple decided to convert the formal dining area into  
a parents’ bedroom and utilise floor space from the adjoining sunroom to 
create a super-sized walk-in-wardrobe, dressing-room and soon-to-be-
added ensuite. The serene retreat (opposite) is furnished with French 
provincial-style pieces. The upholstered bed, dressed in a pinstriped quilt, 
is layered in soft grey, blue and taupe tones that co-ordinate beautifully 
with the bedside lampshades and the walls, painted in Taubmans ‘Clif 
Face’. “The luxury of a walk-in wardrobe and dressing-room is something 
I’ve been chasing for most of my life,” says Amanda, “so to finally have  
my very own gives me a thrill every time I use it.” > 

Bathroom
Vanity: $500, Early Settler. For similar try ‘Davina’,  

$360, Nova Deko, novadeko.com.au. Mirror: $200, eBay.  
For similar, try ‘Large Ornate Feature Mirror’ in White, $699, 

Perfectly Hung, perfectlyhung.com.au. Vanity tapware: 
‘Rochelle’ lever basin set in Chrome, $369, Early Settler, 

earlysettler.com.au. Bath: For similar, try ‘Wentworth’ in White, 
$849, Highgrove Bathrooms, highgrovebathrooms.com. Bath 

tapware: ‘Oxford’ bath-shower diverter in Chrome, $699, Early 
Settler. Art: ‘For Like Ever’ poster, $90*, Super Rural, super-
rural.com. Wall paint: Endure Interior Low Sheen Acrylic  

in ‘Cliff Face’, $67.95/4L, Taubmans, taubmans.com.au. Floor 
paint: Berger Jet Dry AquaTread Satin Paving Paint  

in White, $88.45/4L, Dulux, dulux.com.au.

MAIN BEDROOM
Furniture: Bed and bedside tables, $700/set (including chest 

of drawers, not seen), eBay, ebay.com.au. For similar bed, 
try ‘French Provincial Louis XV’ bed, $3575, French Accent, 

frenchaccent.com.au. Bedlinen: ‘Nyponros’ quilt cover,  
$59/queen (includes 2 pillowcases), Ikea, ikea.com.au.  

Bedside lamps: Custom made with Dwell Studio ‘Vintage 
Blossom’ fabric in Dove, from $26*, fabric.com. Chair: ‘Lorne’ 

button-back armchair in Natural Linen, $699, Early Settler. 
Curtains: ‘Waterfall Ruffle’ curtain in Ivory, $99, Urban 
Outfitters, urbanoutfitters.com. Chandelier: For similar,  

try ‘French Provincial’ iron chandelier, $3950, Design 
Chandelier, designchandelier.com.au.

Budget Breakdown
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HUDSON’S ROOM 

Bed: ‘Minnen’ extendable bed frame, $199, Ikea, ikea.com.au. 
Bedside table: $26, eBay, ebay.com.au. Rug: ‘Stockholm’  

rug in Blue, $299, Ikea (currently only available in 
Black). Tepee: one-off design, $300, from Black & Spiro, 

blackandspiro.com.au. Bedlinen: Pop By Sheridan ‘Talu’ quilt 
cover (currently only available in Red), $119, and European 
pillowcase, $9.98, Sheridan Outlet, sheridanoutlet.com.au. 
Cushions: Cockatoo-print cushion in Aqua, $84.95, Kristy 

Lee Interiors, kristyleeinteriors.com.au.   

charlie’s room
Vintage cot: $80, Gumtree, gumtree.com.au. Furniture: 

Vintage chest (and chair, not seen) $150/set, eBay.  
Curtains: ‘Waterfall Ruffle’ curtain in Ivory, $99, Urban 
Outfitters, urbanoutfitters.com. Map: ‘The British Isles’  

map, $295, Erstwhile, erstwhile.co. Rug: Chevron rug,  
$199, Freedom. For similar, try ‘Chevron’ dhurrie in Blue  

and White, $1040, Fenton & Fenton.

 

playroom
Map: Vintage world map, $49.99, Typo, cottonon.com/AU/

shop-by-brand/typo/. Play kitchen: ‘Duktig’, $149, Ikea.

Budget Breakdown

Hudson’s room With most of his toys housed in the playroom,  
four-year-old Hudson’s room (above left and below) is decorated with a 
selection of colourful pieces to fire the imagination. Brightened with  
a fresh coat of Dulux ‘Vivid White’ and new timber blinds, a Sheridan  
quilt cover and assorted cushions add splashes of colour, alongside  
a striking fabric tepee, which highlights the scale of the ceilings.  
“I originally bought the teepee for Hudson’s Western-themed second 
birthday party, but we loved it so much it’s become an integral part  
of his room,” Amanda says. An Ikea ‘Bekvam’ spice rack, painted white 
and fixed to the wall, is a great option for displaying books. 

Playroom Connected to the living room via original stained-glass 
windows, the playroom (right) is the perfect place to inspire creative 
activities. Equipped with a vintage desk, Ikea play kitchen, as well as 
boxes and shelves of toys and books, there’s plenty to keep Hudson  
and, eventually, both Charlie and Poppy entertained.
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Charlie’s room Decorated just in time to welcome the 
arrival of baby Charlie last year – he’s pictured opposite 
top right with mum, dad and big brother Hudson – the 
nursery features an eclectic mix of vintage furniture, curios 
and books that complement a timeless palette of grey and 
white. Sheer ruffle curtains not only modulate the natural 
light, but also add a lovely textural element. >
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{TRANSFORM}

Back deck The new outdoor entertaining area is linked to the kitchen 
and dining room via French doors, which flood the rooms with natural 
light. The deck fits in perfectly with the Queensland lifestyle. “We’ve 
strung up fairy lights, which add a wonderful ambience at night, while 
during the day, it’s lovely to see the surrounding greenery,” Amanda says.  

before

CONTACTS

House raiser

Greg Hope House Raising,  

0411 346 695. 

 

Builder

Morgan-Moore Sheds + More, 

0413 323 737.  

“Jeff and my dad Jon spent every day after work and every weekend for 18 months working tirelessly  

on the house, so there’s a great sense of satisfaction looking around at what we’ve achieved” ~ Amanda 

BEFORE   AFTER

LESSONS LEARNED
“It pays to shop around and  

use salvaged items as they have  
more character and are often 

cheaper,” advises Amanda.  
“We searched demolition yards,  
eBay and Gumtree to find items  

for every aspect of the build.”
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Decking: ‘Merbau’ 90mm decking, $6.47/linear metre, 
Finlayson Timber & Hardware, finlayson.com.au. French 

doors: $2700/2 sets, Underwood Demolition Market, udm.
net.au. Balustrade (front & back deck): $4000, Ideal Stairs 
& Handrails, idealstairs.com.au. Furniture: Wicker setting, 
$300, The Old Boathouse, cottagegardennursery.com.au.

 

exterior & Front verandaH 
(page 141) Stairs: partly salvaged; new treads and handrails, 

plus installation, $6500. Fencing: ‘Picket’ fence palings, 
from $1.92 each, Finlayson Timber & Hardware. Gate: $550, 
Woodworkers, woodworkers.com.au. Door: Batwing lattice 

door, $650, Woodworkers. Furniture: Vintage bamboo lounge 
setting, $150, and vintage chest, $200, The Old Boathouse. 

Paint: Low Sheen Weathershield in ‘Vivid White’, $74.95/4L, 
and in ‘Domino Black’ (trims), $89.45/4L, both Dulux.

Budget Breakdown

details:

verandah





Meet the Renovation of the Year judges

We were overwhelmed by the fabulous entries in our 
Renovation of the Year competition and had to share 
some more of our favourites. Look out for our winners, 
who will be revealed in the coming months!

BEFORE

WENDY MOORE
Editor of Home Beautiful

With almost 10 years at the 
helm of Home Beautiful, 
Wendy is one of Australia’s 
foremost experts on lifestyle 
and interiors. She is also  
a judge on Channel 7’s 
TV series House Rules.

MEG BONIGHTON
NAB General Manager,  
Home Lending

Meg is responsible for product 
design and management, as well 
as portfolio management, of NAB’s 
home lending products across retail, 
direct and third party channels.

Visit www.homebeautiful.com.au for full terms & conditions. Entrants must be a current registered homeowner. Competition opened 07/09/15 10:00 AEST & closed 15/11/15 23:59 AEDT. Winners judged 
at Promoter’s premises 17/11/15 11:00 AEDT. Winners notified by mail. Total prize value up to $15,000. The Promoter is Pacific Magazines Pty Ltd 8 Central Ave, Eveleigh NSW 2015 (ABN 16 097 410 896).

1

  TOTAL REVAMP 

With a spend of $95,000, the Espiritus’s 
renovation involved a new bathroom, 
new bedrooms and living room, a 
complete kitchen overhaul and a whole 
lot of fresh curb appeal.



How to stick to your renovation budget

2   NEW YORK STYLE 

The Jebbs’ renovation started with a classic Hamptons 
look in mind and turned a once-drab home into a 
contemporary entertainer for the whole family.

3   THE WHITE DECISION 

Purchasing their dream home at auction two years ago  
against everyone’s advice, the Russos have transformed  
their water retreat into an enviably chic home.

4   MASTERFUL MAKEOVER 

Once crying out for a good dose of colour and texture,  
this main bedroom has been turned into a calming and 
inviting retreat for the Momirovskis.

BEFORE

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

The basis of a good renovation budget is setting a realistic one in the first place. But even then,  
you may need a little help sticking to it. Here are a few pointers to help you on your way:

To find out how your NAB Home Loan specialist could make your renovation dream a reality, call 13 13 12, 
visit nab.com.au/homeloans, or talk to your banker or broker.

1.  Learn the budgeting basics before you  
start. Your budget (and renovation) needs  
to be SMART: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, 
Relevant and Timely.

2.  Keep track of every dollar you spend, including 
furniture and appliances.

3.  Leave a bufer of about 10 to 20 per cent  
of your budget for unexpected costs.

Entrants 
stand to win a  

share of $15,000

Major renovation prize:  
$10,000 cash

Minor renovation prize:  
$5000 cash

GOOD LUCK TO ALL  

WHO ENTERED!

2

4

3





sitting pretty
SO MUCH MORE THAN A PLACE TO BRUSH YOUR TEETH, THE  

NEWEST ABOVE-COUNTER BASINS ARE UPPING THE STYLE STAKES

WORDS ANNA McCOOE

bathrooms:

JUST AS THERE ARE all kinds of options for your 
kitchen sink, bathroom basins come in many shapes 
and styles, from under-mounted and semi-recessed 
to freestanding. But the one that has risen above 
its utilitarian function to claim a place as the 
bathroom’s centrepiece is the vessel sink. Settled  
in the centre of a new or refurbished timber cabinet, 
or paired with statement tapware on a sheet of 
marble or stone, above-counter basins now come 
in myriad materials and forms that are serving 
as storytellers, stamping interiors with dazzling 
elegance in some cases, raw beauty in others. They 
also look particularly impressive in a powder room, 
where you can let your imagination run riot with  
a truly standout look. Here’s what you need to  
know to make them work for you. >
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k+b
bathrooms



Looks du jour: a statement 
single basin on a timber 

base; (left) the industrial 
appeal of steel.

shapely silhouettes
The current trend for craftsmanship has 

driven a shift away from the ordinary. 

Basins are now either whisper-thin or 

robust and weighty, extra matt or even 

brilliantly jewel-like. Silhouettes are also 

becoming shapelier. “There’s a move away 

from the sharp, straight, square lines of the 

past several years to softer, more organic 

designs,” says Suzie Dyson, general manager 

of Omvivo. Suzie’s look of the moment is  

a generous single basin on understated 

timber joinery, similar to this bathroom 

designed by Porter Davis (right). “This 

clean, contemporary combination is 

immensely popular and gives bathrooms 

on-trend yet enduring style,” she explains. 

Daniela Santilli of Reece reveals advancing 

manufacturing techniques are enabling 

exceptionally thin walls and tight corners, 

as displayed in Laufen’s use of composite 

materials SaphirKeramik and Alape where 

basins are pressed from a seamless sheet 

of steel before being fired with a glass-

enamel glazing for a pearl look and feel. 

“The current trends are all about refined design and  
executions that showcase attention to detail” 

~ David Giorgio, GWA Bathrooms & Kitchens

TOP PICKS

‘Omega’ countertop  
basin, $329, Tradelink.

Mastella ‘Sasso Rock’ washbasin 
in Black, $2363, Abey.

Laufen Palomba Collection 
‘Counter 900’ basin, 

$1338, Reece.
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on the surface 
New materials such as Cristalplant, Mineralcast 

and other mineral composites are ofering 

finer, shell-like structures. Phillippe Grohe, 

head of Axor and grandson of Hans Grohe, 

explains that these materials are soft to the 

touch but also surprisingly easy to clean 

with standard household products. “Small 

scratches in the finish can be repaired using  

a colourless car polish,” he adds. Glass works 

as a shining counterpoint to matt benchtops, 

although transparent surfaces can also  

show up toothpaste marks, dirt and scratches, 

inside and out; the handsome crystal-like 

finishes from the new Pittella range are more 

forgiving. Stone, concrete and timber basins 

are contemporary works of art but be aware 

they might require resealing every couple of 

years. On a practical note, ceramic is hard to 

beat. “Ceramic has proven itself for centuries 

as it allows for elegance and durability to 

coexist,” airms Franco Parisi, director of 

Parisi, which has extended its line of gloss-

white ceramic basins with matt white and 

black options to co-ordinate with the latest 

powdercoated and metallic tap finishes. >

Axor ‘Urquiola’ washbowl, 
$2775, Hansgrohe.

Stockists, page 212

‘Antilia Wading Pool’  
glass basin, $3500, Kohler.

‘Trace 38’ bench basin in 
Matt Black, $1430, Parisi.

TOP PICKS

idea Choose finishes 
and a colour palette 
that complement each 
other but still create 
a contrast between 
textures and features.

‘Globall Ice’ vanity  
basin, $4070, Pittella. 
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‘Motif’ glass-bottomed 
basin in Forest,  
$1947, Omvivo.



A circular sink reflects the 
elegance of this powder 

room, while rustic marble 
(below) adds textural 

interest to an otherwise 
simple space.

TOP PICKS

idea Move the interest from below the sink to above it 
by swapping the luxurious stone or raw concrete vanity  
top for an exceptional basin in those materials instead.

material mix
With so many beautiful basins on ofer – from 

delightfully rustic to elegantly modern – the 

trick is to let the style of your room be your 

guide. “For a traditional bathroom with a 

relaxed atmosphere, a basin with soft curves 

and classic elements will continue the warm 

look and feel,” says Daniela Santilli of Reece. 

“For a modern bathroom, be adventurous with 

your above-counter basin and choose products 

that bring intrigue into the space,” she adds. 

When choosing a truly standout sink, such as 

one in an unusual shape or material, keep the 

remaining finishes to a whisper. >

“Pair basins with wall-mounted mixers 
to give a very clean, uncluttered look”  

~ Eamonn Lowe, Tradelink

‘Circus 43’ vanity basin  
in Black, $1172, Pittella.

‘Cube’ American Oak basin, 
$1200, Wood And Water.

Vitra ‘Water Jewels’  
square washbasin in 

Copper, $795, Rogerseller.
Stockists, page 212
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‘Maddie’ concrete  
vanity basin, $550,  
Wood Melbourne.
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the

BIG
thing

next

or disguised. Industrial strips back all the embellishment to 

uncover the raw utilitarian beauty. Exposed brick, concrete, 

metals and savaged materials give the Industrial look the 

edge its known for.

Trending

tile com.au

DESIGNER’S TIP 

with exposed brick add warmth to the space. Planks of timber emulations 

laid staggered on the fl oor are often complimented by a large format cement 

look feature wall. In a bathroom, bulb pendant lights and sharp black 

tapware are the hardware detail that complete the Industrial look.
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Arkitek Grey Lappato 600 x 600mm

Tribeca Multicolor 60 x 250mm

Tribeca Grey 60 x 250mm

Tribeca Mud 60 x 250mm

Tribeca Old Red 60 x 250mm

Suttor Sink Mixer Black

Arkitek Graphite 223 x 900mm

den 

paired

tiles ^

26
all

RIGHT NOW
!

^ Offer valid December 22, 2015 – January 31, 2016. Excludes all stone. 
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Think outside the box with tap options… 
from wall-mounted metallics to bench-
mounted pillars (below).

need to know

“Above-counter basins allow for exciting 
and unconventional combinations for 

tapware” ~ Franco Parisi, Parisi
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SHIFTING TAPWARE 

If renovating, it’s important to consider your 
existing set-up. “If you have basin-mounted 
tapware, choosing something that requires 

wall-mounted tapware may mean you  
need to find more in your budget to 

relocate the plumbing,” advises David 
Giorgio from GWA Bathrooms & Kitchens.

ON THE BENCH

“Ensure you have allowed enough space 
behind your basin for tiles and tapware,” 

says Suzie Dyson of Omvivo. “You want to 
be able to easily clean the benchtop all the 
way around.” Also, a statement sink loses 

its impact if the space around it is cluttered. 
If benchspace is limited to 900mm or less, 
think about setting the basin to one side.

WATER WORKS

Your chosen spout will need to reach over the 
basin lip towards the centre of the vessel. For 
wall-mounted tapware, this means knowing 
the distance the basin will be from the wall.  
A tall basin calls for a towering spout – you 
need between 100mm of clear vertical space 

for cleaning a toothbrush and 230mm 
clearance for filling vases and buckets. 

CABINET CONSIDERATIONS 

A tall vessel basin and mixer have a 
knock-on effect for shaving cabinets with 
outward-opening doors. If the cabinet will 

have to be mounted too high to use it 
easily, think about subbing in a plain mirror 

or shelves. If updating an old vanity, your 
sink selection will be dictated by the 

existing drain and tapware holes. Thinking 
about transforming a favourite cabinet into 
a vanity? “You have to ensure the cabinet is 
structurally strong enough to support the 
basin,” advises Eamonn Lowe, Tradelink 

national selection centre manager. Be aware, 
too, that any timber surface will need to be 
thoroughly sealed to guard against splashes.

OVERFLOW OPTIONS

If you are likely to often fill the basin, look 
for an option with an overflow, which lets air 

circulate so water can drain away without 
bubbling up. GWA’s David says if your 

bathroom doesn’t have a floor waste, an 
overflow can protect from flooding.

SIZE MATTERS

A tall, 300mm-high vessel on top of an 
850mm-high standard vanity can be  

too lofty for small children to reach – the top 
of the rim should be between 850mm  

and 950mm.  

tap into trends
Just as you need a great pair of shoes to go 

with your favourite dress, tapware should work 

seamlessly with your choice of sink on both  

a functional and fabulous level. Wall-mounted 

taps are still the norm for vessel basins as they 

can be mounted as high or low on the wall  

as required; you should be able to fit your 

hands comfortably beneath the spout without 

cramping your style. Mid- to high-level basin 

mixers, or pillars, can be more eye-catching 

when mounted on the benchtop at the side  

of the basin. “These options can be positioned 

closer to the front of the basin, minimising 

water spillage,” explains Franco Parisi. With 

finishes, think about contrasting textures while 

pairing together similar moods; a matt-black 

mixer looks fabulous teamed with a glossy 

white sink, while flowing tapware shapes 

complement organic, free-form basins perfectly. 



Enjoy the beauty of music with MusicCast.

Share all the music you love from playlists, CDs and even vinyl, with a simple app.  

MusicCast allows you to share any connected audio device throughout the home.

Welcome to MusicCast.  The latest in multi-room sound from Yamaha.

Discover more at au.yamaha.com

YSP-1600 MusicCast Sound Bar 

with Subwoofer

New

FRAME (ISX-80), $699 RRP

Available in White, Black or Purple

New

WX-030 MusicCast Wireless Speaker 

Available in Black or White

����� �� 	
���������



1. ‘La Source Relaxing’ body lotion, $32/250ml, Crabtree & 
Evelyn. 2. & 3. Bumble And Bumble ‘Surf Foam Wash’ shampoo, 
$36/250ml, and ‘Surf Creme Rinse’ conditioner, $39/$250ml, 
Mecca Cosmetica. 4. Anatomicals ‘Could We Be Any More 
Pacific?’ marine body cleanser, $8/300ml, Target. 5. ‘Hydro-
Active’ mineral salts, $41/284g, Dermalogica. 6. ‘Wood Sage  
& Sea Salt’ candle, $85, Jo Malone. 7. ‘Amalfi Coast Sea Mist’ 
candle, $42.95, Glasshouse Fragrances. 8. ‘Sea Vegetable’ soap, 
$6.95/100g, Lush. 9. ‘Coastal Cellular Renewal Night Treatment’ 
cream, $44.95/50ml, Coast To Coast. 10. ‘Prodige Des Océans 
Essence’ serum, $235/30ml, Thalgo. 11. ‘Glow Repair & Refining’ 
cream, $99/50ml, Natural Pearl Skincare. 12. ‘Crème De La  
Mer’ moisturising cream, $255/30ml, La Mer. 13. ‘Epidermal 
Re-Texturising Micro-Dermabrasion’ polishing cream, $70/ 
75ml, Kiehl’s. Stockists, page 212  
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SHELF INDULGENCE:

ocean’s 13
BRILLIANT BEAUTY IDEAS FROM THE BIG BLUE 

COMPILED BY RACHEL PETERS  PHOTOGRAPHY NATALIE HUNFALVAY
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Your secret weapon  
in the laundry 

WASH WITH CONFIDENCE



fresh thinking
TRENDS COME AND GO, BUT WE PREDICT THESE NEW KITCHEN  

LOOKS WILL BE AROUND FOR QUITE SOME TIME YET

WORDS VERA KLEIN

KITCHENS:

JUST LIKE EVERY other part of the home, kitchens constantly evolve to reflect the way  

we like to live. Appliances are becoming more sophisticated and intuitive, while finishes 

are taking their cues from the outside world and going au naturel. Kitchens have come  

out from behind closed doors to look less functional and more fabulous – just like the  

rest of your home. Here, we rate the trends we think are here to stay.

An integrated fridge 
makes the focus on 
functionality rather  
than appearance. P
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“The intention is to create the illusion  
of continuous cabinetry”

~ Mark Elmore, Fisher & Paykel

hidden gems 
Integrating appliances – efectively concealing 

them behind closed doors – helps a kitchen 

look less like a work zone and more like the 

rest of the home, which is ideal in areas that 

share space with a living room. “The kitchen 

area is taking on a more furnished look and any 

lines of demarcation are becoming increasingly 

blurred,” says Jim Kalotheos of Smeg. “The 

idea is to achieve a clean, uncluttered look.” 

Fridges and dishwashers are the prime 

candidates for streamlining, but where 

appliances cannot be disguised – ovens, for 

example – positioning them where they’re not 

in full view helps. “Careful placement and 

integration ensures your metallic shiny fridge 

and double oven are not the feature of your 

space,” says Travis Dean of Cantilever Interiors. 

TREND ENDURANCE RATING: 9/10 >

Locating large-scale 
appliances out of  

view allows cabinetry  
to really shine.
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mix & match
These days, there are almost as many major 

appliances as there are ways to cook, but 

no-one wants a mechanical melange messing 

up their kitchen. That’s why clever companies 

such as Miele, whose Generation 6000 ovens 

are pictured above, are ensuring that every 

type of oven – regular, speed, steam, microwave 

and combination – along with cofee machines, 

warming drawers and cooktops will sit together 

for a fluid and cohesive look. 

“Many people want to tailor their cooktops,” 

says Fisher & Paykel’s Mark Elmore. “So it’s 

now possible to marry our gas wok, single or 

double-burners seamlessly with our induction 

cooktops in 30cm, 60cm, 75cm or 90cm widths. 

Each of the individual variants – either gas or 

induction – is designed to match.” 

Smeg’s Jim Kalotheos adds that people are 

looking for vertical and horizontal flexibility, 

particularly when putting together a ‘bank’  

of ovens. “This look will continue to evolve  

in terms of aesthetics,” he says. “The day of  

the black, white or steel ‘box’ is over.”

TREND ENDURANCE RATING: 8/10

“Australia is very multicultural, with a mix of cuisines being prepared at home.  
All cooking styles can be accommodated by grouping appliances together”

~ Kim Duffin, Sublime Architectural Interiors

Appliances can be e�ectively 
united in vertical and 

horizontal combinations if you 
have a large cook zone.

A row of Smeg 
ovens helps to 

break up a wall of 
darker cabinetry.
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slim pickings 
Benchtops are the biggest loser – at least in 

terms of depth. Extra-thin reconstituted stone 

and solid-surface products can create waterfall 

edges at the ends of the island bench and front 

cabinetry drawers and doors. “A slim benchtop 

provides a clean, low-profile, linear look,” says 

Kim Duin of Sublime Architectural Interiors. 

Products such as Dekton, a reconstituted 

stone available in a very trim 8mm thickness, 

and Neolith, made from porcelain that starts  

at a svelte 3mm, ofer greater flexibility for 

designers. Even more recognisable brand 

names such as Caesarstone and Silestone have 

added slimmer options to their ranges. 

“Natural stone will always be my first love,” 

says Gillianne Griiths of Griiths Design 

Studio, “but practicality prevails. Neolith looks 

like stone, is lightweight and highly durable, 

and is a sustainable choice.” 

TREND ENDURANCE RATING: 9/10 >

Thinner benchtops not only 
satisfy the appetite for a 
modern feel, they’re usually 
kinder on the budget, too.



Gets the kids in faster with a Latch 
and Glide™ system that means easy 
access to the third row. 

Gets you out safer with a 360o 

Around View® Monitor† that allows you 
to safely navigate any tight space.

Gets you peace and quiet with three 
separate entertainment zones* that 
means everyone gets to watch or 
listen to whatever they want. 

NISSAN 
PATHFINDER
GETS BIG
FAMILIES

Ti model shown. *Ti model only. 
†ST-L Option Pack and Ti models only.
PTH0471

“Timber adds warmth and an organic 
element to the material palette”

~ Travis Dean, Cantilever Interiors

Timber’s revival is also  
the result of our increased 
environmental awareness.

Matching the 
grain to other 
finishes is key.
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natural attraction
Timber is perfect for introducing softness and 

texture into a kitchen. It is here to stay, but less 

for the whole room and more as an accent – 

think a stone-topped island in wood, or painted 

2-pac cabinetry with a bank of full-height 

timber cupboards or wall-hung overheads.  

“My favourites are oaks for the softness in 

colour and dark wenge for a dramatic look,” 

says interior architect Sally Rhys-Jones. 

The inspiration stems from our enduring 

afair with Scandinavian style, known for its 

light timbers and whitewashed wood grain. 

And it’s hard to beat the harmony created when 

wood is paired with materials such as stone, 

steel and glass, like it is in this super-elegant 

kitchen from Simo Design (above). “Mixing  

a marble benchtop or concrete surface with 

timber joinery creates a stylish sense of  

ease and lightness,” says Gillianne Griiths  

of Griiths Design Studio.  

TREND ENDURANCE RATING: 10/10  



Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

FREE TO DOWNLOAD ON YOUR TABLET
OR SMARTPHONE. SIMPLY SEARCH 

“HOUSE RULES”

See thousands of inspiring 
Home Beautiful magazine 

images, including different 
rooms, styles, products  

and finishes.

File and keep all the 
images you love.

Simply tap the swing 
tags to get the details 
of your favourite 
products – and shop 
directly from the app.

Be inspired by beautiful 
mood boards PLUS make 
and share your own.

SEARCH  
IMAGES

SAVE YOUR 
FAVOURITES

SHOP 
PRODUCTS

CREATE AND 
SHARE MOOD 
BOARDS

POWERED BY

The app that helps you 
create the home you love…

THE APP POWERED BY HOME BEAUTIFUL



home and hosed
S E R I O U S  H O M E  CO O KS  LOV E 

T H E  I D E A O F F L E X I B L E-
H O S E  K I TC H E N  M I X E R 

TA P S ,  B U T T H E  LO O K  C A N 
B E  D I SA P P O I N T I N G.  T H R E E 
R E L E A S E S  F R O M  P H O E N I X 

TA P WA R E  S H O U L D  SAT I S F Y 
T H O S E  LO O K I N G  FO R 

S T Y L E ,  F U N C T I O N A L I T Y A N D 
D U R A B I L I T Y.  T H E  ‘ V E Z Z ’ 

( R I G H T ) ,  $ 3 9 6 ,  H A S  A S Q UA R E 
B O DY A N D  A M AT T B L AC K 

V E LV E T TO U C H  H O S E .  T H E 
‘ B L I X ’ ,  $ 3 9 6 ,  I S  S I M I L A R  B U T 

W I T H  A S L I M M E R  P R O F I L E , 
A N D  T H E  ‘ P R I Z E ’ ,  $ 41 8 , 

F E AT U R E S  A CO I L E D -S P R I N G 
H O S E ;  P H O E N I X TA P WA R E .

CO M. AU.

Miele’s smart new Prestige ‘WMV 960 WPS’ washing machine 
and ‘TMV 840 WP’ tumble dryer may actually see you enjoy 
doing the laundry! Eco-friendly, time saving and gentle on 

fabrics – what’s not to love? $4499 each; miele.com.au.

on tap
THE LATEST FINDS FOR YOUR KITCHEN AND BATHROOM

EDITED BY VERA KLEIN

NEWS:

surface paradise
With the trend for timber, natural and stone finishes continuing to 
grow, Laminex has introduced 20 designs to its 2016 range. Lovely, 
light timber woodgrains such as Rural Oak (above), Honey Elm and 
Washed Knotty Ash are impressive – as are Silver Riftwood and 
Blackened Elm, which work the darker end of the timber spectrum. 
Light grey hues are also well covered, with Concrete Formwood and 
Greige Textile, while the veined marble additions of Carrara Bianco 
and Grigio Grafite are sure to tickle a renovator’s fancy. From $88.33/
sqm (plus fabrication and installation costs); laminex.com.au.

 smooth operatorsWe’ve rounded up some of our favourite 
blenders on the market to help make those  
New Year’s health resolutions easier to keep.

1. With KitchenAid’s Magnetic Drive Blender, $999, 
you’ll never fear the jug leaping of its base, as it’s 
magnetically locked in place; kitchenaid.com.au.  
2. Breville’s ‘Boss to Go’, $299.95, is a personal  
blender that makes short work of nuts and kale for 
yummy smoothies in a moment; breville.com.au.  
3. The curvaceous, pure retro Smeg ‘BLF01’ blender, 

$299, is worth showing of; smeg.com.au.  

BACK TO BLACK
Asko is going against the high-shine trend in appliances with the 

release of a matt black glass induction cooktop. The cooktop 

(above) comes in a 64cm width, $2999, and a 90cm, $3999, and is 

part of Asko’s new Pro Series collection; asko.com.au.
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beautiful basics
FROM DINNER SETTINGS TO BEDLINEN, WE SALUTE THE INVESTMENT 
PIECES THAT WILL SET UP YOUR HOME FOR A LIFETIME OF ELEGANCE

WORDS ANNA McCOOE  STYLING BREE OLIVER  PHOTOGRAPHY SUE STUBBS

home essentials:

 
plate perfect: Vera 
Wang ‘Grosgrain’ dinner 
setting, $259/5-piece setting, 
and cutlery set, $699/56-piece 
set, all Wedgwood. ‘Vineyard’ 
stemless glass, $12.95, 
Country Road. Cut-glass 
candle holders, $95 each, 
Manyara Home. For all other 
product details, see next page.

AT HOME BEAUTIFUL, we believe great style is built on a timeless foundation to  
which it’s easy to add the odd twist, as seasonal colourways and new moods capture  
our attention. Fabulous basic homewares are the fundamentals you will want to keep 

forever – they are impervious to fashion, crafted to last and can even improve with age. 
Some may even become the next generation of heirlooms. So, here’s to the classics we 

can build a home around – may they share with us decades of stylish living. >
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LOOK FOR TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS AND  
WELL-CRAFTED SHAPES FOR TIMELESS APPEAL

DINING DELIGHTS

glassware: Vera Wang  
‘Peplum’ crystal vase, $199/23cm,  
and bowl, $199/25cm, both 
Wedgwood. ‘Vintage’ wine 
glasses, $44.95/set of 6, Maxwell 
& Williams. Stockists, page 212

 
centrepiece: 
Silver-plated triple  
candlestick, $419/ 
30cm, Wedgwood.

tabletop: Vera Wang  
‘Grosgrain’ dinner settings, $259/ 
5-piece setting, Wedgwood. Barber  
& Osgerby ‘Olio’ cereal bowls in 
Duck Green, $13.95 each, Royal 
Doulton. White linen tablecloth,  
$135, Cultiver. Linen herringbone 
napkins in Sea Green, $50/set  
of 4, The Classic Outfitter.  



“Linen napery, while a little more high-maintenance, 
really does elevate a table setting to another level”

~ Imogene Abady, HB creative & food director

+ THE PERFECT NAPERY is made from quality linen which, with  

every use and every wash, actually becomes softer and more lustrous. 

Linen comes up beautifully when ironed – if the rumpled look isn’t  

for you, press when the fabric is still damp for the best results. 

+ A GOOD DINNER SET will last the ages – as long as you handle  

it kindly. White never fails to complement food, and also provides  

scope to play with accent colours in the years to come. If you’re fond  

of pattern, it’s wise to invest in a classic from a heritage brand such  

as Royal Albert, so you can build up your collection over time and 

replace broken pieces when necessary (try replacements.com). For  

the “good” dinner set, fine bone china stands apart: the ox-bone ash 

content fortifies the mix, allowing for delicacy of form.

+ THE OBJECTS WE handle every day are worth investing in. Forever 

cutlery should feel weighty and comfortable in the hand – but be 

prepared to pay for that heft. However, good-quality stainless-steel 

pieces can be used every day without losing their gloss. The higher  

the nickel content, the brighter the shine. For example, 18/10 stainless 

steel is 10 per cent nickel, while 18/8 contains eight per cent nickel. 

+ THE RIGHT WINE GLASS can make an evening tipple a ritual to 

savour. Crystal – traditionally made with lead oxide, but increasingly 

with zinc and potassium oxides – delivers superior sparkle and clarity 

and looks beautifully ethereal in the light. Its strength also enables it to 

be spun very thin, so it is a delight to drink from. Regular glass doesn’t 

shine the same way as crystal but it is more afordable and also tends  

to be more durable when faced with really cold or hot liquids.

+ SILVER RECALLS a more elegant era and has enduring appeal; 

graceful candlesticks look beautiful on a table, especially when paired 

with crystal for added sparkle. Silver is a soft metal that reacts to warm 

air, which means the surface will scratch and tarnish over time – but  

it’s all about embracing heritage. Instead of fighting the process with 

polishes and cleaners, which can damage the silver, simply wipe down 

the surface of your precious pieces with a soft dry cloth.

+ CUT-CRYSTAL IS a tabletop classic. Extreme temperatures can  

crack or break it, so avoid using piping hot water when cleaning. > 

‘Cashmere Charming’ 
fine bone china dinner 

set, $199.95/20-piece set, 
Maxwell & Williams.

‘Cosmopolitan’ 
cutlery set,  

$250/40-piece set, 
Maxwell & Williams. 
Stockists, page 212

Laguiole by Jean Dubost ‘Provence’ 
cutlery set in Pastel, $495/24-piece, 

Bushel & A Peck Homewares.

‘Bernadotte’ vacuum jug, 
$325/1L, Georg Jensen.

set piece: Cut-glass candle holder, $95, Manyara Home. Linen napkins in Smoke, 
$45/set of 4, Cultiver. Linen herringbone napkin in Sea Green, $50/set of 4, The Classic 
Outfitter. Vera Wang ‘Grosgrain’ spoons (part of 56-piece set), $699, Wedgwood. Salt 
dish, stylist’s own. Barber & Osgerby ‘Olio’ cereal bowls in Duck Green, $13.95 each, Royal 
Doulton. ‘White Basics Coupe’ bowls (part of 20-piece set), $99.95, Maxwell & Williams. 
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‘Barbry’ cutting board,  
$210, Georg Jensen.

Essentials granite mortar and  
pestle, $59.99/20cm x 14.5cm,  

Davis & Waddell. Stockists, page 212

Kasumi ‘Santoku’ 
knife, $250/18cm,  
Your Home Depot.

‘Heritage Triply’  
5-piece pan set, 
$699.95, Tefal.

STYLE AND DURABILITY ARE KEY WHEN  
INVESTING IN EVERYDAY KITCHENWARE

KITCHEN CLASSICS

“A top-of-the-line set of saucepans doesn’t come  
cheap, but it will serve you well for years”

~ Jane Parbury, HB features director

+ DURABLE PLASTICS HAVE their place, but for the benchtop 

appliances you keep on display, it has to be metal – the shinier the 

better. Chrome and stainless steel have a chic European feel and  

just need a quick polish with a clean tea-towel to look their best.

+ WHITE CROCKERY IS a breakfast mainstay. Snow-white stacks  

of plates and bowls look beautiful on display in open shelves. For these 

everyday basics, go for pieces you can safely put in the dishwasher and 

microwave – Maxwell & Williams’ White Basics porcelain range is ideal. 

+ THE RIGHT CUTTING BOARD can rise above its workhorse  

status to become a thing of beauty. A thick slab of timber has natural 

antibacterial qualities and becomes more rustic with use. Marble,  

which has been a kitchen classic for centuries, is easy to wipe clean  

and its cool surface is perfect for working dough and rolling pastry.

+ A GREAT COOK’S KNIFE is an essential kitchen investment. You 

want a knife that looks good, but equally important is how it feels in 

your hand. German-style knives tend to be heavier and thicker, while 

Japanese-style varieties are lighter and thinner. To keep your knife in 

tiptop condition, wash it in warm soapy water, not in the dishwasher.

+ CHOOSE OVEN-TO-TABLEWARE according to what you create 

most often. Among the most useful shapes are a classic casserole, a 

lasagne dish for everything from pasta bakes to roasting vegies, and  

a set of ramekins for your Jamie Oliver moments. For pans, a robust set 

of four stainless-steel saucepans with lids and a frypan will cover nearly 

every culinary possibility. Non-stick versions such as the ‘Heritage’ 

range from Tefal will make after-dinner clean-ups magically easier.

‘Moka Alessi’ cofee 
maker, $70, Alessi.

Retro four-slice toaster in  
Silver (Chrome), $219, Smeg.

Gordon Ramsay ‘Maze’ 
casserole dish, $99.95,  

Royal Doulton.

Stoneware 
ramekins in 

Mineral Blue, 
$27/set of 2,  
Le Creuset. 
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shelf display: (top shelf) 
‘Tam’ bowl in Snow, $29.95, Country 
Road. ‘White Basics Coupe’ dinner 
set, $99.95/20-piece set, Maxwell 
& Williams. Donna Hay large 
ramekins, $59.95/set of 4, Royal 
Doulton. (bottom shelf) ‘White 
Basics’ noodle bowls, $10.95 each, 
Maxwell & Williams. Large bowls, 
part of Maxwell & Williams ‘Coupe’ 
set. Bill’s Basics by Bill Granger, 
$56.99, and The New Classics by 
Donna Hay, $53.99, both Angus  
& Robertson Bookworld. 

coffee maker: 

Nespresso Breville ‘Citiz 
& Milk’ cofee machine 
in Chrome, $399, Harvey 
Norman. Take Away cofee 
cup in Grey, $14.95, House.

benchtop: For similar plant and pot, try ‘White 
Orchid in Ceramic Pot’, $25, Target. Round marble 
board, $125, Frankie & Coco. Mixing bowl, stylist’s own 
(for similar, try Williams-Sonoma). Barber & Osgerby 
‘Olio’ cereal bowls, Maxwell & Williams ‘White Basics 
Coupe’ plates, as for opposite page and above. Salt 
dish, stylist’s own. ‘Vineyard’ stemless glasses, $12.95 
each, Country Road. Stockists, page 212>



“Crisp white linen European pillowcases  
add hotel luxe to any bedroom”

~ Stephanie Powell, HB style director

+ YOU SPEND ABOUT eight hours a day – or a third of your life – in 

bed, so give some serious thought to the fabrics you sleep in. The  

more textural contrasts you include, the more snuggly you will feel. 

Don’t skimp on the layers that come in closest contact with your skin. 

Threadcount – the number of threads woven together per square inch 

– is a good indicator of quality, but you can’t beat feeling the fabric to 

ascertain its calibre: you’re looking for softness rather than stifness.  

+ LONG-LASTING LINEN is made from f lax – one of nature’s strongest 

fibres. Not only will linen manchester last a lifetime, it can be passed 

down the generations, too. In the summer months, repurpose a weighty 

winter linen sheet as a breathable and luxurious throw. 

+ SMALLER IN SCALE and price point, pillows and cushions are the 

prime place to indulge a love of pattern. Paisley, stripes and tailored 

hotel-like trims never date, nor do designs that are embroidered or 

woven into the fabric and not just printed on it. If you are going down 

this path, it could be wise to downplay colour. 

COMFORT, LUXURY AND TACTILE FABRICS ARE  
THE MAINSTAY OF AN ELEGANT BEDROOM

BEDROOM BEAUTIES

sweet dreams: (from back) Linen European pillowcases 
in Ice Blue, $95/set of 2, Cultiver. ‘Palais’ tailored pillowcases in 
Sage, $69.95 each, Sheridan. ‘Hampton Atrium’ paisley cushions, 
$89.95 each, Canvas Home. Shannon Fricke ‘Hedgerow’ striped 
cushion, $60, Hard To Find. ‘Les Minis’ linen cushion in Sage, 
$50, Cultiver. ‘Palais’ tailored quilt cover in Sage, $599.95/queen, 
Sheridan. Linen f lat sheet in Ice Blue, $175, Cultiver. Custom-
made bedspread, stylist’s own. For similar, try BQ Design.  
(on bedside table): ‘Marble Cleat’ box, $54, West Elm. Cire Trudon 
‘Joséphine’ candle, $130, The Classic Outfitter. George Nelson 
‘Bubble Pear’ pendant, $875, Spence & Lyda.

‘Hotel’ quilted  
pillowcase in  

White, $75, and 
quilt, $396/queen,  

Linen & Moore.   
Stockists, page 212  

Linen-cotton quilt cover in  
Dusk, $179/queen, and European  

pillowcases, $34.95/pair, Bambury.

‘HK’ alarm 
clock, $180, 

Georg Jensen.

‘Florence’ bedspread, 
$239.95/queen (including  

2 pillowcases), Bianca.

Monique Lhuillier ‘My  
Favourite Things Opulence’ ring 

holder, $99.95, Waterford.
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‘Irma’ 
herringbone 

throw in  
Aqua, $450,  
Pure Linen.
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13 58 92 |  luxaflex.com.au

Available nationwide in metropolitan and regional areas. 

Transform your home with the stylish simplicity and innovative technology of our Luxafl ex 

Roller Blinds with Qmotion Technology. A unique and affordable motorisation solution, 

Qmotion Technology Roller Blinds are battery powered with multi-operating functions

– allowing you to control the blind by remote control, smartphone, tablet or by hand. 

Explore the possibilities of over 400 fabrics at your local Luxafl ex Gallery and discover 

for yourself why smarter design begins with us.

TECHNOLOGY. SIMPLY SMARTER BY DESIGN.

Standard alkaline batteries 

are stored inside the roller 

tube, no electrician required

Super quiet operation and 

clean appearance without 

wires or cords

luxal exaus

Download the free Luxal ex 

Window Fashions app today.

luxal ex.aus luxal exaus
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the great escape
UNLOCK THE SECRETS TO ENJOYING THE BEST  

YOUR HOLIDAY HIDEAWAY HAS TO OFFER 

WORDS KYLIE JACKES  STYLING WENDY BANNISTER  PHOTOGRAPHY PATRICK McGRATH 

holiday homes:

WHO HASN’T SPENT the odd hour on vacation lingering in front of the local real-estate agent’s 
window, fantasising about owning a piece of holiday heaven? More than half-a-million 

Australians have taken the dream a giant step further and are now the proud owners of every 
type of getaway, from winter lodges to beachside boltholes. Turn the page to take a closer look 

at one family’s enticing Mornington Peninsula retreat and come on a journey as we share expert 
tips on creating the ideal escape, for homeowners and holidaymakers alike. >



“As soon as we arrive, we literally just plonk our bags  
down, open up all the windows and a bottle of wine, 
and the kids head to the beach on their bikes” ~ Jo

T
he scent of salty air hits Jo, her husband Steve and children 

Annabelle, 18, Sophie, 16, and Henry, 13, as soon as they pull into 

the driveway of their beach bungalow in a seaside village on 

Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula. For Jo and Steve, it was “sigh” at first 

sight when they initially visited the area, prompting them to begin the 

hunt for a holiday home to which they could also one day retire. Interior 

designer Jo knew exactly what she was looking for; the only problem 

was that it took several years to find. Their search finally ended with  

a 1970s brick bungalow which, although dated, ticked all the boxes. “It  

had everything on my wishlist – a great floor plan, sunken living area, 

character and plenty of north-facing windows, all on a big flat block,” 

recalls Jo, a seasoned renovator and founder of Beautiful Home. Keen  

to give the home a new lease of life and imbue it with her efortless  

style, Jo embarked on a swift, four-month overhaul with an eye firmly  

on tough, long-lasting finishes. “It was always our plan to holiday-let  

the house whenever we weren’t using it, so I specifically chose low-

maintenance, timeless surfaces that could stand up to plenty of use,”  

she explains. Often, holiday homes are stocked with cast-of furniture 

and the bare basics, but here, every space is layered with texture and 

beautiful decor that give it a chic, coastal, home-from-home feel. With 

cupboards stocked with all the essentials, the only thing the family 

needs to bring when they come here is their clothes. Bliss. 

sitting room Jo was keen to retain the home’s original features, such as the exposed rafters 
and timber panelled ceiling. However, she modernised the fireplace with a rendered surround  
to conceal an expanse of exposed brick. Easy-clean walls are painted in Dulux Wash & Wear 
‘Natural White’. She also had custom sofa slips made by Bemz, a company that specialises in 
covers for Ikea furniture. “As it’s a holiday house, I wanted something that looked and felt great, 
yet was affordable and serviceable, and the removable linen covers are fabulous,” Jo explains. 
“They’re so easy to pull off and wash.” In keeping with the organic look, a jute and leather woven 
rug from La Grolla, coupled with timber furniture pieces and baskets of greenery, provides a 
subtle backdrop for a vibrant art print by Ali McNabney-Stevens, along with indigo accent 
cushions upholstered in Florence Broadhurst ‘Arabian Birds’ fabric from Jardan.



living area An open-plan layout allows for a seamless flow 
between the kitchen, dining space and living area, with large bay 
windows framing the coastal landscape outside. To furnish the 
narrow room, Jo splurged on a slim ‘Leila’ Jardan sofa that perfectly 
suits the proportions of the space, and dressed up Ikea armchairs  
with custom covers in Designers Guild linen, made by Bemz. >
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dining space Thinking beyond the needs of her family 
of five, Jo opted for an expansive dining table that could 
host a large number of holiday guests, and paired it with 
lightweight chairs from Coastal Living. A retro pendant light 
from Globe West is a nod to the home’s heritage.

kitchen Jo employed a few savvy changes to maximise 
the kitchen’s compact size. To open up the space, the pantry, 
originally attached to the end of the island, was ditched in 
favour of a slim pull-out pantry cupboard beside a Miele 
fridge, integrated for a neat, unfussy finish. “The benchtops 
are coated in resin so they’re sealed, and all the cabinetry  
is super-tough vinyl wrap, which won’t chip like 2-pac can,” 
says Jo. The new Carrara marble benchtop was also extended 
to create a breakfast bar, where Green Cathedral ‘Babanees’ 
stools from Coastal Living deliver extra seating. 



“The moment we get here we all just chill and, with  
the beach and local village within walking distance, 

we don’t even need to use the car” ~ Jo

surfaces A splashback in small ‘Hexagon 
Mix’ Carrara tiles from Perini, resin-coated 
Carrara marble benchtops and handle-free 
white vinyl-wrap cabinetry are key elements 
of the kitchen’s restrained palette.  

laundry In its original state, the laundry wasn’t functional, so to make 
the most of the small floorplan, Jo grouped appliances, added a bench  
for sorting clothes and installed custom cabinetry above and below. With 
a cohesive palette throughout, the benchtop, splashback, cabinetry and 
tapware echo the finishes in the kitchen and bathrooms. >

outdoor entertaining The sizeable outdoor setting from House  
Of Orange is large enough to cater for a crowd. For year-round use, Jo 
enhanced the existing pergola frame with perspex and timber slats,  
which provide dappled shade and keep out the rain. A trio of suspended 
woven market baskets from Coastal Living creates a coastal feel. “When 
it’s warm, we eat all our meals outside,” says Jo, pictured at the table  
with (from left) Sophie, Henry and Annabelle. 
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bedroom “In every room, I looked to include functional 
pieces that would suit the proportions of the space. Here, it 
was all about keeping things simple and uncluttered,” says Jo, 
who chose a ‘Mandal’ bed frame with drawers from Ikea to 
boost storage. Shelves in the matching slatted headboard and 
clip-on ‘Ranarp’ spotlights, also from Ikea, cleverly alleviate  
the need for side tables. On the bed, an Abode Living navy 
blanket, teamed with a quilt cover from Provincial Home 
Living and Bella Casa Linen sheets, keeps the look cool and 
crisp, with a decorative juju hat adding texture. 

“It’s just over an hour’s drive from our home in Melbourne, 
but the atmosphere here is so much more laid-back” ~ Jo



bunk room The one adjustment Jo’s children have had to make is 
bunking together. “At home, they’ve always had their own rooms, but here  
I turned one of the three bedrooms into a bunk room and was adamant 
they share it,” says Jo. Despite initial protests, Jo says it’s been a great  
way for all three to bond – without the distractions of laptops and wi-fi. 
The custom king single bunk beds from House Of Orange are layered in 
sophisticated linen and ‘Jean’ quilt covers from Bella Casa Linen, while  
the room’s soft tones are reflected in the rug, also from House Of Orange. 
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chilling out Henry relaxes with a book  
on a bean bag, the ultimate casual recliner. 
“There’s a lot of bean bags in the house, which 
are ideal when the kids’ friends visit,” says Jo. 
“They’re easy to move from room to room.”

bathroom As an experienced renovator, Jo knows small changes can 
make a big difference. In this case, punching a wall out a further 60cm 
under the eaves enhanced the bathroom’s proportions and allowed for  
a freestanding bath. “Choosing a light colour scheme, installing a floating 
vanity and opting for shutters also really help the space feel larger than it 
actually is,” adds Jo. “Because it had to be robust and still look good for 
years to come, I went with black Astra Walker tapware, large-format Perini 
porcelain tiles on the floor and ran white tiles all the way up the walls.”

“I wanted the place to reflect the things I love and  
have the comforts of home, but being a holiday rental,  

everything had to be affordable and practical” ~ Jo

interior designer Jo McIntyre, Beautiful Home,

0417 341 853, beautifulhome.net.au. >
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guests can enjoy. “After photos, the description is the second thing 

people look at when assessing a listing, so it pays to write an attention-

grabbing headline with a clear and succinct overview,” he says. “List  

the number of bedrooms and beds, bathrooms, location, proximity to 

amenities and nearby attractions, as well as what kind of people it’s 

suited for.” Highlighting key features such as a pool, including good 

reviews and describing an appealing point of diference can all help 

your property catch the eye, says Sonya. “It might be pet-friendly, ofer 

ocean or mountain views, or be ideal for large groups,” she says.  

be price wise
Like any business, it’s important to consider how much money you  

hope to make, so determine rental rates and how often your place  

will be available from the outset. “Setting a minimum length of stay  

and seasonal rates are beneficial, depending on the popularity of the 

area and the property, so do your research to plan your booking 

calendar in advance,” Andrea advises. Depending on how often you 

want to use the home, it may be more profitable to charge less and 

attract more annual bookings, or rent it selectively at a premium price 

over peak periods, explains Anton. To secure a booking, Andrea also 

suggests using an upfront payment system. “A safe and convenient  

way to collect payments and manage refunds is to use an online credit 

card-verified system, direct deposit system or Bpay,” she says. 

key to it all
If you don’t live in the area, you might be able to organise a key pick-up 

and drop-of system with a neighbour or local real-estate agent or, 

alternatively, you could install a keyless entry or a key-sized safe, 

allowing you to change the code after every booking. To keep a close 

eye on the process, advertise the property yourself, or list it with a 

dedicated online holiday rental site. You could also consider outsourcing 

management to a real-estate agency, which will organise everything 

from advertising and bookings through to cleaning.  

add in extras
Guests will expect basic kitchenware, crockery and cleaning materials to 

be supplied, says Anton Stanish of holiday accommodation specialist 

Stayz, but it’s comfortable, quality furnishings that people will really 

remember. “Great holiday homes should have a unique feel that reflects 

the style of the property and its location,” adds Sonya Brien of Byron 

Bay Holiday Rentals. “Whether it’s a rustic house in the mountains or a 

cute beachfront cottage, it’s important to style the home beautifully and 

supply extras such as board games, bikes, beach towels and umbrellas.” 

All this helps to create a holiday feel, which can inspire guests to return 

and recommend the place to others. “Providing wireless internet, Foxtel 

and ofering complimentary gestures such as luxury linen and firewood, 

as well as local tourism information, will add to the property’s appeal,” 

says Andrea Wilson of Holiday Shacks on the Mornington Peninsula.

accentuate the positives
First impressions are everything when listing a holiday home on 

accommodation sites such as Airbnb. “Quality photography that 

captures the property’s best features is key in attracting bookings, and 

our research shows that having 13 photos or more can drive enquiries,” 

says Anton. “Ensure photos are high quality or, even better, use a 

photographer to capture the best of what your residence has to ofer  

to holiday-makers.” Anton recommends taking shots of the exterior, 

kitchen, living room, main bedroom, additional bedrooms and the 

outlook, to paint a complete picture of the location and experiences 

a holiday rental
tips to turn your home into

clear clutter 
If your property is a 
place for you to holiday 
as well as guests, keep 
personal items such as 
clothes, toiletries and 
valuables locked away. 

custom spaces 
Guests want to feel  
at home during their 
stay, so consider the 
needs of who you’re 
looking to rent to, such  
as families or couples.
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A. Airfusion Type A 152cm 3 blade (DC) direct current fan in brushed chrome with teak blades. 12 speed remote control included $695. Also available in white with teak blades, black or koa. B. Airfusion Sensation 
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entertain
FABULOUS FARE FOR EVERY DAY AND EVERY OCCASION

F R O M  L E F T:  ‘Basix’ linen runner in Roy, $65, Hale Mercantile Co. Upcycled 
bottle, $25, upcycled tumblers, $45/set of 4, both Havea Designs. Bulbous 
flask (used as vase), $55, pharmacy bottle (used as vase), $55, both 
Seasonal Concepts. Porcelain dinner plates in White, $80 each, Chuchu. 
Vintage bone-handle knife, $49.95, vintage fork, $120/set of 12, both The 
Bay Tree. Shallow dinner bowls in Steel Blue, $80 each, Chuchu. ‘Basix’ 
linen napkin in Rosa, $22, Hale Mercantile Co. Stockists, page 212.  

Satisfy New Year resolutions, 
and your tastebuds, with our 
delectable detox menu. Plus, 
learn to love your Christmas 

leftovers with delicious recipes 
from River Cottage UK’s Hugh 

Fearnley-Whittingstall that 
transform festive odds and 

ends into a sumptuous spread.

a clean start



goodnessPURE

RECIPES & FOOD STYLING KERRIE WORNER  STYLING JOHN MANGILA  PHOTOGRAPHY CATH MUSCAT

START THE YEAR AFRESH WITH DELICIOUS FOOD  
TO NOURISH THE MIND, BODY AND SOUL

{ENTERTAIN}



VIETNAMESE CRISPY TURMERIC 
CREPES WITH CHICKEN  

VERMICELLI SALAD
See recipe on page 194

O P P O S I T E ,  F R O M  L E F T:  Porcelain dinner plates in 
White, $80 each, Chuchu. ‘Basix’ napkin in Sable Stripe 
and Rosa, $22 each, Hale Mercantile Co. Vintage forks, 
$120/set of 12, The Bay Tree. Upcycled tumblers, $40/set 
of 4, Havea Designs. T H I S  PAG E ,  F R O M  B AC K :  ‘Basix’ 
linen napkin in Rosa, $22 and linen runner in Roy, $65, 
both Hale Mercantile Co. Upcycled tumblers, $40/set  
of 4, Havea Designs. Pharmacy bottle (used as vase),  
$55, bulbous flask (used as vase), $55, both Seasonal 
Concepts. Shallow dinner bowls in Steel Blue, $80  
each, porcelain dinner plates in White, $80 each, both 
Chuchu. Vintage fork, $120/set of 12, vintage bone-
handle knife, $49.95, ‘Eucalypt Paris’ bowl, $45, all The 
Bay Tree. Porcelain mini saucepan, $60, porcelain shallow 
bowl in Silver, $110, both Little White Dish. Scalloped 
handle salt dish, $22, Chuchu. Stockists, page 212. >

RAW SALAD WITH QUINOA &  
CITRUS TAHINI DRESSING 

See recipe on page 195
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GREEN SMOOTHIE
Serves 2 (makes 3 cups)

1 wedge (300g) pineapple, peeled,  
   cored, chopped
½ large green apple, cored, chopped
1 lime, quartered, skin removed
½ medium Lebanese cucumber, chopped
80g kale leaves, stalks removed
15 mint leaves
2cm-piece ginger, peeled
1 cup pure coconut water
6 ice cubes

1. Put all ingredients in a powerful blender  
and blend until completely smooth. If using  
a small blender, make in 2 batches.  
2. Pour into glasses and serve immediately. 

SALAD GREENS 

GET A fresh 
SHAKE-UP IN THIS 

feel-good 
DRINK 



O P P O S I T E ,  F R O M  B AC K :  Porcelain bowl in Silver, $130, Little White 
Dish. Upcycled tumblers, $40/set of 4, upcycled bottle, $25, both  
Havea Designs. Textured platter in White, $110, Chuchu. ‘Basix’ 
napkin in Sable Stripe, $22, Hale Mercantile Co. T H I S  PAG E ,  F R O M 

B AC K :  ‘Basix’ linen runner in Roy, $65, Hale Mercantile Co. MH 
Ceramics dishes in Japanese Black, $45 each, Koskela. Ceramic 
teaspoons, $25.35 each, The Bay Tree. Stockists, page 212. >

ALMOND MILK & CHIA 
PUDDINGS WITH MANGO 

See recipe on page 195
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T H I S  PAG E ,  TO P :  ‘Tutto’ tea towel in Rosa, $32, Hale Mercantile Co. ‘Eucalypt 
Paris’ bowl, $45, vintage forks, $120/set of 12, all The Bay Tree. Porcelain mini 
saucepan, $60, Little White Dish. Board, stylist’s own (for similar, try ‘Acacia’ 
board from Citta Design). T H I S  PAG E ,  B OT TO M :  ‘Ripple’ porcelain bowl in 
White, $60, porcelain shallow bowl in Black, $60, porcelain mixing bowl, $85,  
all Little White Dish. Board stylist’s own (for similar, try Maison Et Jardin). 
O P P O S I T E ,  TO P :  See page 189 for details. O P P O S I T E ,  B OT TO M :  Shallow dinner 
bowls in Steel Blue, $80 each, Chuchu. ‘Tutto’ tea towel in Rosa, as above.  
‘Clove Rounded’ spoon, $13.50, The Bay Tree. Porcelain bowl in Silver, $110, 
Little White Dish. Scalloped handle salt dish, $22, Chuchu. Stockists, page 212.

VIETNAMESE CRISPY TURMERIC CREPES  
WITH CHICKEN VERMICELLI SALAD
Serves 6

1. To make salad, add coconut water and fish sauce to a medium 
saucepan and bring to a simmer. Add whole chicken breasts, cover 
and gently simmer for 12 minutes, turning chicken once. Turn of 
heat. Cover and leave to stand for 5 minutes, or until chicken is 
cooked through. Transfer chicken to a plate, cool, then shred. Cool, 
then strain poaching liquid to use in dipping sauce. Reserve.
2. To make crepes, combine flour, turmeric and salt in a large bowl. In 
a separate bowl, whisk coconut milk until smooth. Add coconut milk 
and water to flour mix, whisk until smooth. Stir in onions. Set aside.
3. To make dipping sauce, combine ¾ cup of reserved poaching liquid 
with remaining ingredients in a bowl. Set aside. 
4. Prepare noodles according to directions on packet then transfer  
to a bowl. Add carrot, cucumber, bean sprouts, basil, Vietnamese  
mint, mint and chicken to noodles and toss until combined. Transfer 
salad to a serving bowl. Sprinkle with chillies and cashews. Cover and 
refrigerate until ready to serve. 
5. To cook crepes, heat ½ teaspoon of coconut oil in a 20cm non-stick 
frying pan over a medium-high heat. Pour ¼ cup of batter in the 
centre of pan and quickly swirl pan to coat the base. Cook for about  
3 minutes, or until golden on the bottom. Turn over and cook the other 
side for about 1 minute, or until crisp. Flip with spatula to form a half 
circle, and remove to a tray. Repeat Step 5 until all batter is used. 
6. To serve, arrange crepes, salad, dipping sauce and separated 
lettuce leaves on a large board or platter. To eat, break of a piece of 
crepe and place on top a lettuce leaf. Top with salad and drizzle with 
dipping sauce. Roll up to eat. 

2 cups pure coconut water
1 tbsp fish sauce
400g chicken breast fillets
80g rice vermicelli noodles
1 medium carrot, peeled,  

finely grated
1 medium Lebanese cucumber, 

halved lengthways, thinly sliced 
100g bean sprouts
½ cup small Thai basil leaves
½ cup Vietnamese mint leaves
¾ cup mint leaves
2 birds-eye chillies, thinly sliced
½ cup unsalted cashews,  
   chopped, roasted 
2 butter lettuce, trimmed, rinsed

Crepes

1½ cups rice flour
1 tsp ground turmeric
¼ tsp ground sea salt
270ml light coconut milk 
1½ cups water
⅓ cup finely chopped 

green onions
Coconut oil, for cooking
Dipping sauce

2 birds-eye chillies, seeded,  
   finely chopped
1 garlic clove, finely chopped
2 tbsp caster sugar
¼ cup lime juice
1 tbsp fish sauce



RAW SALAD WITH QUINOA & CITRUS TAHINI DRESSING 
Serves 6

1. Bring 2 cups of water to the boil. Add quinoa. Reduce to a low  
heat. Cover and simmer for about 15 minutes, or until most of the 
water has absorbed. Drain, then allow to cool.
2. Meanwhile, to make dressing, add all ingredients to a small bowl 
and whisk until combined. Season to taste. 
3. Cook edamame beans in boiling water for 2 minutes. Drain. Refresh 
in cold water until cool. Remove beans from pods. Discard pods. 
4. In a large bowl, combine quinoa, edamame, beetroot, broccoli, 
celery, baby kale leaves, almonds and dressing. Serve. 

Tip: Find baby Tuscan kale leaves by Coolibah Herbs at gourmet 
greengrocers. Or substitute with baby kale or baby rocket leaves.  

ALMOND MILK & CHIA PUDDINGS WITH MANGO
Serves 6

1 cup raw almonds
1L filtered water
½ tsp sea salt
¼ cup maple syrup, plus extra to serve
½ vanilla bean, split lengthways
½ cup chia seeds
200g plain Greek yoghurt
1 mango, peeled, finely diced

1. Cover almonds with 500ml of the filtered water and soak overnight 
(to activate almonds). Drain and rinse well. Place almonds, remaining 
filtered water, salt and 2 tablespoons of the maple syrup in a blender. 
Blend on high for 1-2 minutes, until very smooth. 
2. Place a fine mesh sieve over a large bowl. Pour in almond mixture 
and stir. Using the back of a spoon, press pulp against side of sieve to 
squeeze out milk. Reserve almond pulp for another use (see tip, below).
3. Using the tip of a sharp knife, scrape out vanilla seeds. Discard 
pods. Add vanilla seeds, remaining maple syrup and chia seeds to 
almond milk and return to blender. Pulse until just combined. 
Transfer to a bowl. Cover and refrigerate overnight until thickened. 
4. To serve, add yoghurt to chia pudding, gently stirring, until just 
combined. Spoon into dishes, top with mango and extra maple syrup.

Tip: Use reserved almond pulp to make almond meal for use in cakes, 
juices or sprinkled over cereal. Preheat oven to 150°C. On a large oven 
tray, spread almond pulp. Dry in oven, stirring occasionally, for 2 hours 
or until completely dry. Blend or process to form almond meal. 

⅔ cup red quinoa
300g frozen edamame beans
1 medium (250g) beetroot

bulb, peeled, julienned
200g broccoli, trimmed, cut into

small florets
2 sticks celery, thinly sliced
80g baby Tuscan kale leaves, 

rinsed (see tip, below)

1 cup toasted almond slivers

Citrus tahini dressing
¼ cup extra virgin olive oil
½ cup orange juice
¼ cup organic apple cider vinegar
1 tbsp honey 
1 tbsp tahini
¼ cup finely chopped coriander
Salt and pepper, for seasoning

RAW BEETROOT IS RICH IN 
nutrients  AND 

DELIGHTFULLY CRUNCHY
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Entertain with ease

CHEESE AND CHIVE BLINI WITH TOMATO  

CREAM CHEESE AND PROSCIUTTO

SPAGHETTI MARINARA



The Tefal Cuisine Companion takes the place of ten appliances.
It chops, slices, whips, warms, blends, mills, cooks and more.

LEMON TART

Your companion  
          in the kitchen



ROAST CARROT PÂTÉ WITH  
A SCANDINAVIAN TWIST



ROAST CARROT PÂTÉ
This is a very good, simple starter, snack or lunchbox treat you  

can vary according to your own tastes and whims. If you’re not  

keen on the taste of caraway, use cumin or coriander seeds instead. 

Toasting and grinding your own spice gives maximum depth of  

flavour, but it’s fine to use ready-ground spices, too. 

Serves 2-4 as a starter or snack

¼ tsp caraway seeds
About 150g cream cheese
50-200g roast carrots
Finely grated zest of ½ lemon,  

plus a squeeze of juice
1-2 tsp finely chopped dill fronds
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

1. Put the caraway seeds in a small frying pan over a medium-high 
heat and lightly toast until fragrant, about 20-30 seconds. Using  
a pestle and mortar, bash the seeds to a coarse powder.
2. Put the cream cheese, roast carrots, ground caraway, lemon zest 
and juice into a food processor and pulse until just combined – the 
pâté should still have some texture to it. Alternatively, you can do 
this in a bowl with a potato masher.
3. Fold in the chopped dill and season with salt and pepper to taste. 
Serve with crusty bread, toasted sourdough or crudités.

Tips & swaps: Scandinavian twist (pictured, opposite) For a great 
open sandwich, spread on toasted sourdough, top with flaked cooked 
mackerel and finish with a grinding of pepper and some extra dill.
Roast parsnip pâté Simply replace the carrots with parsnips. Or  
you can use a combination of root vegetables.

TURKISH CHICKEN WITH WALNUTS
This simple dish, based on a classic Ottoman recipe, creates 

something rather sophisticated from leftover chicken, a handful  

of walnuts and a bit of stale bread. It’s traditionally made  

from poached chicken, with the broth used to moisten the creamy 

sauce, but roast chicken and a bit of stock or even a splash of gravy  

does the job very well. 

Serves 4

40-50g dry white bread, crusts removed, torn into pieces
80-100ml milk
About 50g shelled walnuts
1-2 garlic cloves, peeled, halved
50-100ml chicken broth, stock or gravy
250-350g poached or roast chicken, skinned
2 tbsp coriander leaves, chopped, plus extra to serve
Knob of butter
½ tsp dried chilli flakes
½ tsp smoked paprika, optional
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Chicken crackling, to serve, optional (see tip, at right)

1. Scatter the bread in a shallow dish, pour over the milk and  
leave for 15 minutes or so until it’s fully absorbed. 
2. Using a large pestle and mortar, bash walnuts and garlic together 
to form a rough paste (or you can do this in a food processor). Add  
the bread and pound (or whiz) it with the walnut mixture, adding 
enough broth, stock or gravy to make a creamy sauce. 
3. Tear the chicken into shreds and place in a bowl. Add the  
walnut sauce and chopped coriander and fold through until  
well combined. Season with salt and pepper to taste. 
4. You can serve the dish straight away but it’s better if you  
cover and refrigerate it for an hour or so, to let the flavours  
mingle. It will keep well, covered and refrigerated, for a couple  
of days: however, bring to room temperature before serving.  
Just before serving, melt the butter in a small pan over a low  
heat. Stir in the chilli flakes and warm gently for a minute,  
adding the paprika, if using, just before serving. Season to taste.
5. Divide the chicken and walnut sauce between plates and  
add the chicken crackling, if using. Scatter over the coriander  
leaves, trickle the spiced butter over the chicken, and serve. 

Tip: To make chicken crackling, preheat the oven to 180°C. Lay cooked 
or raw chicken skin in a roasting tin in a single layer and season with 
sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepper. Roast for 10-15 
minutes (or 25-30 minutes if using raw skin) or until crisp. >

leftover magicGIVE YOUR INGREDIENTS A SECOND CHANCE TO SPARKLE WITH RIVER COTTAGE  
LOVE YOUR LEFTOVERS, THE NEW BOOK BY HUGH FEARNLEY-WHITTINGSTALL

TURKISH CHICKEN 
WITH WALNUTS

RECIPES HUGH FEARNLEY-WHITTINGSTALL  PHOTOGRAPHY SIMON WHEELER 
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TURKEY & FRUIT MINCE TAGINE
This sounds just a bit too cute to be true, but it is actually really  

good. The cinnamon, fruit and nuts contained in a good fruit mince  

are reminiscent of the ingredients you might find in a Moroccan 

tagine. And, of course, a tagine is a very good way to use up leftover 

roast turkey. So this dinner of festive leftovers, featuring a cracking 

combination of sweet, savoury and spicy flavours, turns out to be 

sophisticated, sultry and very delicious. 
Serves 6

Knob of butter
1 medium onion, peeled, very finely chopped
4 carrots, peeled, cut on the diagonal into 4cm pieces,  

or leftover roast carrots
1 garlic clove, peeled, finely chopped
1 tsp ras el hanout (North African spice blend)
½ tsp ground ginger
Pinch of safron strands, optional
3 tbsp fruit mince
600ml turkey, chicken or vegetable stock
400g cooked chickpeas, drained and rinsed, if tinned
About 100g pitted prunes
Small bunch of parsley, tough stalks removed and tied  

into a bundle with kitchen string, leaves roughly chopped
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

300-500g roast turkey, torn into large chunks
Trickle of clear honey, optional
To serve

Toasted sesame seeds
Couscous, made with well-flavoured stock

1. Heat the butter in a large, heavy-based saucepan over a medium 
heat. When it has melted and stopped foaming, add the onion and 
cook for a few minutes to soften slightly.
2. Add the carrots, garlic, ras el hanout, ginger and safron, if using. 
Stir for a minute until the carrots are well coated with the spices. Stir 
in the fruit mince then pour in the stock and add the chickpeas, 
prunes and bundle of parsley stalks. Season to taste.
3. Bring to a simmer and cook for 15–20 minutes, until the carrots  
are tender (or just 10 minutes if using roast carrots).
4. Add turkey and simmer for 5 minutes or so, until the meat is piping 
hot. Add a trickle of honey, if you like, then taste and season with 
more salt and pepper if necessary. Remove parsley stalks.
5. Serve the tagine scattered with the chopped parsley and sesame 
seeds, with couscous on the side.

Tips & swaps: Add roots Leftover roast parsnips or sweet potatoes, 
cut into chunky pieces, can also be added to the tagine.
Swap the meat You can make this with leftover roast chicken or lamb.

STORE LEFTOVERS CORRECTLY THEN SHOW YOUR resourcefulness  BY USING THEM TO CREATE 

irresistible meals. AND KEEP THEM IN MIND WHEN YOU DO YOUR WEEKLY SHOP

CHRISTMAS 
PUDDING PARFAIT

TURKEY & FRUIT  
MINCE TAGINE
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CHRISTMAS PUDDING PARFAIT
This is an elegant way for Christmas pudding to end its days – the 

fruity, spicy chunks embedded in a luscious, snow-white ice-cream. 
Serves 8

125g caster sugar
100ml water
5 large egg yolks
½ vanilla pod
250ml double cream
250g leftover Christmas pudding,

crumbled into small nuggets

1. Line a 1kg loaf tin (about 10 x 20cm base measurement) with  
2 or 3 layers of cling film (or use baking parchment, if you prefer).
2. Put the sugar and water in a small, heavy-based saucepan and  
heat gently, stirring, until the sugar has fully dissolved. Increase  
the heat and bring the syrup to the boil. Put a sugar thermometer  
(if you have one) in the pan and boil until the syrup reaches 120°C, 
which is at the soft ball stage; this will take at least 10 minutes. If  
you don’t have a thermometer, test by dropping a little syrup into  
a glass of chilled water: it should form a soft, flexible ball.
3. While the syrup is boiling, put the egg yolks in a large bowl. Slit 
open the vanilla pod and, using the tip of a small, sharp knife, scrape 
the seeds into the egg yolks. Beat lightly with an electric whisk.
4. As soon as the sugar syrup is ready, take the pan of the heat. 
Whisking constantly, trickle the hot syrup in a very thin thread  
onto the egg yolks. Keep moving the whisk around so the syrup 
is incorporated immediately. The idea is to “cook” the egg yolks 
with the hot syrup. Once the syrup is fully incorporated, whisk 
for several minutes more, until the mixture is very pale – almost 
white – and thick enough to hold a trail when the beaters are lifted. 
Leave to cool (this should only take a few minutes).
5. Meanwhile, lightly whip the cream. Carefully fold the whipped 
cream into the whisked mixture, then add the crumbled Christmas 
pudding and fold in lightly.
6. Tip the mixture into the prepared loaf tin and flip the overhanging 
cling film (or parchment) over the surface to enclose the parfait. 
Freeze for at least 8 hours, preferably overnight, until firm.
7. The next day, when you’re ready to dish up, peel back the cling  
film from the top, invert the parfait onto a board and peel of the  
cling film. Cut parfait into thick slices and serve immediately.

Tips & swaps: Alternatively, you can use Christmas cake in  
the parfait – just remove all the icing and almond paste first.  
Even a few really good fruit mince pies can be chopped up and  
added in place of the Christmas pudding.  

LOVE YOUR LEFTOVERS

These recipes are an extract 
from River Cottage Love Your 

Leftovers by Hugh Fearnley-
Whittingstall, $45, published  
by Bloomsbury and available in 
stores nationally. An ebook version 
is also available, $19.99. 

living
Transform 
your

You’ll love the flexibility Somfy 

motorisation solutions provide 

for you and your home. Imagine 

going to bed at night with blinds 

drawn for full privacy and 

waking up to rays of sunshine 

illuminating your living space, 

all preset to occur without you 

having to do a thing!

Create a simpler way of life and 

enjoy a more secure, comfortable 

and energy efficient home. 

Choose from a wide range 

of blind fabrics, finishes and 

motorisation solutions from your 

local Somfy Expert retailer.

www.somfy.com.au

Create a simpler life 

with motorised blinds

space



5 minutes with…
M AG DA L E N A R OZ E

We chat  with  the  television personality  and  
Uncle  Tobys ambassador  about  her  dedication  

to  fresh produce and healthy food.  

Has good food been a passion for a 
long time? “It’s always been a big part of 

my family life. Someone coming over to 

visit was enough for my mum to put on 

an amazing homemade spread. Growing 

our own vegies and herbs was the norm.” 

Your top tip for healthy eating? “It’s 

about having a healthy relationship with 

food. So, forgetting trends and diets and 

just eating  ‘real food’; food that is fresh, 

unprocessed and unpackaged.” 

What’s your favourite dish to cook?
“I like slow-cooked dinners, such as 

broths and stews, as they take minutes to 

prep and are full of flavour and nutrition. 

Dessert-wise, I’ve just discovered a 

beautiful edible-flower farm down the 

road [in Byron Bay, NSW]. So now I love 

making desserts that I can decorate  

with their gorgeous blooms.”  

Why is the ‘farm-to-plate’ concept  
so important to you? “It really is the 

most nutritious way to eat, and it’s much 

better for our environment. While it’s 

not possible to grow – and then eat – all of our own food in our busy 

modern world, connecting with food through farmers’ markets and 

choosing ethical produce make a big diference.” 

MAP COFFEE’S Clean Bean  IS A UNIVERSAL TABLET TO RID COFFEE CAPSULE 

machines  OF RESIDUE. CLEAN BEAN STARTER KIT, $6.99; WOOLWORTHS.COM.AU

Little know-it-all
IMAGINE COOKING DINNER AT 

THE PUSH OF A BUTTON.  TEFAL’S 

CUISINE COMPANION ALMOST 

ACHIEVES THAT AS IT CAN DO THE 

WORK OF UP TO 10 APPLIANCES, 

FROM MAKING PASTRY TO 

WHIPPING UP SOUP.  S IMPLY ADD 

YOUR INGREDIENTS,  CHOOSE ONE 

OF SIX AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS AND 

SIT BACK.  $1699;  TEFAL.COM.AU.
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Try a wee drop at Sydney’s 

Archie Rose Distilling Co.
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taste test
GOURMET FINDS AND KITCHEN ESSENTIALS FOR ALL FOODIES

EDITED BY BETTINA TYRRELL

entertain:

spirited journey
Three ways to enjoy a drop  
of Australian whisky…

Visit: Archie Rose, a boutique 

distillery south of Sydney’s CBD 

in Rosebery, has guided tours: 

learn about the distilling process 

then taste the whisky. From $10  

a person; archierose.com.au.

Drink: Hellyers Road Pinot  

Noir Finish Original Single Malt 

Whisky combines Tasmanian-

grown malted barley and pure 

rainwater, and is finished in pinot 

noir casks. This rich spirit was 

named Best New World Whisky  

at the 2013 Whisky Live Paris.  

$89.99; from major liquor retailers.

Sip: Noritake’s ‘Obelix’ glasses 

are designed specially for sipping 

Scotch, and look fabulous, too.  

IVV ‘Obelix’ whisky tumbler, $57/

set of 6; noritake.com.au.  

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Too busy to sort out dinner for the family tonight? Pepper Leaf, 

a food-to-your-door service, could be just the answer. Using 
yummy recipes from the pages of New Idea and Better Homes 
and Gardens, Pepper Leaf delivers locally sourced ingredients 

for your chosen dishes fresh to your door every Saturday 
morning (available in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide metro 
areas). Priced at $9.90 per plate, orders can be placed for two, 

four or six people over three, four or five nights. Delivery is  
free. Visit pepperleaf.com.au or call (03) 8824 9838.



Visit www.homebeautiful.com.au for full terms & conditions. Competition opens 14/12/15 10:00 AEDT and closes 13/01/16 17:00 AEDT. Winners judged at Promoter’s premises 14/01/16 11:00 
AEDT. Winners notified by mail. Total prize value up to $11,372.00. The Promoter is Pacific Magazines Pty Ltd, 8 Central Ave, Eveleigh NSW 2015 (ABN 16 097 410 896).

Visit hb-competition.com.au, 
select your favourite style  

and the prize you would  
like to win – EASY!

 

HOME BEAUTIFUL’S

SUMMER IS HERE SO TO 
CELEBRATE, WE’RE GIVING 
AWAY OVER $10,000 
IN FABULOUS PRIZES! 
FROM LAMPS TO TABLES, 
FRIDGES AND MORE, 
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR 
EVERYONE TO ENJOY

1

2

3

4

5

6

13

14

15

17

16

8

7

9

10

11
12

1. Yamaha Portable lighting/audio system, $499. 2. The Canvas Workshop Acrylic indoor/outdoor wall panels by Jamie Durie, $599/set of 2. 3. One World Collection Shaynna Blaze 
antique silver signature green lamp with white shade, $549. 4. Smeg stand mixer, $799. 5. Linen & Moore ‘Morocco’ grey quilt and 2 pillowcases, $630. 6. Floorspace 1 x natural fibre rug, $500. 

7. Beacon Lighting ‘Rochelle’ 9-light pendant in brushed bronze with opal glass shades, $695/425mm x 580mm. 8. Tradelink/Raymor Raymor ‘Winton’ dual shower and ‘Lavas’  
shower mixer, $629. 9. Hard To Find ‘Electra’ table lamp, $590. 10. V’ornado VAC500 air purifier, $489. 11. Mitsubishi Electric Onyx Black refrigerator, $1500. 12. Matt Blatt  
‘Amplify’ parquetry coffee table, $595. 13. Zwilling ‘Professional S’ 6-piece knife block set and ‘Twin L’ multi-purpose shears, $985. 14. Andrea & Joen French linen duvet set, $585.  

15. Panasonic ‘NN-ST785S’ microwave oven, $639. 16. Staub Tomato cocotte and magnetic wooden trivet, $590. 17. Gerni ‘PowerGrip’ water pressure cleaner, $499.

$10,000

WORTH OFprizes TO BE WON!

to enter
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paradise found
TAKE A DIP INTO LUXE LIVING WITH POOL IDEAS  

INSPIRED BY THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL HOTELS 

WORDS JANE PARBURY & ANNA MCCOOE

five-star inspiration:

GUARANTEED TO KEEP you outside all summer long – with 
most of the neighbourhood, no doubt – a pool ofers the perfect 

opportunity to create a holiday haven at home. It can be the 
focal point for alfresco entertaining, a place for family fun,  

a whole-body workout zone or simply an area that generates 
calm and ref�lection. We’ve trawled the globe’s five-star resorts 

to source the most inspiring, stylish pools that would look 
equally at home in your backyard.

Bright white and rich tropical-green is the ideal accompaniment 
to a dark-tiled pool, but avoid pebbles if you are surrounded by 
trees and shrubs – you’ll be forever picking leaves out of gaps



view to thrill
The stunning Cheval Blanc 

Randheli resort, conceived 

by luxury group LVMH and 

tucked away on the Noonu 

Atoll in the Maldives, boasts 

beautiful escapes such as 

this private Island Villa, 

complete with its own 

stretch of beach and  

inviting infinity pool. Sigh.

Style to steal: Infinity-edge 

pools look fabulous and are 

especially impressive on a 

gently sloping site – pretty 

views will appear as if an 

extension of the pool. They 

work by having the water 

spill over the pool wall into  

a reservoir at the base from 

which it is eventually 

recirculated. They need to 

conform to the same safety 

regulations as other pools,  

so check with your local 

council. The downside? 

Infinity pools are much 

pricier to install and run 

than in-ground versions. > 

cheval blanc randheli, maldivesP
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The sarojin, Khao Lak, thailand

lounge appeal
The Sarojin Thailand – in Khao  

Lak by the Andaman Sea – is  

a honeymooners’ dream. Its 

amazing 625sqm azure pool 

boasts a spa as well as a trio of 

spectacular floating pavilions. 

Style to steal: Comfy seating 

around the pool is a must, so 

adults can relax while kids make  

a splash. A pergola draped with 

filmy fabric frames a simple 

seating arrangement; just ensure 

there’s nothing to obstruct your 

view of the pool. Look for 

outdoor-ready materials that will 

weather sunshine and splashes 

and can be left outside 24/7, or 

are easy to remove and wash.



classic curves 
Gallic flair is the cornerstone of 

the delightful Insólito Boutique 

Hotel & Spa, which combines  

a divine waterside location on 

Brazil’s Búzios Peninsula with an 

art-filled interior, courtesy of its 

French owner. Its two spectacular 

pools, one freshwater and the 

other salt, provide guests with 

plenty to write home about. 

Style to steal: Curved shapes  

are eye-catching and dramatic, 

and have a less formal look than 

angular ones. They can also  

allow you to fit in a larger pool;  

a free-form version could span  

the corner of a backyard, for 

example. White rendered finishes 

are more afordable than fully 

tiled interiors, and deliver glacial 

hues that conjure up coolness.  

A decking surround has a natural 

appeal: opt for hard-wearing 

composite decking or marine-

grade timber with a protective 

coat of non-slip sealer. 

outdoor living 
The exclusive five-star Luna2 

Private Hotel, on the Seminyak 

beachfront, is short on bedrooms 

but long on style. An ice-cool 

modernist vibe defines its five 

bedrooms and bar, and extends  

to the carefully crafted exterior. 

The 20m pool, complete with 

waterside cabana, is lined with 

glittering Bisazza mosaic tiles. 

Style to steal: A cabana waiting at 

the water’s edge, with permanent 

shade, will extend your poolside 

time throughout the year. For a 

seamless look, take your colour 

cues from the pool. You’ll need  

the go-ahead from council for 

built structures, and be aware that 

enclosed outdoor rooms – perfect 

hiding places for kids – will 

usually need to be located outside 

the pool barrier, so put that call to 

council on top of the to-do list. >

Non-slip, stain-resistant surfaces are essential for poolside fun. Check with your tile supplier  
that the pavers you want for your pool surround meet slip resistance standards

insólito boutique hotel, Búzios, brazil

luna2, seminyak, Bali
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a lap of luxury
Tucked away in the heart of 

Namur in central Belgium, The 

Royal Snail Hotel is a boutique  

hideaway with just 30 bedrooms. 

Represented by Design Hotels, 

the interestingly named 

accommodation boasts chic 

interiors and a vibrant plunge 

pool on the terrace. 

Style to steal: A lap or plunge 

pool might be your only choice  

in an urban setting with a small 

backyard, but it can still be an 

efective splash zone and a 

fabulous feature. Lighting the 

depths of a cerulean pool gives  

a look that mimics the iridescent 

glow of natural underwater 

caverns. Lights can also be  

fitted to cast a glow over the 

surface or to light the depths,  

but as water and electricity are  

a dangerous combination, it’s 

essential to call in the experts. >

The ideal pool temperature for most people is between 25 and 28°C. A solar pool-heating  
system can prolong your swimming season without adding too much to your energy bills

made in the shade
This newly opened four-bedroom 

villa – situated on its own private 

island in a lagoon of the Cheval 

Blanc Randheli resort in the 

Maldives – comes complete with 

its own spa and 20m, black 

stone-lined swimming pool.

Style to steal: A well-positioned 

pool receives all-day sun, but 

you’ll get more mileage if you 

include shade. This stunning 

extended roof section is wide 

enough to cast a generous shadow 

across the water for protection 

against the heat of the day. Pools 

lined with dark tiles tend to run a 

few degrees warmer than lighter 

ones. Darker pools also have a 

reflective quality, capturing views 

of nearby trees and buildings.  

And a bonus: they’re better than 

light-tinged pools at disguising a 

scattering of leaves on the bottom. 
the owner’s villa, maldives

the royal snail Hotel, namur, belgium
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ALSO AVAILABLE: 
ACTIVE RANGE

 Forever 
   fresh

Help your man lift his game when it comes 
to his skin care, with new Palmolive Men 
Deep Clean Shower Gel. Engineered 
specifically for men’s skin needs, Deep 
Clean contains an odour modifying 
complex that delivers all day freshness. 
Infused with spearmint oil and exfoliating 
fruit seeds to remove dirt and grime, it 
will leave him feeling fresh and energised 
throughout the day. Now available as part 
of the Palmolive Men shower gel range.

WHEN IT COMES TO HIS SKIN, 
TRUST PALMOLIVE TO HELP 
KEEP HIM FRESH AND FEELING 
GOOD ALL DAY.

ADVERTISEMENT



There’s great line-of-sight  
to the pool here, from  
both indoors and out.

Tucked behind a glass 
fence, this pool area is  
a little backyard oasis.

pool checklist
WORDS KYLIE JACKES
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safety first 

“For safety, all pools need approved gates and fencing, constant supervision 

when children are in the water and minimal obstructions such as branches 

or posts around the pool area, which could block visibility and be used  

to climb on,” advises Andrew Rothery of Crystal Pools. Fencing safety 

requirements stipulate a minimum height of 1200mm, with no climbable 

sections and no openings greater than 100mm. However, it’s always best  

to check with your local council as laws vary from state to state – in New 

South Wales, owners also need to register their backyard pool. For more 

information, visit royallifesaving.com.au or your local water safety body.

heating 

Water temperature will determine how often you use the pool. “The most 

cost-efective heating option is solar,” says Vince Cafici of Sunbather. “It 

can cost as little as $90 a year to run, has almost zero carbon footprint and, 

by creating a comfortable water temperature, you can significantly extend 

your swimming season.” A pool cover, which reduces water evaporation 

and keeps the water warm, is also beneficial.

maintenance 
“These days, maintenance is much simpler as many pools have automated 

self-testing systems to monitor and control the pH and chlorine levels,  

the two most important factors for healthy water,” says Dave Rochford.  

For the ultimate in self-cleaning simplicity, try an Infloor system or robotic 

cleaner, which continually remove debris.  

planning 

Before you dive in, think about which pool will complement your home 

and lifestyle. “Consider how often you’ll use it and whether it’s for 

exercise, family fun, lounging around or simply cooling of,” says Dave 

Rochford of Laguna Pools. The best location is often in an area where it 

forms a focal point from your main living area and enables you to keep 

an eye on the kids, says Dominic Schuiling of Momentum Pools. 

“Ensure the size is suited to the block and it’s designed so the gate, 

steps and surrounds allow you to transition easily between the pool and 

outdoor entertaining areas,” he explains. The connecting areas are also 

key. “Often it’s best to build pools on boundary fencing to conserve 

space and integrate existing walls, so the pool barrier can be formed 

without the pool looking as if it’s ringed by fencing,” he adds. 

price & materials 
Prices start from about $40,000 for a 7m x 3m in-ground concrete pool, 

says Dominic Schuiling, less for above-ground or fibreglass options. 

“With the added cost comes superior longevity, structural integrity and 

the ability to customise design, water depths, internal layouts and floor 

profiles,” he says. It’s also worthwhile budgeting an extra $10,000 or so 

for pool service provisions, fencing, paving, lighting and landscaping.  

A fully tiled pool in either ceramic or glass mosaics is robust, will retain 

its colour and requires minimal maintenance. “Rendered pool interiors, 

with a strip of waterline tiles, are cheaper, yet are more likely to require 

refurbishment in five to 10 years,” explains Dave Rochford. 

need to know:

“Glass fencing forms a seamless, secure barrier and maximises  
the view of the pool” ~ Dave Rochford
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style directory 

A Abey (03) 9747 7777, abey.com.au. 
Abode Living (03) 9811 7800, abodeliving.
com. Adairs 1300 783 005, adairs.com.au. 
African Trading Port africantradingport.
com.au. Airbnb airbnb.com.au. Aldi  
132 534, aldi.com.au. Alessandra Rossi 
alessandrarossi.com.au. Alessi alessi.com. 
Ali Express aliexpress.com. All Posters 
allposters.com.au. Amindy amindy.com.au. 
Angelique Houtkamp angeliquehoutkamp.
tumblr.com. Angus & Robertson Bookworld 
angusrobertson.com.au. Astra Walker (02) 
8838 5100, astrawalker.com.au. Aura By 
Tracie Ellis (03) 9552 6090, aurahome.com.
au. Australian Geographic (02) 9473 6700, 
australiangeographicshop.com.au.

B Baileys Furniture & Interiors (08) 9388 
7214. Bambury 1300 766 762, bambury.
com.au. Bayliss Rugs (03) 9708 6664, 
baylissrugs.com. Beachwood Furniture  
(02) 9918 7162, beachwood.com.au. Beacon 
Lighting 1300 232 266, beaconlighting.com.
au. Beaumont Tiles (08) 8292 4444, 
beaumont-tiles.com.au. Bed Bath N’ Table 
(03) 8888 8100, bedbathntable.com.au. 
Bedding Square beddingsquare.com.au. 
Bella Casa Linen (03) 9808 9108, 
bellacasalinen.com.au. Bemz bemz.com. 
Bianca (03) 9350 1622, bianca.com.au.  
Big W 1300 244 999, bigw.com.au. Bisque 
Interiors (02) 6658 0699, bisqueinteriors.
com.au. BoConcept (02) 9437 0066, 
boconcept.com.au. Bonnie And Neil  
(03) 9384 2234, bonnieandneil.com.au.  
BQ Design 1800 335 361, bqdesign. 
com.au. Bristile Roofing 1300 274 784, 
bristileroofing.com. Bunnings (03) 8831 
9777, bunnings.com.au. Burke Home 0421 
865 602. Bushel & A Peck 1300 017 479, 
bushelandapeck.com.au. Byron Bay Holiday 
Rentals byronbayholidayrentals.com. 

C Caesarstone 1300 119 119, caesarstone.
com.au. Cafe Lighting & Living (02) 9756 
0863, cafelighting.com.au. Cafeideas  
1300 223 343, cafeideas.com.au. Camilla 
(02) 8353 1800, camilla.com.au. Cantilever 
Interiors (03) 9387 5421, cantileverinteriors.
com. Canvas Home (03) 9504 6055, 
canvashome.com.au. Ceronne (02) 8246 
9119, ceronne.com.au. Chesterfield Lounges 
1300 480 254, chesterfieldlounges.com.au. 
Cheval Blanc Randheli randheli.chevalblanc.
com. Chuchu chuchu.net.au. Citta Design 
1800 256 723, cittadesign.com. Cloth & Co 
(02) 9929 2295, clothandco.co. Coast To 
Coast coasttocoastaustralia.com.au. 
Coastal Living coastalliving.net.au. Coco 
Republic 1300 785 039, cocorepublic.com.
au. Colorbond 1800 800 789, colorbond.
com. Couani 0422 971 043, couani.com.au. 
Country Road 1800 801 911, countryroad.
com.au. Crabtree & Evelyn 1800 272 873, 
crabtree-evelyn.com.au. Cranmore Home 
cranmorehome.com.au. Crème De La Mer 
(02) 9381 1200, cremedelamer.com.au. 
Crown Blinds (07) 3245 7781, crownblinds.
com.au. Crystal Pools (02) 9875 4555, 
crystalpools.com.au. Cult 1300 768 626, 
cultdesign.com.au. Cultiver cultiver.com. 

D Danish By Design (03) 9585 5944, 
danishbydesign.com.au. Darcy & Duke 
darcyandduke.com.au. Dare Gallery 1300 
113 273, daregallery.com.au. David Jones 
shop.davidjones.com.au. Davis & Waddell 
davisandwaddell.com.au. Dekton dekton.
com.au. Dermalogica 1800 659 118, 
dermalogica.com.au Design Hotels 
designhotels.com. Designers Guild 
designersguild.net.au. Designstuff  

(03) 9592 2960, designstuff.com.au.  
DIY Tiles diytiles.com.au. Domayne  
1800 366 296, domayneonline.com.au. 
Domus Lighting domuslighting.com.au. 
Down That Little Lane downthatlittlelane.
com.au. Dulux 132 525, dulux.com.au. 

E-G Early Settler earlysettler.com.au. 
Earthborn earthborn.com.au. Easycraft 
easycraft.com.au. Ebay ebay.com.au.  
Edge Tile & Stone edgetiles.com.au.  
Elton Group (03) 8555 2235, eltongroup.
com. Equator Homewares (02) 9571 5000, 
equatorhomewares.com.au. European 
Design europeandesign.com.au.  
Eveline Kotai artcollectivewa.com.au/
artists/eveline-kotai. Fabric Traders 
fabrictraders.com.au. Fantastic Furniture 
fantasticfurniture.com.au. Far Pavilions 
farpav.com.au. Fenton & Fenton (03) 9533 
2323, fentonandfenton.com.au. Fisher & 
Paykel 1300 650 590, fisherpaykel.com.au. 
Frankie & Coco frankieandcoco.com. 
Freedom 1300 135 588, freedom.com.au. 
Georg Jensen georgjensen.com.au. George 
Haynes georgehaynes.com.au. Gilles & 
Franck gillesandfranck.com.au. Glasshouse 
glasshousefragrances.com. Globe West  
(03) 9518 1600, globewest.com.au.  
Griffiths Design Studio facebook.com/
griffithsdesignstudio. Gumtree gumtree.
com.au. GWA Bathrooms & Kitchens 
gwabathroomsandkitchens.com.au. 

H H&M 1800 828 002, hm.com/au.  
Hale Mercantile Co. halemercantileco.com. 
Hampton & Harlow stirlingdesign.com.au. 
Hamptons Style hamptonsstyle.com.au. 
Hansgrohe hansgrohe.com.au. Happy  
As Larry Designs 0432 125 460, 
happyaslarrydesigns.com. Hard To Find 
hardtofind.com.au. Harvey Norman 
harveynorman.com.au. Havea Designs 
haveadesigns.com. Haven & Space 
havenandspace.com.au. Herman Miller 
hermanmiller.com.au. Holiday Shacks 
holidayshacks.com.au. House (03) 9863 
2388, house.com.au. House Of Bamboo 
1300 665 703, houseofbamboo.com.au. 
House Of Orange houseoforange.com.au. 

I-J Ian de Souza iandesouza.com.au.  
Ikea ikea.com.au. Illie illie.com.au. Indus 
Valley Designs 0412 498 634, indusvalley.
com.au. James Dunlop Textiles 1800 123 
705, jamesdunloptextiles.com. Jamieshop 
1800 983 0031, jamieshop.com. Jane 
Liddon dogrockdesign.com. Jane Martin 
janemartin.com.au. Jardan jardan.com.au. 
Jayson Brunsdon jaysonbrunsdon.com. 
Jeanbag jeanbag.com.au. Jeremy 
Kirwan-Ward jeremykirwanward.com. 
Jetmaster 1300 538 627, jetmaster.com.au. 
Jimmy Possum jimmypossum.com.au.  
Jo Malone 1800 661 062, jomalone.com.au. 
Jonathan Adler jonathanadler.com.  
JP Office Workstations 1300 735 310, 
jpofficeworkstations.com.au. Judy Gormans 
jude15@tpg.com.au. Just Bathroomware 
justbathroomware.com.au.

K-L Kas kasaustralia.com.au. Kiehl’s 
1300 651 991, kiehls.com.au. Kikki K  
(03) 9645 6346, kikki-k.com. Kmart  
1800 124 125, kmart.com.au. Kohler 1800 
564 537, au.kohler.com. Koskela (02) 9280 
0999, koskela.com.au. La Grolla (03) 9415 
8999, lagrolla.com.au. Laguna Pools  
(03) 9874 7964, lagunapools.com.au. 
Laufen (02) 9290 2331, au.laufen.com. 
Lavender Hill Interiors (02) 8313 9085, 
lavenderhillinteriors.com.au. Le Creuset 

1800 099 266, lecreuset.com.au.  
Leif leifshop.com. Leon Pericles 
leonpericles.com.au. Life Interior Design 
lifeinteriordesign.com. Like Butter 
likebutter.com.au. Lilly & Lolly (02) 9699 
7474, lillylolly.com.au. Linen & Moore  
linenmoore.com.au. Little White Dish 
0407 106 137, littlewhitedish.com.au.  
Loft (02) 9588 2252, loftfurniture.com.au. 
Losari losari.com.au. Lounge Lovers 
loungelovers.com.au. Lush (02) 9700 
9706, lush.com.au. Luumo Design  
(02) 9389 4830, luumodesign.com. 

M Made Measure 0412 264 555, 
mademeasure.com. Maison Et Jardin  
(02) 9362 8583, maisonetjardin.com.au. 
Manyara Home (02) 9997 4462, 
manyarahome.com.au. Mark Tuckey 
marktuckey.com.au. Masters 1300 337  
707, masters.com.au. Maxwell & Williams 
(03) 9318 0466, maxwellandwilliams.com.
au. Mecca Cosmetica 1800 007 844, 
meccacosmetica.com.au. Megan 
Kirwan-Ward jeremykirwanward.com. 
Mercator mercator.com.au. Miele 1300 
464 353, miele.com.au. Mike Green  
(03) 9509 9855, diggins.com.au. Milan 
Direct 1300 638 889, milandirect.com.au. 
Mokum 1800 123 705, mokumtextiles.
com. Momentum Pools 1300 362 088, 
momentumpools.com. My Island Home 
(02) 9362 8760, myislandhome.com.au. 

N-O Naturally Cane (02) 4948  
2829, naturallycane.com.au. Natural  
Pearl Skincare 0481 081 348, 
naturalpearlskincare.com.au. Navy 
Crockett navycrockett.com.au. Nefiko 
Marble (02) 8338 8668, nefiko.com. 
Neolith cdkstone.com.au. Nespresso  
1800 623 033, nespresso.com.au.  
No Chintz nochintz.com. NSW Leather Co 
leatherco.com.au. Oliver Birch (03) 5444 
1112, oliverbirch.com.au. Oliveri 1300 137 
465, oliverisinks.com.au. Omvivo (03) 
9339 8130, omvivo.com.au. One Sonny 
Day onesonnyday.com.au. Orient House  
(02) 9660 3895, orienthouse.com.au. 
Overflow overflowgroup.com.au. 

P-Q Papaya (02) 9386 9980, papaya.
com.au. Papier D’Amour (02) 9362 5200, 
papierdamour.com.au. Parisi parisi.com.au. 
Perini (03) 9421 0550, perini.com.au. 
Pittella (03) 9818 0311, pittellabathroom.
com.au. Pony Rider (02) 8911 3518, 
ponyrider.com.au. Porta Mouldings porta.
com.au. Porter Davis 1800 767 837, 
porterdavis.com.au. Porter’s Paints  
1800 656 664, porterspaints.com.  
Pottery Barn 1800 232 914, potterybarn.
com.au. Pret-A-Pot pret-a-pot.com. 
Provincial Home Living 1300 732 258, 
provincialhomeliving.com.au. Pure Linen 
(08) 6399 0036, purelinen.com.au. 
Quick-Step quick-step.com.au.

R Ram Taps ramtaps.com.au. Raw Edge 
Furniture rawedgefurniture.com.au.  
Reece (03) 9274 0000, reece.com.au. 
Resene 1800 738 383, resene.com.au. 

Resident GP residentgp.com.au.  
Rock Ribbons rockribbonsecogifts.com. 
Rogerseller 1300 559 759, rogerseller. 
com.au. Royal Design royaldesign.com. 
Royal Doulton 1300 852 022, wwrd.com.
au/royal-doulton. Ruby Star Traders  
(02) 9518 7899, rubystartraders.com.au. 
Rust (02) 9973 4268, rustonline.com.au.

S Sagitine 0498 498 489, sagitine.com. 
Sally Rhys-Jones Interior Architecture 
0402 847 255, sallyrhysjones.com. 
Sarojin Khao Lak Thailand sarojin.com. 
Seasonal Concepts 0430 044 383, 
seasonalconcepts.com.au. Shannon  
Fricke shannonfricke.com. Sheridan  
1800 625 516, sheridan.com.au.  
Shop Until shop.until.com.au. Silestone 
silestoneoceania.com. Simo Design 
simodesign.com. Skinnys skinnys.com.au. 
Smeg (02) 8667 4888, smeg.com.au.  
SNB Stone snb-stone.com. Snooze  
(03) 9830 4166, snooze.com.au. Space 
spacefurniture.com.au. Spence & Lyda 
spenceandlyda.com.au. Stayz stayz.com.
au. Sublime Architectural Interiors  
(07) 3715 6009, sublimegroup.com.au. 
Sunbather sunbather.com.au. Surround 
surround.com.au/lighting.

T Tapa Pacifica tapapacifica.com.  
Target 1300 753 567, target.com.au. 
Taubmans 131 686, taubmans.com.au. 
Tefal tefal.com.au. Tekno Tiles (02) 9816 
3844. Thalgo thalgo.com.au. The Bay  
Tree (02) 9328 1101, thebaytree.com.au. 
The Classic Outfitter (02) 9958 4500, 
theclassicoutfitter.com. The Country 
Trader (02) 9698 4661, thecountrytrader.
com.au. The DEA Store (02) 9698 8150, 
thedeastore.com. The Design Hunter  
(02) 9369 3322, thedesignhunter.com.au. 
The Minimalist theminimalist.com.au.  
The Reject Shop (03) 9371 5555, 
rejectshop.com.au. The Wedding Registry 
1300 436 933, theweddingregistry.com.
au. Trade Electrical (07) 3397 3050, 
tradeelectrical.com.au. Tradelink 1800  
228 476, tradelink.com.au. Treehouse  
(02) 9519 6166, treehouse.net.au. 

U-Z Uashmama uashmama.com.au. 
Urban Road urbanroad.com.au.  
Villa Interiors (02) 9437 6150,  
villainteriors.com.au. Villeroy & Boch 
villeroy-boch.com.au. Waterford wwrd.
com.au. Wattyl 132 101, wattyl.com.au. 
Wayfair 1300 900 675, wayfair.com.au.  
WC Bath & Shower (02) 9789 1500,  
(02) 9413 3999, wcbathshower.com.au. 
Wedgwood 1300 852 022, wwrd.com.au. 
West Elm 1800 239 516, westelm.com.au. 
Weylandts weylandts.com.au.  
Willow & Wood willowandwood.com.au. 
Wood And Water woodandwater.com.au. 
Wood Melbourne woodmelbourne.com. 
Yamaha au.yamaha.com. Your Home 
Depot yourhomedepot.com.au. Zaffero 
1300 233 071, zaffero.com.au. Zakkia  
(02) 8002 7498, zakkia.com.au. Zanui 
1300 668 317, zanui.com.au. Zohi Interiors 
(02) 9524 2111, zohiinteriors.com.au.

SUBSCRIBER EXCLUSIVES: TERMS & CONDITIONS Visit homebeautiful.
com.au for terms & conditions. Entrants must be 18+. Opens 14/12/15 
at 09:00 AEDT. Closes 11/01/16 at 17:00 AEDT. Winners drawn at the 
Promoter’s premises on 25/01/16 at 11:00 AEDT. Winner notified by mail 
& published on the Home Beautiful website on 16/02/16. Total prize value 
is $989. The Promoter is Pacific Magazines Pty Ltd, 8 Central Ave, Eveleigh 
NSW 2015 (ABN 16 097 410 896). Authorised under: NSW Permit No. 
LTPM/15/00632. ACT Permit No. TP 15/06392.
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BEDROOM ELEGANCE

THE HEIGHT OF 

SUMMER STYLE

SLEEK AND SPACIOUS

CONTEMPORARY FORM

Indulge your mid-century modern 

style with the evocative angled

lines and Scandinavian influence 

of the Bastian White Coffee Table 

from Zanui. For more information, 

visit zanui.com.au.

LUXURIOUS LINEN

Looking for an easy way to bring 

style to your bedroom? Give your 

bed a relaxed new look with Milano 

bed linen from Bed Bath N’ Table. 

Simple and contemporary, nothing 

compares to linen for a little luxury 

every day. For more information, 

visit bedbathntable.com.au.

FILL YOUR HOME WITH MUSIC

Share the music you love including playlists, music 

streaming services, CDs and even vinyl! This chic 

wireless speaker talks to MusicCast devices around 

your home with a simple, intuitive app. Welcome to 

multi-room entertainment, welcome to MusicCast. 

Yamaha PLUS RRP $349. Visit au.yamaha.com.

EVERYDAY PLEASURE

Moccona believes that great 

pleasure is to be found in the 

smallest indulgence. Its 

Moccona Espresso capsules

for the Caffitaly System deliver 

the highest expression of 

Moccona you’ve ever tasted for 

the perfect barista style coffee 

at home. Available now in 

Woolworths. For information 

visit moccona.com.au.
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SMOOTH MOVES

New Schick Hydro Silk 

TrimStyle hydrates longer* 

than any other razor and 

features five Curve Sensing 

blades to deliver incredible 

closeness. With a flip of 

the handle, the TrimStyle 

transforms into a waterproof 

bikini trimmer.

HOME FRAGRANCE

Transform your home into a 

blissful oasis with the elegant

and evocative Air Wick Home 

Signature range. Discover the 

complete fragrance range at 

selected Woolworths. Find

out more at AirWick.com.au.

STYLISH SHADE

COOK LIKE A PRO

C

OUTDOOR ESSENTIAL

GET RESULTS

Dynamo is your guarantee 

of exceptional stain removal. 

Dynamo contains ‘Stain Lift 

Technology’ that lifts dirt 

and stains, and keeps them 

from re-depositing back 

onto your clothes, delivering 

a powerful clean across 

your whole wash.

MULTI-TASKER

New Décor Thermostone 

with realseal lid allows you to 

cook, serve, store, freeze and 

reheat all from the one dish! 

The lid's soft silicone seal 

and air release vent button 

create a leakproof, airtight 

seal. RRP from $11.99 for a 

500ml dish to $28.99 for a 3L 

dish. Visit decor.com.au.



With smart technology, Mortein Kill & Protect kills the cockroaches already in your home, eradicates their nests 
and creates a barrier to stop new roaches coming in. www.mortein.com.au

*Includes Mortein Kill & Protect DIY 2L inside only, Mortein Kill & Protect Indoor Surface Spray.

*



style extras

Summer’s here and 
the time is right for...
making sure that your good furniture is coping with  

the heat and with air conditioning. Keep it nourished 

and remove marks that can permanently damage  

the integrity of the surface with Restor-A-Finish,  

Feed-N-Wax and Howard Orange Oil. Then go 

Dancing In The Street.

1800 672 646

www.jlee.com.au

www.oakinvogue.com.au
sales@oakinvogue.com.au

Nationwide Delivery

New Stock Arrived



style extras

www.kelanifabric.com.au  03 9438 4145

VISIT OUR SHOW ROOM, BY APPOINTMENT

Phone for a free information kit

1800 071 100
www.theinteriordesignacademy.com

Get into Interior Design

12 Week Diploma Course

View the entire Glenview range online at   

www.glenviewproducts.com.au
For more information call Bob on 02 9449 9892

Outdoor Artwork
Stylish and Practical

Snow Goose

The Don
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{LAST WORD}

THERE’S A SCENE in the 1988 film Big that crystallises the allure 

of bunk beds. In the comedy, Tom Hanks plays a boy who wakes up in 

the body of a man and goes on to become a successful toy executive. 

When a colleague at his firm tries to seduce him with “a sleepover”,  

he agrees but only on the condition that “I get to be on top”. A rapid  

edit later and it’s clear that this was a bunk-bed-based double entendre  

– and you don’t get many of them these days.

At its simplest and most basic level of design, the bunk bed was  

a vertical masterpiece of space saving. Two kids could now inhabit  

one room and have enough floor space to get into arguments over. 

But once mum and dad retired to 

congratulate themselves on buying 

such an innovation, the real conflict 

began. With its raised locale and 

rarefied air, the top bunk was prime 

position. It literally signalled where 

one was in the pecking order. The 

older you were, the higher you were. 

For those of us who didn’t grow up in our own rooms, the bed was  

a sacrosanct space – trespass and you would be punished by everything 

from Chinese burns to blabbing about your girlfriend in front of the 

whole family at dinner. Worse still was that particularly vindictive 

species of older brother who’d load up on beans and curry then climb 

into the top bunk and let nature take its gaseous course. 

That said, the bottom bunk certainly did have its advantages. It  

took manufacturers a while to cotton on to the need for a safety rail  

up top, so many a child opened his eyes just in time to see a sister 

plummeting into the plush pile, having rolled over one too many times. 

And the more your parents told you it wasn’t funny and you shouldn’t  

be laughing, the more it was, and the more you did.

Back in the day, bunk beds came in two varieties. The first was tubular 

steel, which, if it came into contact with bare skin during the night, felt 

like a chilled and ghostly hand on your exposed lower back. The second 

was timber, usually untreated pine, depending on the budget. At best, it 

would snag on your PJs, leaving you precariously suspended luntil your 

dad would storm upstairs to find out why you were late for breakfast. At 

worst, you’d leap onto the Sealy in a cavalier manner, misjudge the 

distance and end up with a splinter so enormous that it could be used for 

kindling. (Of course, if your family was a bit la-di-da, this wouldn’t have 

happened as you would have used a ladder to climb to the top bunk).

A third variety of bunk bed warrants a 

mention – the DIY. This variety often came 

about after a parent baulked at a price tag 

and then went to the hardware shop to use 

terms such as “lumber” and “counterplate 

brackets”. Sometimes these were as good 

as the retail variety, but often they teetered 

and lurched like palm trees in a cyclone. At 

some point, you were inevitably told to “stop being such a big baby and 

get into bed” – shortly after which you were flinging a mattress and 

assorted counterplate brackets aside to rescue the poor sap who had 

believed the builder, occupied the bottom bunk and was now trapped 

beneath a small pyramid of timber in the middle of the carpet.

Whether it’s the mild thrill of adventure that comes with clambering to 

a top bunk, the heightened perspective it gives a little person who spends 

most of their time looking up at the world, or the sheer practicalities of 

increased functionality, bunk beds are still a go-to. Granted, many now 

have study nooks or cupboards at floor level and are mystifyingly 

referred to as “loft beds”. Lofty they may be – but for many a generation, 

they will forever remain the gold, old, mildly dangerous bunk.  
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THE TOP BUNK WAS prime position. 
IT LITERALLY SIGNALLED WHERE ONE  

WAS IN THE PECKING ORDER
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